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ABSTRACT

Cognitive radio has been found to be the paradigm that is able to satisfy the above re-

quirements. It is a very interdisciplinary topic that incorporates flexible system archi-

tectures, machine learning, context awareness and cooperative networking. Mitola’s

vision about cognitive radio intended to build context-sensitive smart radios that are

able to adapt to the wireless environment conditions while maintaining quality of

service support for different applications. Artificial intelligence techniques including

heuristics algorithms and machine learning are the shining tools that are employed to

serve the new vision of cognitive radio. In addition, these techniques show a potential

to be utilized in an efficient resource allocation for the upcoming 5G networks’ struc-

tures such as heterogeneous multi-tier 5G networks and heterogeneous cloud radio

access networks due to their capability to allocate resources according to real-time

data analytics.

We study cognitive radio from a system point of view focusing closely on architec-

tures; artificial intelligence techniques that can enable intelligent radio resource allo-

cation and efficient radio parameters reconfiguration. We propose a modular cognitive

resource management architecture, which facilitates a development of flexible control

for resources management in diverse wireless networks. The core operation of the

proposed architecture is decision-making for resource allocation and system’s param-

eters adaptation. Thus, we develop the decision-making mechanism using different

artificial intelligence techniques, evaluate the performance achieved, and determine

the tradeoff using one technique over the others.

In addition, we explore the use of enhanced online learning to perform efficient

resource allocation in the upcoming 5G networks to maximize energy efficiency and
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data rate. The considered 5G structures are heterogeneous multi-tier networks with

device-to-device communication and heterogeneous cloud radio access networks. We

propose power and resource blocks allocation schemes to maximize energy efficiency

and data rate in heterogeneous 5G networks. Moreover, traffic offloading from large

cells to small cells in 5G heterogeneous networks is investigated and an online learning

based traffic offloading strategy is developed to enhance energy efficiency. Energy

efficiency problem in heterogeneous cloud radio access networks is tackled using online

learning in centralized and distributed fashions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern wireless networks including the upcoming 5G are required to be robust,

flexible and energy efficient, but provide high-quality and low-cost services to the

users. The demand for mobile services and applications is rapidly saturating wireless

spectrum capacities. In particular, license-exempt bands such as Industrial, Scientific

and, Medical (ISM) bands are experiencing increased channel demand and contention,

which lead to spectrum scarcity. 5G with its proposed trends is envisioned as a poten-

tial solution to accommodate this demand. Moreover, techniques such as deployment

of multi-antenna, multi-carrier techniques and advanced power control are considered

in the design of future network topologies. However, with all these attempts to handle

this demand, still better spectrum and power efficiency remain as high priority goals

for the future network designs.

1.1 Problem Statement and Motivation

The flexibility of future 5G mobile networks exploiting modern technologies such as

cloud-optimized radio access and software-defined radioa open the gateway for de-

ploying dynamic strategies for better resource allocation. Dynamic Spectrum Access

(DSA) was proposed to solve the spectrum scarcity problem by improving spectrum

utilization of the unlicensed spectrum as in [1, 2]. This is achieved by allowing Sec-

ondary Users (SUs) to opportunistically access the licensed spectrum without interfer-

ing with Primary Users (PUs). Same approach is applied to heterogeneous networks,
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where small cells share the spectrum with the macro cells without harming their com-

munications. Nevertheless the main drive of Cognitive Radio (CR) was to improve

spectrum utilization, it can go beyond that. According to Mitola’s vision, CR is a

system, which is self-aware, can observe and plan according to the stimuli from the

radio environment, learn from past actions and act accordingly [3, 4, 5]. This vision

requires a design of a fully independent Cognitive Engine (CE) thats is able to acquire

environment conditions and applications’ requirements and utilize them to make de-

cisions on transmission parameters adaptation. However, constrained optimization

that is determined by application-layer requirements, and channel conditions acqui-

sitions in heterogeneous topologies are challenging tasks. As Artificial Intelligence

(AI) techniques are the core of the CE as they are employed for decision-making, it is

necessary to address the tradeoff of different AI algorithms and the complexity issues.

In addition, the fact that CE with certain AI technique can perform well at certain

environment conditions such as high Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), while another CE

is more effective at low SNR. Therefore, the design of CE is a challenging task.

5G is a promising technology to satisfy the future demand for data services as it

is expected to provide high data rates up to 10 Gbps with end to end latency of 2 to

5 milliseconds [6]. The vision of 5G networks is to have a global unified platform that

provides seamless connectivity among existing standards (e.g., HSPA, LTE-A, and

WiFi). One of the envisioned 5G structures is the multi-tier Heterogeneous Networks

(Hetnets) with different sizes, transmission powers, and unprecedented numbers of

smart and heterogeneous wireless devices [7]. The multi-tier structure consists of

two tiers: primary tier and secondary tier. The primary tier includes high power

macrocells that serve Macro Users (MUEs), while the secondary tier comprises pico-

cells, femtocells and Device to Device (D2D) communications. However, small cells

and D2D transmitters tend to increase their transmission power to maximize their

performance, which causes severe interference to the primary tier and increases the
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power consumption [8] [9]. Due to the conflict of interests among the Secondary

Transmitters (STs), it is more suitable to address the power allocation problem in

a non-cooperative fashion. This also reduces the overhead of either appointing cen-

tral entity for information broadcasting and information exchange among the STs.

However, the noncooperative approach may cause severe interference, increase in the

power consumption, and degradation in Quality of Service (QoS) of the MUEs and the

SUs due to the lack of the environment awareness [10]. Heterogeneous Cloud Radio

Access Networks (H-CRANs) is another emerging trend of 5G that aims to overcome

the capacity limitation of Cloud Radio Access Networks (CRANs) by decoupling data

and control signals in order to alleviate the influence of fronthaul links on energy effi-

ciency and dedicate small cells to provide high data rates without considering control

functions [11]. On the other hand, high power Macro Base Stations (MBSs) in Het-

nets support coverage and guarantee backward compatibility with traditional cellular

networks since small cells focus only on boosting the data rate in special zones [12]

[13]. Despite the fact that Hetnets are able to improve the coverage and the capacity,

inter-tier interference and the cumulative power consumption of the small cells are

critical challenges that must be considered [14] [15]. Comparing with CRANs and

Hetnets, H-CRANs have been shown to exhibit significant performance gains though

advanced collaborative signal processing and radio resource allocation are still chal-

lenging. Inter-tier interference between the MBSs and Remote Radio Heads (RRHs)

has a severe impact on energy efficiency. Unlike traditional CRANs, inter-tier inter-

ference should be controlled by an advanced processing technique and the interference

to the MUEs must be maintained at low levels with sophisticated power allocation

techniques. The intra-tier interference between the RRHs is another factor to degrade

energy efficiency in H-CRANs in addition to the inter-tier interference because of the

fronthaul capacity constraints. In addition, the users usually prefer to associate with

RRHs because lower transmission power is needed and more resources are allocated
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compared to association with MBSs. This is reflected on energy efficiency of RRHs.

1.2 Thesis Objective and Contributions

This thesis aims to investigate radio Resource Allocation (RA) problem in various

network structures including CR and the upcoming 5G. AI techniques with focus on

machine learning are the tools toward achieving efficient RA in these networks driven

by various performance objectives such as energy efficiency, interference mitigation

and throughput maximization. The work in this thesis realizes CR as a practical tech-

nology to perform transmission parameters adaptation according to the environment

conditions. This is demonstrated using multiple AI techniques in various networks

topologies. In addition, machine learning is employed to allocate radio resources in-

cluding power and frequency in potential 5G trends, which are Hetnets with D2D

communications and H-CRANs.

The thesis also exploits customized AI techniques to design a cognitive resource

management system (CogWnet) to perform radio parameters adaptations according

to environment conditions. The core of this system is developed using single, hybrid

and supervised AI technique approaches. The motivation and tradeoff for each ap-

proach is highlighted. The designed system is applied for resource management for

several radio technologies including LTE systems and its impact on boosting perfor-

mance and network efficiency is demonstrated. In addition, we develop an enhanced

online learning approach with low complexity to tackle the RA problem including

power, frequency and small cells operation mode in 5G Hetnets and 5G H-CRANs.

The performance of the designated online learning approach is highlighted over other

RA schemes in terms of convergence, energy efficiency and spectrum utilization with

minimum complexity.

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

• Background and State of Art. Survey and background about CR resource man-
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agement starting from the development of Software Defined Radios (SDRs) to

the development of cognition cycle are illustrated. The design of CR resource

management architecture and the challenges that accompany the existing ap-

proaches to tackle them and the corresponding practical solutions implemented

are explained. CE, several approaches from the literature to highlight its capa-

bility, and the application of CR resource management concept in real network

technologies such as LTE networks are presented. RA problem with various net-

work efficiency objectives in 5G Hetnets and 5G H-CRANs is presented along

with the literature related work.

• Cognitive radio resource management architecture (CogWnet). CogWnet [16]

is proposed to realize CR as per Mitola’s vision. CogWnet addresses the chal-

lenges raised in CR resource management and coordinates between the cognitive

functions to resolve any conflicts. A cross-layer based optimization was adopted,

which infers and extracts environment parameters from all layers of the network

stack for use in the decision-making process. The designed architecture is com-

ponent based and addresses adaptability, portability and modularity issues. We

have demonstrated CogWnet functionality using SDRs testbed.

• Artificial intelligence approaches for the decision-making function of cognitive

architecture

This contribution comprises the developed approaches for CE using AI to per-

form radio system parameters adaptation. These approaches include single,

hybrid and supervised cognitive engines. The single CE approach exploits en-

hanced version Genetic Algorithm (GA) with constrained and adaptive multi-

objective optimization [17] [18]. The hybrid engine approach comprises CBR

and Decision Trees (DTs) to achieve parameters adaptation with the goal of

limiting the complexity and reduces the convergence time [19]. The supervised
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approach tackles the tradeoff of using certain machine learning technique for

parameters adaptation in different scenarios. Thus, it aims at selecting the

most appropriate machine learning technique for the any encountered scenario

[20].

• Cognitive radio resource management for LTE networks CR resource manage-

ment is utilized to allocate Resource Blocks (RBs) and adapt related trans-

mission parameters to maximize throughput [21]. The process incorporates

integration between the LTE architecture and the designated cognitive system

(CogWnet). In addition, a cognitive approach is proposed to mitigate interfer-

ence in LTE Hetnets between femto and macro cells [22].

• Efficient RA in the next generation 5G networks using novel machine learning

approaches . Two online learning approaches are proposed to perform resource

allocation in 5G Hetnets. The first approach is cooperative online learning

scheme to allocate power and frequency to maximize the users data rate in

the downlink [23]. The second approach aims to maximize energy efficiency

through efficient power allocation [24]. It develops a non-cooperative online

learning with an intuition feature that allows each learning agent to conjecture

other agent intended actions for power allocation, which reduces the complexity

and enhance the achieved performance. In order to improve energy efficiency

further in 5G Hetnets, a traffic offloading methodology is developed using online

learning in which MUEs are offloaded to small cells to reduce power consump-

tions. Finally, a sophisticated online learning scheme is proposed for RA in

H-CRANs to maximize energy efficiency. The proposed scheme targets the

downlink communication and follows two approaches: centralized, where a con-

troller is dedicated to make the RA decisions and decentralized where MBSs

take the responsibility of resource allocation [25]. The developed online learn-
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ing methodology approximates the Q-Value function to reduce the complexity

of the proposed scheme [26] and expedite the learning convergence.

1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis is divided into following chapters. The state-of-the-art technology is pre-

sented in Chapter 2 along with an overview of the related work. CogWnet system

design, components and its decision-making functionality are presented in Chapter

3. In Chapter 4, different AI approaches for the design of CE for cognitive param-

eters adaptation are presented. In Chapter 5, resource allocation and interference

mitigation techniques inspired by CR in LTE networks are proposed. Chapter 6

investigates the problem of resource allocation in 5G Hetnets and H-CRANs using

enhanced machine learning techniques. In addition, traffic offloading using machine

learning is proposed in the same chapter to address the problem of energy efficiency

in 5G Hetnets. Finally, conclusions and future works are presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Background and State of the Art

The concept of CR was introduced by Mitola in [3]. Mitola aims to design a fully

reconfigurable radio that is able to adapt its parameters according to the current

environment state and users’ QoS requirements. This opens the path to exploit

cognitive approach in radio resource management. AI algorithms are the tools used

to develop efficient CR resource management schemes. In addition, these algorithms

are extended to tackle RA problems in advanced network structures such as cellular

and Hetnets.

In this chapter, we present background and relevant work that investigates radio

RA in various network structures. First, an overview of CR resource management is

given. Then, we elaborate on the concept of CE and how AI techniques are utilized to

design cognitive engines. In addition, RA challenges in LTE and 5G networks, related

interference issues, and the work done to overcome these challenges are presented.

Then, we discuss the motivation for using of online learning to perform an efficient RA

in the upcoming 5G with various trends including Hetnets and H-CRANs.Moreover,

we give a brief background about online learning functionality.
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2.1 Cognitive Radio Resource Management

2.1.1 Software Defined Radios Evolution

The concept of SDRs was introduced by Mitola in 1991 [27] referring to a radio,

which can be easily reconfigured and reprogrammed. The ability to change the ra-

dio configuration gives the device the flexibility to perform variety of functions at

different times. The technical definition for SDRs is that they are software imple-

mentation of the radio functionality, which allows the mobile terminal to adapt the

radio environment accordingly.

The flexibility of communication offered by SDRs imposes an implementation dif-

ficulty. For example, designing an SDRs front end to handle wide range of frequencies

and modulation types is extremely difficult [28]. Developing reconfigurable radio ar-

chitectures was stimulated by the necessity of the U.S military to have multi-band

multi-mode radio, which can operate across different frequency bands using variety

of protocols. One of the first such radios built was the US Air Force’s Integrated

Communications Navigation and Identification Avionics (ICNIA) system, developed

in the late 1970’s [29]. The system used Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) based mo-

dem to operate multi-function multi-band airborne radios in the 30 MHz to 1.6 GHz

band. ICNIA’s technology has been later the foundation for many other military

radios.

In addition, several universities groups and companies have designed and built

their own experimental SDRs platforms. For example, Spectrum Signal Processing

Inc. is a company that is specialized in the development of SDRs. They provide a wide

range of SDRs systems and baseband processing boards that utilize a combination

of PowerPC, DSPs and Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) signal processing

devices [30]. Motorola built their 4G base station using SDRs technology and has been

one of the first manufacturers deploying SDRs in its products since 2001 [31]. Vanu
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produces software for SDRs. They have designed their own software radio architecture

which enables base stations to simultaneously operate as Global System for Mobile

Communications (GSM), Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Integrated Digital

Enhanced Network (IDEN), Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA),

and beyond.

One of the most popular and widely used SDRs platform in the research commu-

nity is the Universal Software Radio Peripherals (USRP) designed by Ettus Research

[32]. It is an integrated board, which incorporates Analog to Digital Converters

(A/D) converters, a number of Radio Frequency (RF) front-ends covering different

frequency bands, and an FPGA which does a part of computationally most expensive

pre-processing of the input signal. The low-cost and relatively high speed made the

USRP board the best choice for a GNU Radio user to implement some real time ap-

plications. It is also very often known simply as a GNU radio platform as it is mainly

used in combination with the open-source GNU radio software [33]. The GNU radio

software itself is built in a modular fashion. It provides a library of signal processing

blocks and the framework to tie these blocks together. The programming environment

is a combination of C++ and Python.

Many research groups have implemented their own SDRs platforms. The KUAR

platform has been designed to be a low-cost experimental platform targeted at the

frequency range 5.25 to 5.85 GHz with a tunable bandwidth of 30 MHz [34]. The

platform includes an embedded 1.4 GHz General Purpose Processors (GPPs), Xilinx

Virtex2 FPGA and supports Gigabit Ethernet and PCI-express connections back

to a host computer. Another platform is Wireless Research Open-Access Platform

(WRAP) developed at Rice University is one of the most used reconfigurable research

platform to prototype high-speed wireless communication algorithms and systems.

Due to its programmability and flexibility it allows for easy implementation of various

physical and network layer protocols. Similarly but more powerful and expensive
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reconfigurable platform called Berkeley Emulation Engine (BEE2) has been developed

at Berkeley Wireless Research Center [35]. The engine consists of five Xilinx Vertex-II

VP70 FPGAs connected with high speed internal links, which provide a possibility

to execute in parallel intensive signal processing algorithms. One of the five FPGAs

called a control FPGA executes Linux OS on its embedded PowePC to control the

peripherals. links are available per platform to interface the BEE2 with radios a

total of 8-10 Gbps full-duplex. Due to its modular design and scalability BEE2 is

applicable to a wide range of high-performance applications such as real-time radio

telescope signal processing, CR, computer architecture emulation and so on.

For Our implementation, we have used USRP-N210 [32] which is the latest version

of USRP series SDRs platform.

2.1.2 Cognitive Resource Management Concept

Mitola’s vision was to have a radio that is self-aware, user-aware, RF aware and able

to learn from the surrounding environment. This leads us to the concept of radio

etiquette, where the radio is able to reason about a set of RF bands, air interfaces,

protocols spatial, and temporal patterns of spectrum usage. Mitola has designed

radio knowledge representation language to express knowledge that CR has about

itself and the environment around it [4].

The potential view of CR helps to introduce future wireless networks that are flex-

ible and exploit AI algorithms for radio reconfiguration optimization. The definition

of CR was left to the research interest of wireless research groups. For example, for the

groups, who work on Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), they consider it a definition

for CR. However, it is only one part of CR, which is related to RF awareness and spec-

trum agility. Radio systems that can do context based routing, automated channel

allocation, adaptive modulation or in general can exhibit any kind of self-configuration

have been also defined as CRs, by system oriented researchers. Therefore, CR can
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be classified into two types: the first one is specifically doing DSA and the second

one follows the idea of having a fully configurable radio system, which can learn and

decide based on the environmental stimuli and intelligently optimize its performance.

As a formal definition for CR, The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) pro-

posed in 2003 the following term for Cognitive Radio: CR is a radio that can change

its transmitter parameters based on its interaction with the environment in which

it operates. This interaction may involve active negotiation or communications with

other spectrum users and/or passive sensing and decision making within the radio.

The majority of CRs will probably be SDRs, but neither having software nor being

field-reprogrammable are requirements of CR [36].

2.1.3 Cognition Cycle

Cognition cycle was introduced by Mitola in [3]. It illustrates the overall cognitive

process as in Figure 2.1. It starts with observing the radio environment which is

achieved via spectrum sensing. Spectrum sensing function aims to find spectrum

Figure 2.1: Cognition Cycle

opportunities, finding out n-hop neighbors, getting channel state and network state

information, location information, etc. The observation also includes reading the cur-

rent radio and protocol level settings as well as getting information from other sources
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(cooperative users, databases, etc.) via a control channel. The information obtained

in the observing state can be used in both learning and orientation. The orientation

state comprises action scheduling and priority setting in case an immediate action

is necessary. Transition can go from the orientation to the decision state in urgent

scenarios. The last possible transition from the orientation state goes to the plan

state for scenarios that are not time critical and need planning before taking actions.

Learning state is the center of the cognition cycle as it is the process of extracting the

useful information from the observations, passed decisions and actions and also being

able to recognize the changes in the environment and adapt accordingly. The action

state results in optimal RA and parameter settings such that the performance of the

radio device or the network is optimized under certain conditions and preferences.

2.1.4 Cognitive Radio Resource Management Architectures

Several examples of cognitive architectures have been reported [37], [38]. They either

focus on design optimization while ignoring issues that impact the overall system per-

formance, or only consider DSA as the main objective. They use proprietary interfaces

for communication between stack layers and the cognitive architecture. Moreover, no

standard approach exists to configure the transmission parameters. There are a few

high- level architectures that target resource management. However, often these lack

a testbed evaluation that can determine their efficiency. For example, the design of a

CE in [39] aims to learn and adapt to radio environment changes by extending legacy

spectrum-sharing techniques. This engine lacks certain functions, such as the use of

broadband waveform, reliability, and support for QoS requirements. The work in [40]

uses GA for configuration of physical and MAC layer parameters, such as modulation,

transmit power, number of sub-carriers, etc. The system consists of an engine that

adjusts the parameters according to environmental constraints. However, this engine

only considers physical and MAC layers constraints, thus limiting reconfigurability.
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In addition, this architecture is very complicated as it uses GA without consider-

ing its complexity. Another design of a reconfigurable node was proposed in [41] to

observe and reconfigure all radio parameters. The design is simple and flexible but

does not involve the application layer requirements in the channel-selection process.

In [42], the cognitive framework considers the interference caused by the coexistence

of PUs and SUs. It is based on collecting channel information from the physical

layer and using it to reconfigure the radio. The MAC layer includes the management

and channel-sensing modules. However, this architecture lacks the involvement of

the upper layers in the radio-management process, making the resultant decisions

inconsistent with the QoS requirements. All of the above-mentioned architectures do

not specify interfaces enabling the flow of information between the CE and the stack

layers. In addition, there is no support for distributed cognitive systems that improve

the overall performance of the network.

2.2 Cognitive Engine and Radio Parameters Adaptation

2.2.1 Cognitive Engine

CE is the intelligent agent that performs decisions driven by certain performance

objectives to adapt system parameters, according to its observation and learning

from the surrounding environment to achieve reliable communication and efficient

resources utilization [17]. CE incorporates three attributes:

• Observation: Collect information about the operating environment, capability,

and characteristics of the radio.

• Reconfiguration: Change the operation parameters of the radio.

• Cognition: Understand the environment and capability of the radio (awareness),

make informed decisions on actions (reasoning), and learn the impact of these
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actions on the performance of the radio, as well as the performance of the

network in which the radio is embedded (learning).

Awareness refers to the process of extracting the information regarding environment

and radio itself for a specific purpose. Reasoning is defined as the process of finding

an appropriate action in response to a particular situation with a system target (e.g.,

maximum operating lifetime, maximum robustness, and lowest cost communications)

based on the user application quality-of-service (QoS) requirement [e.g., latency and

bit error rate (BER)] and willingness to share resources and collaborate with other

devices in the network. Learning is defined as the process of accumulating knowledge

based on the observed impact upon applying the action. Typically, these processes

complement each other to improve the operation of the CR process as a whole [43].

The CE can be implemented as an independent entity interacting with the radio

transceiver [e.g., reconfigurable radio transceiver implemented with SDRs or as a col-

lection of interacting entities with each entity fulfilling a specific role. Given the input

from its environment or user (observation), the CE analyzes and classifies the situa-

tion and determines the appropriate response to the stimulus (cognition) and carries

out the decision (reconfiguration). As an example, this response can be adapting

radio parameters such as the channel coding scheme, the modulation scheme, and the

operation frequency, given user requirements, current environment conditions, and

previous experiences at the CE [44]. How to implement the various aspects of a CE

is an active area of research in which considerable attention is given to each of these

three attributes.

2.2.2 Cognitive Radio Parameters Adaptation Techniques

Radio resource management and system parameters adaptation relies on application

QoS requirements such as throughput, delay, Bit Error Rate (BER), and energy

efficiency dictated by the application layer. The design of CE utilizes many AI tech-
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niques to be able to establish automated wireless systems that is capable to configure

radio transmission parameters according to environment conditions extracted from

the TCP/IP layers including channel state information, received signal strength and

Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR).

There are many AI techniques exploited for radio resource management and trans-

mission parameters configuration schemes in the cognitive context, such as Rule Based

Systems (RBS) [45], fuzzy logic [46], and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [47].

These approaches can find solutions but may not produce the best ones as they have

various limitations on parameters adaptation. For example, RBS are limited to prede-

termined capabilities by their own rule set. Fuzzy logic approximated solutions are not

based on certain input, and hence, they are not accurate solutions. ANNs include ex-

tensive training to generate observed behavior, but become unstable when constraints

are necessary to account for. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm is used to

solve the optimization problem by formulating it into single objective function [48].

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is also being used as in [49] to determine the

CR transmission parameters for a given set of objectives. Game Theory (GT) is in a

nascent stage and used for interactive decision-making, but provides analytical tools

to predict the outcome of complex interactions among the rational entities based on

perceived results. In [50], Simulated Annealing (SA) cross-layer optimization is ex-

ploited to improve communication quality based on utility function. Transmission

parameters are tuned based on the utility function calculation for certain communi-

cation quality metrics such as throughput, delay...etc. The aim of this optimization

is to maximize these utility values. Although SA is fast in convergence, it does not

improve with time, which is necessary as more search is required to find solutions in

such dynamic environment with plenty of parameters and multiple objectives. The

dynamic nature of real networks makes the implementation of these techniques in CR

very complex. In addition, the heterogeneity of CR networks and the multiple layers
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involved in radio configuration exacerbate difficulties and drawbacks in the above

optimization techniques.

An adaptive multi-objective optimization schemes was proposed in [17] and [18]

to improve the system efficiency with an enhanced version of GA. Despite the power

of GA in multi-objective optimization, its complexity and the relatively slow con-

vergence limit its performance. Simulation results in [51] have shown that the PSO

can solve multi-objective optimization problems and dynamically select transmission

parameters in CR applications. The work in [52] considered ACO in the CE design.

However, long-term learning ability, which is essential function of CR to gather knowl-

edge from its past running experiences is not investigated in these engines. Learning

based algorithms such as CBR was exploited to create cognitive engines. The work

in [53] exploited CBR in cognitive system adaptation in IEEE802.22 networks. CBR

is fast in convergence with good scalability. However, it is not efficient if the encoun-

tered scenario does not match with any of the cases stored in its database. In order

to overcome the limitations of each of the above techniques, hybrid CE design was

introduced. This approach aims to combine learning and optimization algorithms

to perform more efficient system adaptation. Authors in [54] exploits the advantage

of quantum GA to design a hybrid engine with CBR. Another hybrid approach was

investigated in [55] in which CBR and PSO are used as the core of the CE. Ashwin

et al. [56] proposed a hybrid engine based on CBR and GA that has the capability

to still adapt to new environments using GA. However, this engines relies on GA as

an optimizer, which is slow in convergence and is stuck in local optima. In addition,

non of proposed engines considered efficiency, complexity and configurability range.

In [57], Huang et al. designed a learning engine framework based on Support

Vector Machine (SVM) to configure radio parameters using the estimation of BER

and SNR. The work in [58] proposed a primitive architecture for meta-cognition, which

is used to rate the solution achieved by CBR and from this point it can decide if it is
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necessary to look for alternative adaptation algorithm such as GA. Y. Zhao et al. [59]

looked into utility function selection for streaming video with a CE testbed. Our work

in [17] considers a design of CE using multiple objective optimization for parameters

adaptation with enhanced GA as an optimization tool. We in [19] proposed a hybrid

CE to perform system adaptation using CBR and DTs to boost the performance

and expedite the convergence. It is fact that CE with certain learning technique can

perform well at certain environment conditions such as high SNR, while another CE

is more effective at low SNR. This creates the need to redesign the CE structure

from a new perspective, which is the capability to select the most appropriate CE

technique for adaptation in the encountered network scenario. However, this requires

establishing solid evaluation methodologies to be able to evaluate various CE designs

and algorithms in different network conditions.

2.3 Cognitive Resource Allocation in LTE Networks

2.3.1 Cognitive Radio Resource Management for OFDMA Systems

As the aim of LTE networks is to provide higher data rate with lower latency, Orthog-

onal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is used as its access technology

where radio resources are scheduled in the unit of RBs [60]. Each RB consists of

successive sub-carriers over a certain number of OFDMA symbols. Most of RRM

schemes are compatible with OFDMA [61]. Radio resource management is a chal-

lenging task because radio resources such as frequency and spectrum are limited and

rapidly changing. Resource management in LTE networks involves different technolo-

gies to cope with the increasing demand for cellular data services, making it com-

plicated and difficult to understand and develop. Thus, the designed RRM scheme

must be flexible while keeping its complexity low. TCP/IP stack layers have strict

boundaries to keep their data, thus requiring sophisticated cross-layer optimization to

access the stack layers data and collect radio environmental information. In addition,
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the co- existence of numerous radio access technologies necessitates the deployment

of multiple RRM modules. These modules communicate with the radio environment

and other terminals’ modules to share the selected configuration of transmission pa-

rameters. In such network, it is difficult to assign radio RBs to each user to satisfy

QoS requirements such as packet loss and delay. Multi-path channel fading is another

problem in LTE deployment. Therefore, a sophisticated RRM architecture is needed

to manage spectrum allocation. Co-channel deployment is used in practice where all

cells share the available spectrum with the ability to change frequency. Interference

is another challenge when the spectrum is shared between macro and femto cells as

in LTE-A networks [62]. Joint Radio Resource Management (JRRM) [63] is one of

the proposed solutions for RRM in LTE. This solution allows co-existence of multiple

Radio Access Technologies (RATs) and the integration of LTE and other wireless net-

work standards. It is based on Reinforcement Learning (RL) for channel allocation

[64]. JRRM employs a dedicated agent in each cell to distribute users among different

technologies. The focus of this solution is only on channel allocation without consid-

ering other transmission parameters optimization. Another solution is Multi Radio

Resource Management (MRRM) [65], which consists of radio and mobility managers.

These managers allocate channels, manage handover, and optimize load-balancing

over different networks. MRRM incorporates resource management at terminal and

network levels. Dynamic Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) is exploited for RRM

in LTE to overcome the interference problem [66]. It uses different frequency reuse

factors based on the distance between the terminal and the center of the cell. High

reuse factors are assigned to the terminals close to the center as they experience

less interference, and vice versa. This scheme adjusts the transmission power of the

terminals based on the interference information received from the downlink. All of

the above mentioned schemes are based on predetermined algorithms for channel al-

location. However, less attention is given to QoS support or network performance
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metrics, such as throughput.

2.3.2 Cognitive Approaches for Interference Mitigation in LTE Hetero-

geneous Networks

The coverage issues of the macro cells networks makes them unable to fulfill the data

services demand in the indoor areas. An efficient solution is to deploy FBSs which are

capable of communicating users over a broadband wire-line connection [62]. FBSs are

short-range, low-cost/low power and can be easily installed by the users in addition

to the fact that they reduce the load of the MBSs. However, interference is consid-

ered as a technical challenge that affects the femto cells deployment [62]. There are

two types of interference: cross-tier and co-tier. Cross tier is the interference to the

MUEs caused by the FBSs installed within the same Sub-Band (SB). Co- tier inter-

ference is the one among the deployed femto-cells contending for the same channel.

These types of interference lead to service disruption, throughput degradation and

connection droppings. There are several proposed schemes for resource allocation in

femto cells deployments with interference consideration. For example, the schemes

proposed in [58] and [59] aim to handle both types of interference using uncoordinated

and coordinated resource assignment algorithms as in [58], and Q-learning based in-

terference coordination as in [67]. However, the coordination between MBSs and

FBSs is difficult due to the requirements of scalability, security, and the availability

of backhaul bandwidth in addition to the fact that the number of the deployed FBSs

is not fixed. The authors in [68] and [69] propose a scheme that assigns dedicated

channels for the communication of FBSs over the uplink and the downlink. This

goes against the idea of improving spectrum utilization by accessing the macro cells

spectrum opportunistically. Femto cells resource allocation mechanisms are investi-

gated in [70] and [71] to mitigate interference. These mechanisms use CR and GT

to support their RA methodologies. However, both schemes are limited to channel
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allocation without consideration of QoS requirements and the scheme in [71] consid-

ers cross-tier interference only. The work in [72] aims to maximize the weighted sum

rate of the femto-macro network in a delay tolerant scenario. However, this requires

high information overhead among MBSs and FBSs. FFR technique proposed in [73]

shows capability to mitigate interference in multiple cells deployments. However, the

cell edge users suffer from lower data rates because of the increase in path-loss and

interference [74]. The FFR strategy has been widely used in multi-macrocell envi-

ronments for suppressing interference as in [75]. The use of CR [76] in femto-macro

deployment effectively contributes in solving the cross-tier interference problem by

exploiting its spectrum sensing capability to allocate under utilized channels. In ad-

dition, it is considered for spectrum assignment in order to increase the flexibility and

the autonomy of the network in addition to interference mitigation [77].

2.4 Efficient Resource Allocation in 5G

This section includes background and literature work toward efficient 5G networks

including multi-tier Hetnets and H-CRANs.

2.4.1 Efficient Resource Allocation in 5G Heterogeneous Networks

One of the envisioned 5G structures is the multi-tier network with different sizes,

transmission powers, and unprecedented numbers of smart and heterogeneous wireless

devices [78]. The multi-tier structure consists of two tiers: primary tier and secondary

tier. The primary tier includes high power macro cells that serve MUEs, while the

secondary tier comprises picocells, femtocells and D2D communications. The STs

including pico and femto Base Stations (BSs), and D2D transmitters. They utilize

the available resources (e.g., bandwidth and power) in an underlay mode as long as

the interference caused to the macro tier remains below certain threshold. However,

they tend to increase their transmission power to maximize their performance, which
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causes severe interference to the primary tier and increases the power consumption

[79] [80].

Although the multi-tier approach in 5G is promising to improve the performance

of the network in order of magnitudes compared to the legacy cellular networks, it

may lead to a significant interference between the primary tier and the secondary tier

and also between the secondary tier devices [81]. This interference impacts energy

efficiency and degrades the QoS experienced by all users. STs tend to increase their

transmission power unnecessarily to overcome interference and this leads to signifi-

cant sacrifice in energy efficiency. The interference is a crucial problem in 5G due to

the following reasons: heterogeneity and dense deployment of wireless devices, vari-

ous transmission powers of different transmitters, which may cause imbalance in the

traffic load and coverage, public or private access restrictions in different tiers that

lead to diverse interference levels and priorities in accessing different portions of spec-

trum plus the impact of carrier aggregation and D2D communications. Therefore,

sophisticated power allocation mechanisms are necessary to account for the inter-

ference problem and enhance the system performance, which consequently reduces

the power consumption and maintains QoS for different tier users [82] [83] [84] [85].

Power allocation problem in the multi-tier heterogeneous environment has become

an interesting topic in the current research of wireless communication. Authors in

[86] proposed a utility based power adaptation algorithm to mitigate the cross-tier

interference at the macrocell from the femtocells. In [87], authors proposed game-

theoretic framework in Hetnets, which enables both the small cells and the macrocells

to strategically decide on their downlink power control policies. They formulate the

power allocation problem as a stackelberg game to maximize the data rate of each

cell. The work in [88] proposed a hierarchical game theoretical framework for op-

timal resource allocation on the uplink of Hetnets with femtocells overlaid on the

edge of a macrocell. Authors in [89] summarized the challenges and opportunities to
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improve energy efficiency while increasing the network capacity in both multi-RATs

and single-RAT Hetnets. The downlink resource allocation problem in OFDMA Het-

nets consisting of macrocells and small cells sharing the same frequency band was

investigated in [90]. The authors aim to devise an energy efficient scheme that allows

shared spectrum access to small cells, while ensuring a minimum level of QoS for the

macro users. Hetnets based on large-scale user behavior was proposed in [91], where

the heterogeneity of large-scale user behavior is quantitatively characterized and ex-

ploited to study the energy efficiency performance. The authors in [92] proposed a

new resource allocation scheme presenting a low computational overhead and a low

sub-band handoff rate in a dynamic ultra-dense Hetnets. The work in [93] addressed

the energy efficiency optimization problem for downlink two-tier Hetnets, where the

power allocation problem is decomposed into multiple optimization problems with

single inequality constraint. Those optimization problems are solved using a sub-

optimal solution based on the zero forcing precoding approach. An energy efficient

radio resource allocation algorithm was proposed in [94] for interference management,

maximization of throughput and energy efficiency to enhance the performance of a

heterogeneous deployment of ultra-dense femto- cells overlaying the macrocells. The

proposed scheme exploits CR technology and stochastic process to perform RA. The

authors in [95] proposed a multiuser MIMO precoding scheme that is capable to re-

duce the negative impact of interference in Hetnets. The formulated optimization

problem is solved using heuristics based techniques. Both works in [93] and [95] are

cooperative and rely on information exchange among STs. The work in [96] aimed

at network utility maximization via jointly optimizing user association, resource al-

location and power control in a load-coupled Hetnets. The authors in [97] addressed

a non-convex energy efficient optimization problem with resource assignment and

power allocation for the OFDMA H-CRANs. They found closed-form expressions for

the energy efficient resource allocation solution to jointly allocate the RB and trans-
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mit power. RL [64] was considered as suitable solution for interference management

and power allocation in such autonomous environment. An RL based algorithm was

proposed to optimize the network performance by managing power allocation in fem-

tocells in [98]. However, non of the above work consider 5G structure where D2D is

involved and the network is dense with various types of small cells deployed i.e.( all

of the previous work considers only one type of ST).

2.4.2 Energy Efficient Base Stations Operation in 5G Heterogeneous Net-

works

As dense Hetnets comprising macrocells and small cells are one of the main trends

in the future 5G to enhance the throughput of cellular networks at relatively low

operational costs [62] [99], the perceived increase in energy consumption is expected

to be about 40 % for wireless cellular networks from 2010 to 2020 [100]. Moreover,

lack of coordination of small cells and high operational costs of macrocells reflected

by the energy consumed for the operations are crucial challenges that may limit the

density of future 5G. Traffic offloading with the aid of small cells is a promising

solution to overcome the traffic congestion problem and improve the overall network

energy efficiency. It aims at allocating more capacity for services while maintaining

QoS for the users [101] and boosting the energy efficiency. However, traffic offloading

in a multi-tier Hetnets, where small cells are activated for handling the offloaded

traffic creates a new source of interference between the macrocells and the small

cells. Without maintaining the BSs system load, offloading traffic from macrocells

to small cells causes severe interference between macrocells and the activated small

cells. Moreover, it increases the energy consumption across the whole network.

As there are increasingly more small cells deployed in the 5G cellular network,

their power consumption is not ignorable. The authors in [102] showed that the typi-

cal power consumption of a small BS is 10W and that of a macro BS is 930W. Thus,
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the power consumption of 100 small BSs is larger than one macro BS. Therefore, it

is important to manage the power consumption of the macrocells and small cells for

energy efficient communication [103]. Recently, power savings in heterogeneous 5G

draw the attention of many researchers. The work in [104] proposed a cell zooming

approach to reduce the macrocell power consumption by adjusting the cell size accord-

ing to the covered traffic load, the QoS, and the channel conditions. The authors in

[105] showed that 25 to 30 % of the total power can be saved by reducing the number

of active macrocells when traffic is low. Stochastic geometry was exploited to design

an optimal ON-OFF BS adaptation scheme in [106]. The work in [107] proposed a

multi-objective framework as an energy and cost-efficient solution for the resource

allocation problem in Hetnets, and provided extensive analytical and experimental

results to estimate the potential energy and cost savings that can be achieved. In

[108], the authors considered small cells activation strategy but they did not shed the

light on energy efficiency or interference caused by small cells activation. The work in

[109] surveyed and compared the primary technical approaches to Hetnets load bal-

ancing: centralized optimization, GT, Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), and the

newly popular cell range expansion. The studies in [110] and [111] further exploited

small cell sleeping potential and proposed small cell control algorithms for power sav-

ing. In [112], authors studied the impact of implementing sleep/awake mechanism

on energy efficiency. RL based scheme to intelligently offload traffic in a stochastic

macrocells was presented in [113]. Interference and RA problem in heterogeneous cel-

lular networks was tackled in [114]. To improve the energy efficiency for macro users,

a traffic offloading algorithm based on the metropolitan advanced delivery network

architecture was proposed in [115]. The data traffic is offloaded to a WiFi access point

as long as transmitting the same volume of data consumes less energy in the WiFi

transmission than using the cellular network. A prediction based traffic offloading

protocol was presented in [116] for offloading large contents from cellular networks
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to save energy for macro users. Authors in [117] proposed an adaptive link selection

algorithm to reduce the energy consumption by transferring large volume of data

from the phone to the infrastructure. The authors of [118] proposed a reverse auction

based offloading that targets achieving tremendous energy efficiency under the con-

straints of QoS requirements. The optimization problem with constraints is solved by

dynamic programming method with Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. How-

ever, non of the above schemes considers the exploitation of the cell system load to

determine the optimal offloading strategy in the 5G heterogeneous environment and

they do not emphasize load maintenance of small cells. In addition, non of the RL

based schemes considers the challenge caused by the growth in the number of small

cells and how to benefits from other BSs offloading strategies.

2.4.3 Energy Efficient Resource Allocation in 5G Heterogeneous Cloud

Radio Access Networks

CRANs are recognized to reduce operating expenditures, manage inter-cell interfer-

ence, and provide high data rates with considerable energy efficiency performance

[119] [120] [121]. It consists of rRRHs, which act as relays that forwards the users

(UEs) data to the centralized baseband unit (BBU) pool for processing through

wired/wireless fronthaul links. However, the fronthaul links limited capacity and

long delays are limiting factors that degrade the performance of CRANs [122]. The

energy efficiency of CRANs has been studied in the literature while designing resource

allocation schemes. The authors in [123] formulated joint RRHs selection and power

consumption minimization, subjected to user QoS requirements and RRHs power bud-

get, as a group sparse beamforming problem. However, the proposed scheme ignored

the fact that the fronthaul links have a limited capacity. The work in [124] aimed at

optimizing the end to end TCP throughput performance of Mobile Cloud Computing

users in a CRANs network through topology configuration and rate allocation. One
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limitation of this work is that it did not constrain the capacity consumption of indi-

vidual links. The authors in [125] minimized the total network power consumption in

a CRANs subjected to users’ QoS for both secure communication and efficient wireless

power transfer, limited backhaul capacity, and power budget constraints. However,

this proposal considers single tier network only.

Although Hetnets are able to improve the coverage and the capacity, inter-tier in-

terference and power consumption of the small cells are critical challenges that must

be considered [14] [15]. The energy efficiency oriented resource allocation for Hetnets

attracts the researchers’ attention in the literature. In [126], distributed power al-

location for multi-cell OFDMA networks taking both energy efficiency and inte-rcell

interference mitigation into account was investigated, where bi-objective problem was

formulated and solved using multi-objective optimization. The power allocation, RBs

allocation and relay selection were optimized in [127] with the goal of maximizing en-

ergy efficiency. An optimal power allocation algorithm using equivalent conversion is

proposed in [128] to maximize energy efficiency under interference constraints. The

authors in [129] explore a system framework of cooperative green Hetnets for 5G

wireless communication systems. To realize the 5G vision, Hetnets with massive den-

sification of small cells and CRANs are combined in one network structure called

heterogeneous cloud radio access networks to improve spectral efficiency, resource

management, and energy efficiency [129] [130].

2.4.4 Online Learning Background

Online learning is a learning algorithm that uses reinforcement Q-learning [131] prin-

ciples to determine a policy π∗s for decision-making without detailed modeling of the

radio environment. This implies that Q-learning represents the performance metrics

of interest and improves it as a whole. For instance, instead of tackling factors that

affect network performance such as the wireless channel condition and mobility, Q-
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learning monitors the feedback of its actions such as throughput monitoring. Online

learning includes four parameters, which are state s, action a, probabilistic transition

function from one state to the other Ps,s′ and reward function rs,a. The state may de-

scribe internal phenomena, which are within the agent, such as instantaneous queue

size, or external to the agent, such as the usage of the wireless medium. The reward

function reflects the feedback for the quality of the action taken and consequently the

system gains the experience. The interaction between the agent and the environment

at time t occurs as follows, the agent observes the environment state st. The action

at is selected based on the state st. According to at and Ps,s′ , the environment makes

transition to the new state and the reward function rt = R(st, at) achieved as a result

of this transition is recorded and fed back to the agent. The optimal Q-value is the

metric defined for each state-action pair in the process to find the optimal policy π∗s ,

and it is evaluated as follows,

Q∗(s, a) = E{r(s, a)}+ γ
∑
s′∈S

Ps,s′(a) max
b∈A

Q∗(s′, b) (2.1)

where S, A are the sets of the available states and actions respectively and γ is the

discount factor. The optimal policy can be determined by π∗s = arg maxa∈AQ
∗(s, a).

The online learning algorithm finds Q∗(s, a) in a recursive manner using the following

rule:

Q(s, a) = (1− α)Q(s, a) + α(r(s, a) + γmax
b∈A

Q∗(s′, b)) (2.2)

Where α is the learning rate. An appropriate action is rewarded and its Q-value

is increased. In contrast, an inappropriate action is punished and the Q-value is

decreased. The Q-value is maintained in a two-dimensional lookup Q-table with

size (state x action). It was proved in [131] that this update rule converges to the

optimal Q-value when each state-action pair is visited infinitely often. Therefore,

the learning comprises two processes that control its actions selections: exploitation
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and exploration. Exploitation is the process of selecting the best action based on

the found optimal policy π∗s while exploration is the process of selecting non-optimal

actions randomly and discovering new ones. The exploration rate ε is the parameters

that control the level of exploration against exploitation.
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Chapter 3

CogWnet: A Resource Management Architecture

for Cognitive Radio Networks

The current research aims to utilize CR as an enabling technology for intelligence,

self-configuration and efficient resource allocation in the next generation of wireless

networks. The ability to implement the radio configuration using software facilitates

adaptive radio parameters tuning. However, the price of this facility is the complexity

in finding an optimal radio configuration. In order to be able to introduce cognition

and optimal self-management of resources in the future communications systems not

only algorithmic solutions are needed but also new software architectures, which

will support intelligent processing and modularity. The current RRM architectures

such as the ones for cellular systems cannot cope with the future networks demands.

Therefore, flexible, portable and easily implementable architectures are needed for

RRM. In this chapter, we introduce a CR architecture called CogWnet, which has an

objective of enabling efficient implementation of the cognition cycle and introducing

more adaptive and flexible use of the network stack. In addition, it facilitates cross-

layer optimization for radio parameters configuration. All CogWnet components are

described along with its operation and performance evaluation in this chapter.

3.1 Radio Resources Management in Wireless Networks

RRM is an essential part of any recent radio system. RRM modules used in cel-

lular networks are complicated and it is difficult to understand their dependencies
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and interactions. Thus, it is unclear if these modules are able to provide fast adap-

tation and cross-layer optimization. Thus, the process of building a system that is

adaptable to radio environment changes is complex and requires advanced control and

management structures. One approach to design such system is to follow the SDRs

design principles and provide modular, extensible and easier to implement framework

instead of building highly integrated RRM that are technology and standard specific.

RRM principles exploited by the current radio systems such as cellular networks

rely on a centralized entity like base stations to control all RRM tasks. Base stations

are responsible for communication with mobile terminals within cells and it assigns

certain amount of radio resources to each user to be able to communicate. However,

these principles only focus on physical and MAC layers for a specific RATs and

they use fixed optimization algorithms that are either proprietary technologies or

often bounded by telecommunications standards. If the system performance is poor,

system upgrade or human intervention is necessary.

Joint Radio Resources Management (JRRM) and Multi Radio Resources Man-

agement (MRRM) [132] are invented as a multi-mode terminal RRM approaches to

extend the above centralized RRM. However, these approaches have several draw-

backs. First, they require almost complete redesign of RRM frameworks, and neces-

sary extensions cannot be simply ”plugged in”. Substantially, more signaling traffic is

needed to carry all the information required in the MRRM functions to the resources

manager. Additional difficulties are highly non-linear dependencies between the radio

resources of different technologies, especially those sharing the 2.4 GHz ISM band.

The need for a priori knowledge about the interactions between the radio resources of

different technologies also makes these types of monolithic systems unable to include

new standards at run time, unless complete knowledge about the interactions between

the legacy systems and new technology is available.

There are several cognitive architecture proposals, with various degrees of ma-
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turity, emerged in the literature. In [133] [134], the authors present a three-layer

software framework that can be used to implement cognitive networks. In addition,

they introduced the concept of Software Adaptive Network (SAN), which provides

the action space for cognitive processes. The work in [40] [135] introduced the concept

of CE to exploit SDRs capabilities to optimize the configuration of radio parameters.

The proposed CE uses GA as an optimization tool to configure physical and MAC

layers parameters and it was tested on programmable radios [136]. Newman et al.

at Kansas University [137] have proposed a CE implementation for OFDMA multi-

carrier transceivers. This work is an extension of the earlier proposed flexible SDRs

development platform called KUAR [34]. Another design of a reconfigurable node

was proposed in [41] to observe and reconfigure all radio parameters. The design

is simple and flexible but does not involve the application layer requirements in the

channel-selection process. In [138], for example, an architectural framework called

CogNet for integration of cognitive networks into the future Internet is proposed.

3.2 CogWnet Architecture

Since the CR paradigm is expected to drive the next generation radio devices and

networks, new architectural approaches for control and management as well as new

protocol and algorithm designs are necessary. The design of CogWnet [16] as in Fig-

ure 3.1 aims to realize full cognitive functionality as per Mitola’s vision. CogWnet

addresses the challenges raised in RRM, spectrum allocation and learning phases.

Cross-layer design approach [139] is used which infers and extracts network con-

figuration parameters from all layers of the network stack for use in the adaptation

process. CogWnet resource management tasks are explained in the following sections.
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Figure 3.1: CogWnet Architecture

3.2.1 CogWnet Design Principles

CogWnet has been built based on the following design principles:

1. Adaptability and Flexibility: Achieved through optimization algorithms that

evaluate and select suitable transmission parameters to meet QoS requirements

under varying environmental conditions.

2. Portability: Allows CogWnet to act as a resource management architecture in

various wireless environments.

3. Cooperative Decision-Making: The ability to negotiate the transmission pa-

rameters selected by CogWnet in one terminal with other terminals of the same

network domain. This enhances the feasibility of the decision taken and avoids

conflicts with other terminals.
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4. Generic: CogWnet is not tied to any specific decision-making algorithm. It is

a generic architecture that can accommodate various decision-making schemes.

5. Modularity: CogWnet is able to resolve conflicts between the challenge it may

encounter and the function it performs.

6. Policy-Awareness: Ability to apply spectrum access policies relative to stake-

holders, users, and authorities.

7. Comprehension: CogWnet includes input from multiple layers in the network

stack. This optimizes the radio parameters according to the device require-

ments.

3.2.2 CogWnet Resource Management Phases

To achieve the mentioned design principles, CogWnet resources management process

passes through the following phases:

1. Spectrum Sensing: Energy detection is employed [140] to sense the spectrum

and detect channels occupancy. CogWnet implementation exploits USRP-N210

[32] as spectrum sniffers to check the spectrum occupancy. It is integrated with

C++ data structures to implement energy detection for spectrum sensing.

2. Spectrum Allocation: This function is used to allocate channels for data trans-

mission. CogWnet employs a spectrum allocation methodology [141] that is

borrowed from spectrum agility principles. It has the ability to switch the op-

erating frequency based on channels availability. Spectrum agility ensures that

the allocated channels are set within an acceptable level of interference between

the spectrum owners and the secondary users. Graph coloring is employed as

spectrum allocation tool.
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3. Parameters Reconfiguration: The objective of this phase is to comply with the

available channels conditions and QoS requirements. DTs [142] are employed

as the decision-making algorithm for parameters adaptation. The decisions aim

to maximize utility functions. Utility function is a mathematical function that

represents the network performance attributes such as throughput, delay, jitter,

and packet loss rate.

4. Configuration Negotiation and Policy Check: In this phase, CogWnet exchanges

channel conditions and the optimal transmission parameters selected during re-

configuration optimization with other nodes in the same domain. This coop-

erative function enhances the decision made for parameters configuration and

avoids collision with the other nodes contending for the same channel. For ex-

ample, CogWnet is able to determine through negotiation whether to assign the

same, or two far apart channels to two contending pair of nodes. Consequently,

communication can be established in a seamless manner while avoiding inter-

ference between the two nodes. Policy regulation are important to account in

RRM. Therefore, CogWnet checks that the selected transmission parameters

are within the confines of the policy rules before the configuration starts.

3.2.3 CogWnet Structure

CogWnet is a container-based architecture. Each layer consists of a group of compo-

nents. These components are composed of containers, which exchange data through

well-defined interfaces. A container is a data structure that contains a set of rules to be

executed. These rules are defined as event, pre-condition, action, and post-condition.

Rules statements are stored in the container as an ordered list representing their

execution order. The event starts with a notification received from the communica-

tion layer upon availability of data in the container. The pre-condition is a Boolean

function to be evaluated for the execution to occur and it provides a condition to
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activate the containers. Post-condition is used to carry operation signals between

containers (i.e. callback function). All the containers in the framework communicate

using connectors. The connector is a data structure that uses read/write commands

to send data between containers. The containers notify the connector about data

availability for communication. In addition, CogWnet includes another set of data

structure called modules. The module is a structure that consists of more than one

container connected to process the data flows in the architecture.

3.2.4 CogWnet Architecture Layers

CogWnet architecture components are described in details in this section, which

includes communication layer, decision-making layer, and policy layer.

Communication Layer

The communication layer abstracts information from the network stack layers and

presents them to the decision-making layer. It consists of interfaces and channels

that exchange control signals to collect application requirements and parameters

that represent radio environment conditions. It uses three interfaces to collect data

from the TCP/IP stack: Universal Link Layer Application Interface (ULLA) [143] or

any equivalent C++ based spectrum sensing data structure, Generic Network Inter-

face (GENI), and Common Application Requirement Interface (CAPRI). In addition,

Common Control Channel (CCC) [144] is used to exchange control messages among

nodes for transmission parameters negotiation. ULLA is a generic interface to support

access to MAC and physical layers parameters such as SNR, Received Signal Strength

(RSS) and frequency. In addition, it sends back selected transmission parameters to

the corresponding stack layers such as the operating frequency range, adapt mod-

ulation scheme and adjust transmission power. All physical and MAC layers data

extracted by ULLA is stored temporarily in the ULLA core before being fetched
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by CogWnet modules. The purpose of GENI interface is to support communica-

tion between CogWnet and transport and network layers. GENI accesses TCP/UDP

data flows and determines loss ratio according to the number of received acknowl-

edgments at the transport layer and routing information at the network layer. GENI

and ULLA use the same data structure, which is built using UQL query language.

CAPRI is a generic interface for applications to impose their QoS requirements and

preferences to CogWnet decision-making layer. Utility functions are used to express

the QoS requirements and CogWnet aims to maximize this utility using optimization

algorithms. The following equation illustrates how application requirements can be

expressed using utility functions:

U = 10 ∗ log(t+ 1000) + 3 ∗ d where (d ≤ 0.050) (3.1)

where U is the utility, t is throughput and d is the delay. This equation implies that the

application cannot tolerate more than 50 ms delay and throughput has higher weight

than delay with a weighting factor equal to 10. The utility function is registered in

the core of CAPRI for later evaluation by CogWnet decision-making layer. The CCC

is dedicated to exchange the selected transmission parameters between nodes. It can

be utilized to negotiate the decisions made, improve spectrum usage, reduce network

computation, discover neighbors and facilitate the detection of primary users in case

of DSA.

Decision-Making Layer

The decision-making layer is the core of CogWnet as it accounts for receiving the

sensory input from the communication layer and applying channel allocation to assign

the suitable channel for communication and optimization algorithms to select the

transmission parameters that improve the cognitive network performance. It consists
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of two components: repository and parameter mapper.

1. Repository: The repository is an entity that stores the sensory data received

from the generic interfaces for further processing. It also schedules various

transmission parameter configuration decisions and sends it through the stack

layers via the corresponding interfaces. The repository is composed of four con-

tainers and two modules as shown in Figure 3.2. Each container corresponds to

Repository
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<<Flow type>>
<<Link Load>>

<<notify>> 
<<Packet error rate>>

<<Frequency>>
<<Signal Power dbm>>

<<notify>>

<<Parameters to be shared>>
<<notify>>

<<Application Requirements>>
<<cross layer sensory input with 

unique identifier>>
<<notify>>

<<Schedule actions>>
<<Parameters received after policy 

check>>
<<notify>>

Data Base 
for Learning 

Kernel Space User Space

Application Requirements from 

CAPRI Interface

Utility Manager

Link/Flow 

Manager

Sensory Data from

 Transport/Link Layers

Reconfiguration

Physical/

USRP Input

Negotiator

Sensory Data from

 Spectrum Sniffer

Reconfiguration

Input from cooperative 

nodes using control channel

Reconfiguration sharing

Sensory Processing Module

To Parameter 

Mapper

Action Module

Action to be 

scheduled from 

parameter mapper

Data

Config

Figure 3.2: The Repository

different data collected from a distinct interface. The set of containers include:

• Utility Manager: It stores and evaluates the utility function calculated by

the CAPRI interface to extract the QoS requirements.

• Link/Flow Manager: It stores the data collected from the network adapter

about the traffic flows and the available links. This data is sent via GENI

and ULLA interfaces.

• Physical Container: It saves the data fetched from the spectrum sniffer

through the C++ spectrum sensing data structure.
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• Negotiation Container: It stores queries and commands to be sent to re-

mote nodes to share the transmission parameters selections based on the

demand of the parameter mapper.

The following repository’s modules reside in the user space to process the sen-

sory data using cross-layer design, and schedule the decisions made.

• Sensory Processing Module: It is a filter-based on cross-layer design that

combines all the data stored in the repository containers in the kernel space

and sends them to the parameter mapper for decision-making. Moreover,

it includes a database where the information about the existing scenario

is saved for the purpose of learning.

• Action Module: It is a filter used to receive the selected transmission pa-

rameters from the parameter mapper, distribute them to the appropriate

containers in the kernel level.

2. Parameter Mapper:

The parameter mapper realizes the decision-making process in CogWnet. It

consists of two modules and one container as depicted in Figure 3.3. The con-

tainer is basically a temporary storage for the data flow between the parameter

mapper modules. The modules that reside in the parameter mapper structure

are as follows.

• Action Broker Module: It acts as a coordinator for the tasks executed by

the decision-making layer. It receives the sensory input from the repository

and sends it to the decision module. In addition, the action broker sends

policy queries to the policy layer to check if the transmission parameters

selected are compatible with the policy regulations. After receiving the

policy-layer response, the action broker conveys the decision made to the
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Parameter Mapper
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Policy 
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Configuration 
Parameters
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Figure 3.3: The Parameter Mapper

action module in the repository.

• Decision Module: It receives requests from the action broker and take the

following actions. First, check if there is any priority in case more than one

channel requests are pending. Second, the channel allocation process starts

to find the set of free channels according to the spectrum sensing informa-

tion provided by spectrum sniffer. Finally, the decision module runs the

optimization algorithm and outputs the optimal transmission parameters

back to the action broker for policy check.

Policy Layer

Stakeholders, users, and operators might be interested in applying certain constraints

on the spectrum operation. For example, the operator can fix the range of usable

frequency bands, so the decision made for radio parameters should not exceed that

range. Therefore, policy layer is required to enforce those constraints whether they are

static or dynamic based on the geographical location. The policy rules are specified
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using declarative languages such as CoRal [145]. The policy layer in Figure 3.4 consists

of the following three components.

Policy Layer

Admin

Policy Server

Server Manager

Data Base

Policy Engine

Engine Manager

ReasonerData 
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Policy 
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<<Parse policy query 
to policy engine>>

Policy Module

Sensory Data 
Repository

Policy reply to 
parameter 

mapper

Policy 
check

Parameter mapper 
policy check

Figure 3.4: The Policy Layer

1. Policy Server: It stores all the spectrum policies and it is shared by all the

nodes in the network to receive the set of rules that suit their queries. The

server consists of a server manager and a database. The server manager is the

gateway of the server. It registers the nodes in the same domain and accesses

the database to fetch policy rules and sends them to remote policy engines. The

database stores the registration of all policy engines with their corresponding

policy regulations.

2. Policy Engine: It is the main component in the policy layer as it is responsible

for checking whether the selected configuration parameters match the policy

regulations. The policy engine is composed of a manager, a reasoner, and a

database. The manager registers the policy engine in the server, receives all the

policy regulations, and processes the policy queries. The reasoner checks the
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policy query and replies whether the selected configuration complies with the

policy rules. It replies with a boolean value of 1 (‘Yes’) if the configuration is

compatible with policy regulations, or 0 (‘No’) otherwise. The reasoner suggests

a reason and a solution in case of a ’No’. All the policy rules that correspond

to a certain spectrum class are stored in the database.

3. Trigger Manager: It is a ring that connects the policy layer with the decision-

making layer. Trigger manager has two functions. First, it coordinates between

the policy engine and the parameter mapper to check whether the selected

configuration fits with the corresponding spectrum policy. This function occurs

in the policy module of the trigger manager. Second, it tracks the wireless

channels status and informs the decision-making layer in case the channel is

occupied. This function is executed in the detection module.

3.3 CogWnet Resources Management Mechanism

This section describes the procedure followed by CogWnet to allocate suitable com-

munication channels and configure transmission parameters to improve the quality of

the wireless links. CogWnet constantly monitors the wireless environment and checks

for channels availability using USRP-N210 sniffers. Channels are considered free if

the degree of interference experienced by the spectrum owners at the communication

layer is lower than a specified threshold. If a channel is free, the communication layer

abstracts the channel information and sends it to the decision-making layer. Each

interface in the communication layer accesses the corresponding layers in the stack

to collect environmental parameters. At the same time, the sniffer keeps monitoring

the interference level. It prompts the decision-making layer to switch to a different

channel if the primary user accessed the channel again. The repository and the pa-

rameter mapper work closely to make environmental information available for the

decision module. Figure 3.5 shows the state diagram for all functions executed by
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CogWnet for RRM and spectrum allocation. The diagram consists of two terminals
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Figure 3.5: Radio Resource Management: CogWnet modules execute cognitive func-
tions. Actions are scheduled back through the link configuration state

(transmitter and receiver) each equipped with USRP-N210 as a spectrum sniffer and

GUN radio as a radio platform able to extract the physical parameters collected by

the sniffer. In addition, CogWnet components are installed on these terminals for the

decision-making process, reconfiguration and action negotiation. Most of the states

occur within the repository as a main component for processing sensory information,

and application requirements abstraction. The parameter mapper’s function is to

allocate the suitable channel and run the decision-tree optimization algorithm to out-

put the optimized transmission parameters. The trigger manager handles all policy

issues. The cognition process functions are illustrated further in Table 3.1.

The decision module allocates the most suitable channel and configures the radio

transmission parameters as in the following sections.
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Function Definition
Application requirements
collection

To collect the application requirements using CAPRI Inter-
face

Historical data collection To consult the database at the repository for similar encoun-
tered scenarios

Spectrum data collection To collect spectrum data using USRP-N210 sniffer
Device discovery To discover the target device of the network flow and collect

device capabilities
Optimal configuration
determination

To determine the optimal network configuration based on the
requirements and environmental information

Possible link configurations To compute multiple possible link configurations on a device
Find a new radio or
channel

To search if there is another radio channel configuration that
could meet application requirements

Monitor network behavior To monitor the network behavior of different applications and
try to identify possible bottlenecks during network transmis-
sion. In this case, the ”determine optimal configuration” func-
tion is triggered

Configure new radio or
channel

This is included in the link configuration function and is used
switch into different radio access technology if it is necessary

Configure new link param-
eters (in case of change to
new channel)

To change the current link parameters to those determined
by CogWnet to accommodate new application requirements
or network conditions

Link Configuration To push the parameters negotiated by a device to the under-
lying network card to create a link

Negotiation To negotiate common channel and its parameters with other
nodes

Table 3.1: Cognitive functions for radio resources management

3.3.1 Channel Allocation Mechanism

Graph coloring based algorithm is exploited as channel allocation technique in Cog-

Wnet. Graph coloring techniques have a long history in interference aware channel

allocation, especially in cellular networks [146, 147, 148]. In graph coloring technique,

each vertex corresponds to a transmitter. Edges connect two nearby interfering trans-

mitters. The channel allocation can be modeled as Vertex-coloring in a way that ad-

jacent vertices are not assigned the same color (channel) to avoid interference. Given

a collection of base stations, an interference graph G = (V,E) can be constructed

where V is the set of vertices and E are the edges that correspond to the link be-

tween each two vertices. A set of colors C also defined as a collection of channels

available to certain base station. The channel allocation problem is simply the pro-
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cess of finding a color for certain vertex that is not used by any adjacent (interfering)

vertex. The size of the coloring set depends on the communication technology used.

For more extensive background in graph theory and graph coloring, including proofs

of the above statements, please see [149] [150]. The more base stations the network

has, the more the coloring graph algorithm become inappropriate. However, efficient

heuristics have been developed to build a number of different coloring algorithms that

can optimally color an interference graph under different constraints.

A heuristic based algorithm suitable for interference graph coloring has been de-

veloped. This algorithm is inspired by ”degree of saturation” or DSATUR algorithm

proposed by Brelaz [151]. DSATUR is a deterministic greedy algorithm that uses a

heuristic method called ”degree of saturation” according to which the vertices of a

given graph are colored. The algorithm aims to search and find the set of vertices

that has the highest degree of saturation, which means the vertices with the largest

number of differently colored neighbors. The coloring procedure is achieved through

the following stages:

1. The set of vertices is sorted according to the vertex degree from the highest to

the lowest.

2. Now, the vertex of the highest degree of saturation is selected for coloring with

color X. If all the vertices have the same degree of saturation, the vertices degree

is used as a tie breaking rule to start coloring. The last breaking rule will be to

choose the vertex randomly if all the vertices have the same degree.

3. If one of the selected vertex’s neighbors is colored by the color X, another color

is chosen for coloring Y. Otherwise, it is colored by X.

4. the same process repeated again until all the vertices are colored such that the

neighbors have different colors.
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There are two problems that encountered when DSATUR is applied for channel

allocation. The first problem is when the base station must change its current channel

to avoid connection loss. This is a typical scenario occurs when a new base station is

added to the network. Therefore, it is the best to perform coloring again as a new base

station is added to the interfering graph. Online coloring is exploited to tackle this

problem, which colors a given graph G in such that one vertex at a time is revealed.

Once a vertex is added to the graph, the edges with the previous arriving vertices

have to be established and then the color is determined. Detailed analysis of the

on-line coloring in the channel assignment context, can be found in [152]. The second

problem occurs in the dense graphs where the set of non-overlapping channels is not

large enough to accommodate all the connections. For this case, T coloring is adopted,

which imposes a distance-type of condition for the channels of adjacent vertices. It

models the interference by non-negative set called T . The elements of T determine

the smallest allowed difference of the central frequencies used by interfering base

stations. Separation of channels would mean operating in non-overlapping spectrum.

T-coloring has been extensively studied in the literature (see for e.g., [153]).

This coloring algorithm has many advantages. First, channel allocation to be

implemented in a distributed fashion without mandatory use of central coordinator

to run the coloring algorithm and this is suitable for CR environment. In addition,

it has low complexity as its running time is O(mLogn) where m and n are the size

and the order of the graph respectively.

3.3.2 Configuration Mechanism

The configuration process configures the transmission parameters in order to match

the environmental conditions. DTs is the machine learning tool used in CogWnet

for configuration and policy compatibility check. A decision tree is a directed graph

consisting of a hierarchical set of nodes connected via arcs, where each node repre-
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sents a choice or decision, and the arcs leading from that node to the next decision

node represent the set of possible solutions for a given node. A decision tree can be

visualized as a sequence of choices in which the path taken through the choices from

the starting point to the endpoint is governed by the selection made at the starting

node and each successive node. The root node provides the starting point and the

leaf nodes contain the decisions or actions to be taken.

CogWnet DTs based configuration is performed through a set of predetermined

conditions, and the system is trained to select the right configuration. DTs learn to

associate a particular set of input stimuli with a learned response or output. The

problem of finding the most proper transmission parameters can be modeled as a

solution space search problem. That is, the system generates a set of possible al-

ternative actions (possible configurations for certain parameters) for a given network

scenario. Each of the generated alternatives is then explored and alternative actions

are generated for each of these scenarios, and so on. As each alternative is generated,

its weight is calculated, subsequent alternatives are generated, and a total weight or

probability is calculated. Thus, for any given node in a decision tree, the total weight

for the path leading to that point is maintained. The calculation of the weights can be

dynamically adjusted based on an observed state compared to an anticipated state.

Thus, the system can learn to respond differently to different scenarios. The learning

aspect can be extended further by enabling the system to generate new actions for a

given node. This enables the radio system to not only learn new behavioral responses

based on performance observations, but also to extend the range of choices.

The output of the above optimization process comprises the set of parameters

to be configured for all the stack layers. These parameters include flow rate for

transport layer, transmission range, and number for hops for network layer, packet

size and contention window size for MAC layer, modulation scheme, coding rate and

transmission power for physical layer. The selected parameters are then checked for
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policy compatibility using the policy layer. Subsequently, the negotiation process

starts with CogWnets running on all the nodes of the network to avoid any conflict

between terminals. Finally, the transmission parameters configuration is applied to

the corresponding layers through the communication layer.

In addition, CogWnet architecture accounts for improving system capacity and

signal quality variation. Adaptive modulation is used to match the modulation scheme

with channel conditions. For channel allocation, the decision-making layer adjusts the

modulation as a function of the distance of the spectrum owners in order to match

the quality of the signal received. The distance between the cognitive user and the

primary user is used to control the transmission power to avoid interference.

3.4 CogWnet Testbed Implementation

3.4.1 Motivation

Home network with IEEE802.11a/g has heterogeneous nature in terms of type of

devices and connections characteristics. Access points are the only units responsible

for resources management in the home networks. They use static channel allocation

schemes and very often the access points are set up to a default channel by the man-

ufacturers themselves. Consequently, this creates serious interference problems and

service degradation if the number of users operating in the same spectrum increases.

These practical problems with Wi-Fi deployments made the RRM problem an inter-

esting research with direct technology transfer possibilities. In addition, ISM band

where Wi-Fi networks operate, provide a useful model to quantitatively test CogWnet

functionality.
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3.4.2 Testbed Topology

The network topology used in this evaluation consists of two pairs of terminals with

CogWnet installed on each. Between each pair, a different connection with different

types of traffic is running. The wireless card of each terminal used in this evaluation

is virtually divided into two cards, one for control exchange and negotiation and the

other for data transfer. USRP-N210 hardware is exploited for spectrum sensing and

the policy server is running on a separate computer. The evaluation is running on

Linux/windows based machines. We employed two kinds of applications in this sce-

nario: UDP based video streaming as a delay- sensitive application and normal TCP

applications. The UDP video streaming application is running on the first pair of

nodes. The second pair has more than one application running. With legacy IEEE

802.11, all the transmitted data has to go through the access point which uses one

common channel. All the nodes have to compete for this channel even if it is congested

or interfering with other sources, resulting in throughput degradation and network

overloading. In addition, IEEE802.11 is not capable of supporting different applica-

tions if the bandwidth demand exceeds channel capacity. With CogWnet, however,

the decision-making layer checks whether there is the possibility to establish a direct

connection on a different channel between any of these pairs, based on the sensory in-

formation received from the communication layer. In this way, the throughput of the

connection increases and does not compete with other connections that go through

the same access point. CogWnet adjusts the channel width, center frequency, modu-

lation order, symbol rate, transmission range for each hop and flow rate at transport

layer to ensure that the capacity of the selected communication channel is sufficient to

accommodate different QoS applications and switch to another channel if necessary.

In this scenario, the sensory input from the communication layer includes ratio of

successfully received packets, link load, RSS, BER, spectrum occupancy power, and

application utility.
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3.4.3 Evaluation Results and Discussion

Figures 3.6 (a) and 3.6 (b) show the goodput and the utility achieved by the home

network with CogWnet enhancements. In the first period of 20 s, both pair of nodes

run the same UDP video streaming with a data rate of 3 Mbps. Therefore, CogWnet

decides to co-locate both connections on channel 6 with a bandwidth of 6 MHz which

is sufficient to accommodate both streams. After 20 s, the second pair decide to

send two more TCP flows, one for high definition video and another for file down-

load. Consequently, the communication layer detects high link load in the driver

and notifies the repository. The decision module is informed by the repository and

runs the utility-based optimization and channel allocation algorithms that move the

second pair of nodes to channel 11 and increases channel width to 20 MHz to satisfy

the application requirements. Figure 3.6 (b) shows that CogWnet manages to keep

the application utility high regardless of the presence of different traffic flows from

different nodes. Another test was carried out to evaluate the advantage of setting up

a direct connection between nodes versus communication through an access point.

Figure 3.7 shows the throughput achieved by the direct connection established by

Figure 3.6: Goodput and utility achieved in the home scenario

CogWnet compared with IEEE802.11 connection through access point. It is clear
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that the direct connection achieves better throughput as it is not affected by the dis-

tance from the access point or by contention with other nodes which send or receive

their traffic through the access point.
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Figure 3.7: Performance of the home network with and without CogWnet

Interference has been used as a performance metric to demonstrate CogWnet

functionality. There are two possibilities for interference in the home network scenario:

interference from another 802.11-Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) based node

or interference from external non-802.11 based sources such as any kind of packet

injector. The ULLA interface in the communication layer monitors the RSS and link

error rate. If interference affects the quality of the current transmissions, a signal

is sent through the repository to the parameter mapper to reconfigure the radio to

mitigate the detected interference detected. At the parameter mapper, the type of

interference is determined according to the current channel characteristics.

Figure 3.8 presents the performance of CogWnet in mitigating all kind of inter-

ference mentioned in the established link in terms of throughput. The red line shows

the case where there is a packet injector using channel 6. CogWnet observes this

event and decides to switch the traffic to channel 11 to avoid interference and ex-

ploit full channel capacity. However, in the case where both type of interference exist

(external source on channel 6 and 802.11 CSMA based source on channel 11, black
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line), the decision module co-locates the traffic on channel 11 with a bandwidth of

20 MHz as no other non-overlapping channel is available. IEEE802.11 device experi-

ences throughput degradation because it cannot switch to a non-interfering channel

automatically.
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Figure 3.8: Performance of CogWnet in Mitigating Interference

Figures 3.9 (a) and 3.9 (b) present a comparison of throughput between 802.11

and CogWnet in the case of an external source interference and the case of both

external and 802.11 based interference respectively. Initially, both frameworks obtain

the same throughput as they use channel 6. Then, CogWnet starts the optimization

process and switches all traffic to channel 11 as in Figure 3.9 (a). In Figure 3.9

(b), the decision-making layer colocates the traffic with the 802.11 based interference

source on channel 11 and extends channel width to allow both connections to run

with minimum interference. The 802.11 device stays in channel 6 with interference

since it has no automated mechanism to change the channel. Finally, CogWnet is

evaluated to quantify the reliability of transmission. RSS, propagation distance, and

the number of successfully received packets are collected from the communication

layer interfaces. Channel width, transmission range, and number of hops are tuned

using the decision-tree optimization algorithm to reduce the packet loss ratio.
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Figure 3.9: Throughput comparison between CogWnet and 802.11 with interference
from external packet injector and from 802.11 based source and external source re-
spectively
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Figure 3.10: Throughput comparison between 802.11 and CogWnet based on the
distance between sender and receiver.

Figure 3.10 compares the throughput obtained by 802.11 and CogWnet for vari-

ous cases: sender and receiver are in the same place, in adjacent offices, in isolated

offices or far away. CogWnet achieves better throughput and utilization as it adapts

transmission parameters to minimize packet losses. CogWnet also outperforms 802.11

since it is difficult for 802.11 devices to predict channel and environmental changes.
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3.5 CogWnet Decision-Making Evaluation

In this section, the performance of the decision-making engine of CogWnet is evalu-

ated to demonstrate the configuration capability of the system. The evaluation pro-

cess incorporate two scenarios. The first scenario involves RRM scheme for WRANs

IEEE 802.22 networks. The second scenario tackles the RRM in OFDMA prima-

ry/secondary users network. The valuation emphasizes the impact of learning on the

network efficiency and spectrum utilization.

3.5.1 Resource Management for IEEE 802.22 WRANs Scenario

IEEE 802.22 WRANs is the first wireless standard to improve spectrum utilization

by exploiting spectrum holes in the TV broadcast services [154]. Sharing spectrum

resources is constrained by the condition that interference to the primary users which

are TV receivers must be minimal. Secondary users must be aware of the primary

users activities and adapt to them as well as other channels impairments such as

channel fading. Spectrum sensing is utilized to provide this awareness. Radio adap-

tation is necessary to satisfy applications QoS requirements. All these processes are

executed in the cognitive RRM engine and they occur with accordance to the IEEE

802.22 standard.

In this scenario, we compare the performance of CogWnet decision-making mech-

anism with other CEs that were designed to tackle the spectrum utilization problem

in WRANs. The comparison involves two search based engines which are GA [155],

and Hill Climbing Search (HCS). In addition, we compare CogWnet to the CBR en-

gine proposed in [156]. This engine is based on the emulation of human learning,

understanding, and problem solving process using experience (cases) [157]. An op-

timizer is also designed to work in conjunction with the reasoning engine to check

the solutions validity and improve them if necessary. This optimizer is based on

HCS search. Another engine called Case Knowledge Learning (CKL) is used in this
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comparison [158], which involves CBR and Knowledge Based Reasoning (KBR). The

engine switches the learning mode from case based to knowledge based according to

environment conditions. Two evaluation metrics were exploited in this comparison,

which are application utility and average adaptation time. The utility function is a

mathematical equation calculated to specify QoS metrics satisfaction. In this eval-

uation, we have three QoS metrics: BER, transmission power, and data rate. The

generic utility function is calculated according to 3.2

f(x, x′) =
1

2
tanh[log(

x

x′
)− η]σ + 1 (3.2)

where x and x′ are the measured and target metrics respectively. η and σ are the

threshold and spread factors that are used to maintain the utility value range between

0 and 1. The global utility function is defined in 3.3 as:

Uglobal =
∏
k

(uk)
wk (3.3)

where wk is the weight assigned for certain metric utility uk.

The simulation environment is a scenario driven environment depicted in a series

of Extensible Markup Languages (XML) files for different network conditions. The

configuration parameters (Table 3.2) considered in the simulation are frequency (TV

channel), transmission power, modulation scheme, coding rate and the number of the

OFDMA sub-carriers allocated for uplink and downlink. The radio links between the

terminals and the base station are randomly generated. The distance between the

base station and the terminals is set to be 33 km as a maximum. Data rate and BER

requirements were chosen randomly for each connection. The detailed simulation

parameters are listed in Table 3.3.

The application utility is depicted in Figure 3.11 for all the tested cognitive en-

gines. The average adaptation time for all engines is compared in Figure 3.12. We
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Parameter Value or Range
Frequency channel VHF / UHF (54 - 862 MHz)
Terminals and base station transmis-
sion power

Up to 4 Watts EIRP, subject to EIRP
profile defined by 802.22 Standard

Modulation scheme QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM
Channel coding 1/2, 2/3, 3/4
Number of uplink and downlink sub-
carriers

Variable 4 - 256

Table 3.2: Adjustable parameters in the WRANs

Parameter Value or Range
Number of base stations 1
Cell Radius 33 km
Number of Nodes 1-30
Distribution of Nodes Uniformly distributed
Type of service, Data Rate, BER Voice: 10kbps, 10−2

Video: 100kbps, 10−3
Low speed data: 250kbps, 10−6
High speed data: 750kbps, 10−6

Multiplexing/Duplex OFDMA/TDD
Number of subcarriers 2048

Table 3.3: Simulation settings
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Figure 3.11: Utility results for different cognitive engines

can observe in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 that all the algorithms manage to achieve

good performance for 15 or less terminals connected to the base station. However,

for larger number of terminals, we can observe that GA has the worst performance
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Figure 3.12: Average adaptation time for different cognitive engines

as it is a stochastic search algorithm. The probability that the crossover or mutation

affect certain radio parameters is low, especially for complex scenarios. Therefore, a

significant portion of the search time is wasted on regions of the search space that do

not affect the utility. Thus, the adaptation time of GA is the highest. HCS engine

achieved considerable utility since it predictably adjusts each parameter and it tries

to find the local maximum of the solution space. The results above suggest that the

solution space for this particular simulation either has few if any local maximum,

or has equivalent local maximums, thus allowing the HCS to reliably find a good

solution. However, its adaptation time is not optimal. The CKL and CBR engines

achieve good utility within short time when the number of nodes is low. However,

they may simply not be able to find a viable solution under some extreme radio

scenarios (e.g., when the required resources approach the capacity limit of WRANs

systems). Therefore, they are only useful for closely matched situations with the

similar utility functions. In addition, they require a dedicated memory to store the

cases and complicated control to handle both KBR and CBR. The case library and

knowledge base may also need to be updated accordingly when the utility function
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of cognitive engine changes. On the other hand, CogWnet decision-making engine

managed to achieve the highest utility within the shortest time as it employs decision

tree based learning mechanism and cross-layer optimization fashion. The weights for

the utility function is updated dynamically which makes the engine more suitable for

dynamic environments, which is mostly the case in most of the wireless networks.

3.5.2 Resource Management for an Efficient Spectrum Utilization

The target of this scenario is to improve spectrum utilization and maximize the system

throughput in an OFDMA radio environment. Here, we demonstrate the strength of

Cogwnet capability for configuration of radio parameters by comparing it with two

other cognitive engines. The first one as in [159], adopts cross-layer design approach

to jointly consider the spectrum sensing, access decision, physical-layer modulation

and coding scheme, and data-link layer frame size in CR networks to maximize the

TCP throughput. The second engine [160] exploits Q-learning to learn the channel

state information. A Q function is employed to organize and construct the search

for optimal parameter configuration. Both engines uses Markov decision process to

abstract the channel model.

The simulation was carried out using NS-3 software. The simulation scenario rep-

resents a typical spectrum sharing environment which incorporates two base stations:

one primary with 5 terminals and one secondary with 5 associated terminals. The

terminals are randomly distributed on 1000 X 1000 m field. It is assumed that the

terminals always have TCP data to send. The rest of the simulation parameters are

stated in Table 3.4

The simulation results in terms of the achieved system throughput as a function of

SNR are depicted in Figure 3.13. We can observe that CogWnet learning capability

achieved the highest throughput as it was learning faster than the Q-learning engine

since the latter needs large computation time and complex processing. Moreover,
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Parameter Value or Range
TCP packet size 1500 bytes
Maximum number of frame re-
transmissions

10

Initial timeout 2 sec
Frame header length 20 bits
Channel bandwidth 1 MHz
Modulation and coding schemes 3/4 BPSK, 3/4 QPSK, 3/4 8PSK and

3/4 16QAM
Data link protocol ARQ based
number of simulation runs 50

Table 3.4: Simulation Parameters
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Figure 3.13: SNR vs system throughput for the three engines

CogWnet is not limited to physical and MAC layer parameters in the radio reconfig-

uration process like the Q-learning and cross-layer engines which positively impacts

the throughput. The cross-layer engine proposed in [159] has the lowest throughput

as it does not have memory function and almost no learning ability.

In this chapter, we introduced an implementation of CogWNet. It added an

awareness factor to the cognitive engine and provides an efficient radio resources for

user applications. Numerical results proved that CogWNet can efficiently allocate

the available spectrum and tune transmission parameters according to the user ap-

plication. In the next chapter, we consider the cognitive engine in more details. We
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show that using AI techniques for the decision making function can further enhance

the accuracy of the decisions, better allocate the spectrum parameters, and address

the tradeoff of different AI techniques in the design of CE.
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Chapter 4

Artificial Intelligence Approaches for Cognitive

Engine Design and Radio Parameters

Configuration

Network efficiency and proper utilization of its resources are essential requirements to

operate wireless networks in an optimal fashion. CR aims to fulfill these requirements

by exploiting AI techniques to create the CE. CE exploits awareness about the sur-

rounding radio environment to optimize the use of radio resources and adapt relevant

transmission parameters. In this chapter, we explore different artificial approaches to

realize the decision-making function of the CE, which aims at configuring the radio

transmission parameters according to the environment conditions. This requires def-

inition of set of parameters that represent the channel state information and other

related environment conditions. The approaches considered in this chapter include

GA, CBR, DTs, ANNs, and online RL. The design of the CE follows three different

methodologies: Single heuristic algorithm. Hybrid CE that consists of two differ-

ent decision-making algorithms, and supervised cognitive system, which incorporates

multiple decision-making algorithms and one supervision engine to select the most

appropriate CE for parameters configuration based on the encountered scenario. All

the proposed CEs are implemented in IEEE 802.11 office environment using SDRs

testbed.
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4.1 Adaptive Multi-Objective Optimization Based Cognitive

Engine Using Enhanced Genetic Algorithm

In this section, we propose an Adaptive AMO CE [18] that is capable to handle mul-

tiple competing objectives for radio parameters configuration with consideration of

policy limitations. It exploits cross-layer optimization for radio environment aware-

ness and GA as an optimization tool for selection of transmission parameters. glsga is

well suited for multi-objectives optimization problems in CR networks as it can search

for multiple sets of solutions over a large search space, and can enforce constraints

[161]. Ease of implementation as well as optimization of discrete and continuous radio

parameters render GA as an excellent optimization tool for making resource manage-

ment decisions in CR networks [162]. AMO CE aims to meet QoS requirements,

which include throughput, delay, and BER, and improves spectrum efficiency with

minimum interference and power consumption. It is composed of six fitness functions

that support minimization of power consumption, reduction of BER, minimization

of delay and interference, and maximization of throughput and spectral efficiency.

To ensure that GA runs effectively and exploit all solutions possibilities, AMO CE

adjusts GA parameters (crossover and mutation) dynamically to fit with the avail-

able search space, which also helps GA not be stuck in local optima. In addition,

the following salient features distinguished AMO CE from other cognitive resource

management engines.

1. All TCP/IP stack layers in the radio environment are considered for environ-

mental parameters input. This improves accuracy and adaptivity, and enables

efficient transmission.

2. The objective functions used in AMO CE are comprehensive by incorporating

throughput, delay, BER, spectral efficiency, power, and interference.

3. AMO CE is not limited to point-to-point link optimization and accounts for the
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environment, where cognitive links are non-cooperative.

4. The weights and priorities of objective functions are adapted automatically

according to the environment conditions and system capability.

4.1.1 Constrained Multi-Objective Optimization in Cognitive Radio

Assuming a multi-carrier dynamic wireless environment, the basic functions of CR are

to sense the environmental parameters, and run optimization to adjust the value of

transmission parameters to achieve the predefined QoS. In this section, we define the

cognitive optimization problem and the associated parameters in the optimization

process. In addition, our multi-objective optimization model is described with all

related fitness functions.

Multi-Objective Optimization Problem

The multi-objective optimization problem is to determine the optimal value of a

set of solutions (x) while optimizing a set of k conflicting objectives simultaneously.

Mathematically, the multi-objective optimization problem is defined as

min/max(Y ) = f(x) = [f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fn(x)]

subject to x = (x1, x2, . . . , xm) ∈ X and y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) ∈ Y where there are n

dimensional spaces, and f(x) is the fitness function for a certain dimension. X is the

set of transmission parameters and Y the set of dimensions. The fitness function is

a mathematical equation that is evaluated to reach certain optima according to the

radio environmental parameters and QoS requirements. They are normalized to have

score between 0 and 1. The CR parameters adaptation problem can be modeled as a

multi-objective optimization problem with the goal to find x that minimize or maxi-

mize the fitness function. The objectives under consideration might conflict with each
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other. For example, minimizing power and minimizing BER simultaneously creates

a conflict due to the single parameter, transmit power, affecting each objective in a

different way. The optimal set for multiple objective functions lie on what is known

as the Pareto optimal front. This front represents the set of solutions that cannot

be improved upon in any dimension. The solutions on the Pareto front are optimal

and co-exist due to the trade-offs between the multiple objectives. These trade-offs

represent the core of the multiple objective optimization problem. Therefore, CE

must perform actions based on a single set of parameters, which should be selected

from the Pareto front.

Radio Parameters

Radio parameters of CR are categorized into environmental parameters and trans-

mission parameters. The former gives knowledge of environmental characteristics

of the wireless environment and used as inputs to the CE. Environmental parame-

ters include path loss (PL), noise power (N), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Acks of

successfully received packets, spectrum occupancy information, fading statistics, and

Frame Error Rate (FER). Transmission parameters are the output parameters of the

CE. The engine adjusts the transmission knobs to corresponding values from the op-

timal parameter set. The transmission parameters are listed as: transmission power

(P ), type of modulation scheme used for the communication, modulation index (m),

bandwidth (B), channel coding rate Rc, Time Division Duplex (TDD) in percentage,

and symbol rate (Rs) for the physical layer, frame size (L), contention window size

(CW ), and source coding for the MAC layer, transmission range (d), and number of

hops for the network layer, and congestion control mechanism for the transport layer.

Modulation Index is defined as the total number of symbols in a modulation scheme

and TDD represent the percentage of transmit time.
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Objective Fitness Functions

In AMO CE, we adopt the weighted sum approach to find the unified optimization

function because it captures the tradeoffs between multiple objectives. The weighted

sum approach method suits the CR environment well since it provides a convenient

process for applying weights to the objectives. Changing the objective direction of

the fitness function requires only a simple change of the weighing factor. AMO CE

adjusts the weighing factors automatically according to the application and envi-

ronment awareness information. This information determines which of the objective

functions is contributing more to meet the application QoS requirements. For ex-

ample, a radio in default mode may be operating so to ensure the best throughput

possible while not caring much about minimizing power. However, assuming this is

a battery powered radio, the system may sense low battery power and modify the

objective weights to emphasize minimizing power. In addition, the derived individual

objective fitness functions are bounded by threshold values based on the applica-

tions QoS requirements. This narrows the search space and helps to enforce policy

regulation by specifying certain range for each transmission parameter.

AMO CE optimization consists of the following fitness functions: power, BER,

interference, and latency minimization, and throughput and spectral efficiency max-

imization. The total optimization function based on a weighted sum approach is

calculated as:

fTO = w1fP + w2fT + w3fBER + w4fD + w5fSE + w6fI (4.1)

where w1 to w6 are the adaptive weights of the corresponding fitness functions. The

fitness functions in (4.1) are: fP is the power minimization function, fT is the through-

put maximization function, fBER is the BER minimization function, fD is the delay

minimization function, fSE is the spectral efficiency maximization function, and fI
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is the interference minimization function. Each of these fitness functions is detailed

next.

1. Minimization of Power Consumption:

Battery life and power consumed are essential factors for reducing power con-

sumption. The parameters contribute to the fitness for power minimization

are bandwidth, modulation index, coding rate, time division duplexing symbol

rate, contention window size, which impacts the number of re-transmissions,

and transmission power.

The fitness function to minimize power consumption for Nc subcarriers is cal-

culated as:

fP =



1−
[∑Nc

i=1(Pmax − Pi) + (Bmax −Bi)+

(log2mmax − log2mi) + (Rsmax−Rsi)] ∗[
1

Nc∗(Pmax+Bmax+log2mmax+Rsmax)

]
,

if Pi ≤ Pmax

0, if Pi > Pmax,

(4.2)

The subscript i refers to ith subcarrier of the multicarrier system, and Pmax is

the threshold for maximum transmission power.

2. Maximization of Throughput:

Throughput is another important performance metric and considered as the

main optimization objective in certain applications like multimedia. BER causes

degradation of system throughput and should thus be maintained at an ac-

ceptable level. Throughput depends on the following parameters: bandwidth,

coding rate, modulation index, frame size, probability of BER (Pbe), contention
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window size as it affects the frames transmission rate, congestion control mech-

anism, number of hops, which is inversely proportional to throughput, trans-

mission range and percentage of transmit time.

The fitness function for throughput for Nc subcarriers is

fT =



∑Nc

i=1
Li

Li+O+H
∗ (1− Pbei)Li+O ∗Rci ∗ TDDi

1
Nc
,

if T ≥ T ∗

0, if T < T ∗,

(4.3)

Where, O is physical layer overhead, H is MAC and IP layer overhead, and T ∗

is the threshold for minimum throughput requirements.

3. Minimization of Bit Error Rate:

BER is used to measure the quality of each link in terms of number of errors each

bit encountered. Generally BER depends on several parameters like transmit

power, modulation type, modulation index, bandwidth, symbol rate, contention

window size as it is proportional Pbe, number of hops and noise power. The

fitness function for minimizing BER is expressed as:

fBER =


1− [ log10(0.5)

log10(Pbe)
], if BERt ≤ BER ≤ BER∗

1, if BER < BERt

0, if BERs > BER∗

(4.4)

where BER is the calculated BER for a certain solution, BERt the target BER

and BER∗ the threshold of maximum tolerable BER.

4. Minimization of Delay:

There are numerous applications sensitive to transmission latency, so the latency
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becomes an essential metric in any wireless communication. The delay objective

is represented by the following parameters: modulation index and frame size.

The fitness function to optimize transmission latency is expressed as:

fD = 1− Li ∗ (
log2mmax

Limin ∗
∑Nc

i=1 log2mi

) (4.5)

where Li is frame size for ith subcarrier.

5. Maximization of Spectral Efficiency:

Spectral efficiency can be defined as the amount of information that can be

transmitted over a given bandwidth. The symbol rate and modulation index are

used to determine the total amount of information being transmitted. Spectral

efficiency is computed as

Se =
Rs

B
(4.6)

The fitness function to maximize spectral efficiency is expressed as:

fSE =


∑Nc

i=1
mi∗Rsi∗Bmin

Bi∗mmax∗Rsmax

Nc
, if Se ≥ SER∗

0, if Se < SER∗
(4.7)

where SER∗ the threshold for minimum spectral efficiency imposed by QoS.

6. Minimization of Interference:

Interference is a fundamental problem in shared spectrum environments like

cognitive networks. For example, minimizing it is given the highest priority in

making spectrum allocation to SUs in a licensed band. minimization of interfer-

ence is necessary to achieve high throughput with less error rate. Transmission

parameters such as transmit power, bandwidth, and time division duplexing

are used to determine the approximate spectral interference fitness value. The
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following fitness function is used to minimize interference:

fI =


1−

∑Nc
i=1((Pi∗Bi∗TDDi)−(Pmin∗Bmin∗1))

Nc∗(Pmax∗Bmax∗100)
,

if Pmin ≤ Pi ≤ Pmax, Bmin ≤ Bi ≤ Bmax

0, if otherwise

(4.8)

where Pmin, Pmax and Bmin, Bmax are the boundaries for the allowed transmis-

sion power and bandwidth respectively.

4.1.2 Adaptive Multi-Objective Optimiztion Cognitive Engine Mecha-

nism

The optimization function specified in (4.1) is not linear since the objective func-

tions cannot be treated independently. Therefore, we must consider trade-offs among

the optimization goals; this is what makes AMO CE best fit for this multi-objective

optimization problem. AMO CE is an evolutionary optimization engine for making

resource management decisions, inspired by GA. It starts with a random population

of solutions and evolves to reach an optimal solution. Each solution is represented

by a trial, which consists of a string of binary bits that corresponds to transmission

parameters. The parameters are encoded into bit strings trials using binary encod-

ing and quantized a priori, which has power-of-2 ranges. The trials are evaluated

using fitness functions to determine the set of best solutions (trials) that meet the

QoS requirements. The higher the obtained score of this function, the better the

solution. AMO CE algorithm for transmission parameters adaptation is explained

in Algorithm 1. First, the objective functions contribution and search spaces are

specified based on the application type and QoS requirements. For example, if the

application was multimedia, then the weight of the throughput fitness function will

be the maximum. However, all the other five objective functions will participate
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Algorithm 1 Transmission Parameters Adaptation

Require: Environment Parameters (SNR, PL, N, FER, BER)
Ensure: Transmission Parameters (Pi,mi, Bi, Rci, Rsi, Li, TDDi)

BEGIN
Check application type and QoS requirements to initialize AMO CE algorithm
Define the objective functions
Assign the proper weight (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6) for each objective function
(fP , fT , fBER, fD, fSE, fI)
while generation ≤ generationMax do

Extract (SNR,PL,N, FER,BER)
Update the weight (w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6) for each objective function according
to the current channel conditions.
generation← 1
while populationc ≤ Populationsize do

Generate random solution (trial) (Pi,mi, Bi, Rci, Rsi, Li, TDDi)
Send the frames
Evaluate the trial using the corresponding fitness function
Save the fitness score for this trial
populationc ⇐ populationc + 1

end while
Create median population (Selection Process)
Elitism process (select trials with top 10% fitness score to duplicate)
Clear new population P ′

while |P ′| ≤ Populationsize do
Select 2 parents from population
Perform Crossover and Mutation
Update CF and MF
Insert offspring to P ′

end while
Compute CFavg and MFavg
Adjust RC and RM
population← P ′

generation← generation+ 1
end while
Output the set of transmission parameters (Pi,mi, Bi, Rci, Rsi, Li, TDDi)
END
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in the optimization process but with less weight. Then, AMO CE extracts radio

environment parameters from the cross-layer interfaces of the designed cognitive ar-

chitecture. The weights of the fitness functions are updated in real-time according

to the current channel conditions. For example, if the channel quality degrades, the

weight of BER is increased and the weight of throughput is reduced to compensate

for the poor channel. The process of weights selection and update in real-time is

the responsibility of the reasoning module of the cognitive architecture [16]. Next,

an initial random trial x = P1, P2....PN ,m1...mN , B1, ...BN is generated and used to

transmit the first frame. Once the frame is successfully received, the trial is evalu-

ated using (4.1) and the transmission parameters are adjusted. Hence, a new trial is

generated to transmit the next frame. The evaluation process is repeated again to

generate a new better solution until the maximum number of desired solutions in the

population is reached (Populationsize). Then, the selection process starts to create

the median population. Reminder Stochastic Sampling is exploited as a selection

method according to [163]. During the selection process, the population is assumed

to form a pie chart where each solution trial is assigned a space in the chart that is

proportion to its fitness value. Next, an outer roulette wheel is placed around the pie

with (Populationsize) equally-spaced pointers. A single spin of the roulette wheel will

now simultaneously pick all the members of a median population. After the selection

is complete, the median population is created. An Elitism of 10% is considered to

duplicate the best fit set of solutions to the next population to make the algorithm

converges faster. Elitism is defined as the process of selecting the best trials from

the given solutions set according to the total fitness measure and adding them to the

new solutions set without performing crossover and mutation. However, the elitism

percentage is maintained to be low to reduce the penalty of limiting the opportunities

of exploring other solutions.

Crossover and mutation operations are then applied to the remaining trials. In the
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crossover process, two trials are re-combined in a single point with each other to form

two new offsprings [164]. Mutation is an operation of altering binary bit from zero to

one, or vice verse, applied to trials after crossover [165]. The choice of the crossover

and mutation rate is known to critically affect the behavior and performance of the

adaptation scheme. The crossover rate controls the capability of exploiting trials

to reach the local optima. The higher the crossover rate, the faster exploitation

proceeds. A large crossover rate would disrupt solutions faster than they could be

exploited. The mutation rate controls the speed of exploring a new set of solutions.

Mutation rate is always chosen to be small to avoid damaging the structure of the

good trials. Adaptive crossover and mutation rates can, however, traverse different

search directions in the state space, thus affecting the performance of the applied

algorithm. The overall performance of our algorithm depends on maintaining an

acceptable level of productivity through-out the process of evolution. Thus, it is

essential to choose the appropriate crossover and mutation rates. We have employed

an adaptive crossover and mutation techniques that adjust crossover and mutation

probability dynamically. The first step in our approach is to determine an initial

crossover and mutation rate (RC) and (RM). We choose a large initial RM to help

to explore more solutions and locate a prospective area quickly. During this time,

crossover should occur with a small probability to retain diversity. Thus, RC and

RM are selected to be 0.6 and 0.4 respectively. Then, crossover and mutation factors

are defined as CF and MF as in Equations (4.9) and (4.10) respectively.

CF = fparents − foffsprings (4.9)

MF = fnew − fold (4.10)

where fparents is the sum of fitness function of the parents and foffsprings is the sum of

fitness functions of offsprings. The fitness function of the offsprings after and before
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mutation are denoted by fnew and fold respectively. At the end of every crossover

and mutation process, RC and RM are adjusted according to Equations (4.11) and

(4.12) respectively.

RC =


RC + η1, if CFavg > MFavg

RC − η1, if CFavg < MFavg

(4.11)

and

RM =


RM + η2, if MFavg > CFavg

RM − η2, if MFavg < CFavg

(4.12)

where CFavg =
∑
CF
nc

and MFavg =
∑
MF
nc

which are the average of CF and MF

respectively, and nc is the number of times crossover and mutation processes are

executed. The choice of η1 and η2 is adaptive according to the convergence of the

algorithm. η1 and η2 are calculated as follows,

η1 = η2 =


0.02 fmax−favg

fmax−fmin , if fmax > fmin

0.02, if fmax = fmin

(4.13)

where fmax,favg,fmin are the maximum, average, and minimum fitness value of trials

in the population respectively. After crossover and mutation, a new iteration of AMO

CE will start and the new population will be re-evaluated during the transmission of

the next frames and the process will continue until the stopping criteria is met. The

execution of AMO CE stops when either of the following occurs: convergence to a

stable solution or if the maximum number of generations is reached.

One thing to note is that AMO CE tackles the problem of getting stuck in local

optima. The adaptive crossover and mutation rates increase the solution space diver-

sity and introduce new possibilities. In addition, the selection method used to create
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the median population tends to diversify the resulted solutions. All these factors helps

the algorithm does not get stuck in local optima. The AMO CE implementation also

ensures that the final solution is compatible with policy regulations by setting limits

in the fitness functions for the transmission parameters such as power and bandwidth,

which make policy verification easier by the policy layer of the cognitive architecture.

4.1.3 Evaluation

In this section, the performance of AMO CE is evaluated using Matlab simulation.

We simulate a multicarrier system with Nc = 64 subcarriers with sufficient cyclic

prefix is assumed. Each subcarrier is assigned a random attenuation value |Hi|2, i =

1, 2....Nc with chi-square distribution. Hence, the SNR varies independently from one

subcarrier to another which induces a need for the power and rate adaptation for

each individual subcarrier. The channel is assumed to be ”block-invariant”, implying

that the transmission channel impulse response remains constant or undergoes only

minor changes over several consecutive frame transmissions. The network topology, is

assumed to be uniformly randomly distributed over a given area with consideration of

the Rayleigh-distributed channel coefficients. Other simulation parameters are stated

in Table 4.1.

The simulation targets three different scenarios to demonstrate the performance

of AMO CE through the fitness score for all subcarriers and the speed of convergence.

The first scenario is a low power mode scenario, where the most contributing fitness

(objective) functions are minimization of power consumption and interference. The

second scenario is the multimedia scenario, where delay minimization and throughput

maximization are the main objectives. The last scenario is the emergency scenario

where reliability is the transmission objective and this is represented by minimization

of BER. Spectral efficiency is a generic objective that is essential in all transmission

scenarios. In this simulation, we compare AMO CE with other meta-heuristic search-
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Parameter Range
Population size 50
Number of generations 1000
Congestion control Depends on the buffer size
Number of hops Multi-hop
Transmission range d, d/2, d/4 and d/8 where d is the distance

between communicating nodes
Channel coding rate (Rc) 1/2, 1/3, 2/3, 3/4
Contention window size (CW ) CWmin 8 values between 4 and 64. CWmax

8 values between 32 and 4096
Frame size (L) 24 bytes to 3072 bytes
Bandwidth (B) 2 to 128 MHz
Modulation type and order M-PSK and M-QAM
Transmission power (P ) 0.06 mw to 15 mw (-12dBm to 12dBm)
Symbol Rate (Rs) 125 Ksps to 4 Msps
Time Division Duplexing (TDD) 1% to 100%
Noise power -30 dBm -5 dBm

Table 4.1: Parameters used in AMO CE simulation

ing algorithms based engines including ACO [48], Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm

(ABC) [166], PSO [49] and GA proposed by Newman in [137]. All these scheme aims

to adapt radio parameters in a multi-carrier environment. Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3

show the fitness score of the five schemes for low power, multimedia, and emergency

scenarios respectively. AMOS achieves the highest score and has the fastest conver-

gence compared to the other schemes. All the comparable schemes lacks adaptivity in

decision-making optimization as their weights of the objective functions are fixed re-

gardless of the continuous variation in the environment conditions. In addition, they

focus only on physical layer parameters optimization. Both PSO and ACO are based

on random decision and require more information for parameters selection. Newman

GA uses fixed crossover and mutation rate and does not consider essential objectives

such as delay and spectral efficiency.

In addition, we have conducted another set of simulations to demonstrate AMO

CE adaptation with respect to TCP/IP stack layers. The first simulation focuses

on physical layer parameters optimization. AMO CE is compared with the conven-
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Figure 4.1: AMO CE fitness score comparison in low power scenario
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Figure 4.2: AMO CE fitness score comparison in multimedia scenario

tional engine, which is based on predetermined transmission parameters in addition

to searching engines compared before. Figure 4.4 presents the achieved throughput

as a function of SNR for all the compared schemes with target BER equal 10−3.

AMO CE outperforms other engines as it achieved the highest throughput. Low

SNR represents the emergency and low power scenario, which favors reliability and

power consumption on the account of throughput. High SNR values represent the

multimedia scenario which targets throughput maximization on the expense of power
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Figure 4.3: AMO CE fitness score comparison in emergency scenario

consumption and reliability. The conventional standard has the worst performance

because it uses the same modulation order over all sub-carriers and has no opti-

mization capabilities. The second simulation considers cross layer optimization of
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Figure 4.4: Throughput of different cognitive engines with physical layer optimization

AMO CE in addition to physical layer optimization. Mainly, it aims to show the

effect of adapting MAC layer parameters which include contention window and frame

size. The choice of higher minimal contention window size (CWmin) reduces power

consumption and increases the throughput. Figure 4.5 shows a comparison between
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AMOS, the conventional scheme and ”PHY then MAC” optimization engine. ”PHY

then MAC” adapts physical and MAC layer parameters separately. The physical layer

parameters are optimized using the algorithm in [167] while the MAC- ayer parame-

ters are optimized using an exhaustive search. AMO CE achieves better throughput

than both engines. The reason is that the conventional engine uses predetermined

transmission parameters and ”PHY then MAC” optimizes the contention window size

and frame size based on target SNR and not the current BER value. This leads to

non optimal transmission parameters when the current BER is much smaller than

the target BER at high SNR values. The third simulation focuses on network layer
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Figure 4.5: Throughput of different cognitive engines with physical and MAC layer
optimization

parameters adaptation, which include transmission range and number of hops as well

as physical and MAC layer transmission parameters. In this simulation, we compare

AMO CE, which has the capability to adapt transmission range and number of hops

dynamically with conventional engine that uses fixed transmission range d/4, d (four

hops and one hop respectively). Figure 4.6 shows that at low SNR, it is better to use

more hops to ensure reliability. However, fewer hops are the best practice when SNR

is high as the channel reliability is enough to transmit for longer distances. AMO
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CE is able to be consistent with the channel condition by modifying the transmission

range and changing the number of hops.
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Figure 4.6: Throughput of different cognitive engines with cross layer optimization

4.2 Hybrid Cognitive Engine for Radio Parameters Adapta-

tion

In this section, we propose a hybrid CE that can fit with any cognitive resource

management architecture from one side and addresses the trade-offs of different AI

algorithms from the other side. The engine is capable to overcome the complex-

ity problem and extends the range of configuration to include not only the physical

layer. The hybrid engine comprises CBR for learning and DTs for parameters pre-

diction. The design of the hybrid engine benefits from the rich experience of CBR to

reduce the radio parameters adaptation time in domains with minimum knowledge

[54]. DTs are useful for classifying situations with large amounts of data as they are

simple and require minimum processing time. The performance of this hybrid engine

is demonstrated through testbed implementation using SDRs USRP-N210 [168] in

home network. In addition, simulation was conducted to validate the engine per-

formance in multi-carrier environment. The home network was selected to be the
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implementation environment as it is convenient and comprises multiple users with

different applications. Throughput, SINR, and Packet Error Rate (PER) are the

performance metrics used to quantify the performance of the hybrid engine.

4.2.1 Hybrid Engine Design and Operation Mechanism

This section presents the structure of the hybrid CE [19], which involves the radio

system parameters and the adaption process using CBR and DTs.

System Parameters

System parameters are classified into three groups: transmission parameters that are

tuned by the CE to reach the optimal state of operation, environment parameters,

which are the indicators that define the communication environment state, and per-

formance measuring parameters. The considered transmission parameters include

transmission power (P ), modulation index (m), coding rate (Rc), bandwidth (B),

Frame size (L), contention window size (CW ) and transmission range between each

two hops (d). The appropriate choice of these parameters guarantees efficient network

operation. Environment parameters are Interference power (I) and noise power (N)

which indicates the quality of the channel, path loss (PL), and ratio of successfully

received frames to all the transmitted frames (SR) which helps evaluate the current

transmission quality. Performance measuring parameters are the metrics exploited

to trigger the hybrid engine and quantify its performance. We selected throughput,

PER, and SINR to be the performance metrics as they are vital for any wireless

network performance evaluation.

Radio Adaptation Process

Radio adaptation is the process in which the CE decides on the best configuration

of radio transmission parameters that fits with the current environment state. The
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engagement of the CE in parameters configuration is triggered by degradation in

performance metrics (i.e. PER, throughput and SINR) and the priority of certain

performance metric is determined according to the network scenario. The adaptation

process consists of three stages as in Figure 4.7: observation, decision-making, and

learning. Typically, observations include monitoring environment conditions and per-

formance metrics that trigger the need for system adaptation. The control proceeds

Observation
Trigger

Throughput/PER/Interference

CBR 
DataBase

Check 
Similarity

Decision 
Trees

Feedback

Yes

No

Decision Application on Radio Environment

No

Observation
 Decision-making

Learning

Yes

Satisfied

Figure 4.7: Hybrid cognitive engine adaptation stages

to the decision-making stage when the performance metrics are not within certain

predefined thresholds. The decision-making exploits one of the following techniques:

CBR decision-making, which is used in case the current environment conditions match

with a decision-making case stored in the database. Otherwise, DTs decision-making

is employed if CBR fails to find a case that matches the encountered scenario. The

last stage is learning in which the decided configuration is recorded in CBR as a new

configuration case if the feedback received from the environment is positive (i.e. the

performance metrics are within acceptable ranges). The focus of this work is only on

the decision-making and learning stages. Therefore, spectrum sensing and environ-
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ment monitoring details are omitted. In the following sub-sections we illustrate the

CBR, and DTs contribution in the decision-making process.

1. Case-Based Reasoning :

CBR is exploited to obtain the radio transmission parameters by matching the

encountered scenario with list of cases for previous scenarios stored in the CBR

database. Each case consists of three attributes: the first one identifies the

environment, which is represented by (PL, SR, I) in our designed engine. The

second attribute corresponds to the configuration of radio parameters obtained

from DTs that was stored for the certain scenario. The last attribute records

the quality feedback (Fq) received after the configuration is applied. At the

initialization stage, CBR populates the case database to create the history and

experience for the CE. The database is populated according to the implemen-

tation environment with different cases represented by different environment

conditions. Case retrieval is the process that engages to fetch the cases that

can be used to configure radio parameters for the current scenario. The simi-

larity value is the factor that manage the retrieval process. The similarity value

is a measure of how close the encountered scenario to the cases stored in the

system database. This measurement relies on the environment parameters com-

parison. Let us assume that the case is stored as a vector of number where E

elements are used to describe the environment parameters and Ci denotes the

ith case. The similarity measurement between the two cases Ci and Cj can be

found as follows,

Simij =
E∑
z=1

TSz
|Ci(z)− Cj(z)|+ 1

(4.14)

where TSz is the similarity threshold for the z element and Ci(z) is the zth

element of ith case. As the considered elements for environment parameters are

(PL, SR, I), if the absolute difference values of these elements between Ci and
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Cj are zeros, then the similarity measurement of the two cases is 4 which is

the maximum achievable value. We define Tz as the threshold that determine

if two cases are similar. If Simij > Tz, then the two cases are similar enough

to exploit the configuration that corresponds to that case. However, there can

be more than one case similar enough to be exploited. Therefore, only the case

with maximum (Fq) is selected. The CBR database is maintained by adding

the configurations that have satisfactory performance.

2. Decision-Trees:

DTs are exploited as a machine learning technique [142] for prediction of trans-

mission parameters. DTs consist of a set of hierarchical rules that divide the

data into groups, where a decision is made for each group. We follow the Quin-

lan style of decision-tree algorithms, [169] which is based on utilizing observed

data to create the decision-tree. The configuration of transmission parameters

is linked to the estimation of performance metrics. PER is the indicator used for

frame size adaptation. SINR measurement is exploited for bandwidth adjust-

ment. For power and modulation adaptation, if the target PER is not achieved,

then the modulation order is progressively reduced. If the minimum modula-

tion order still does not lead the PER to reach its desired value, then power is

adjusted. The engine decides how much to increase the power by estimating the

interference power and SINR. The construction of the tree starts by checking,

which one of these metrics has the highest priority and this is determined ac-

cording to the radio environment. For example, if the objective is to maximize

throughput, then, throughput is the metric that has the highest priority and it

will be assigned as the root of the tree. After the root of the tree is specified,

the branches are determined according to certain threshold and ranges. In each

range, the action is taken to tune the transmission parameters or to consider
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another performance objective. The sample decision-tree for the multimedia

scenario is shown in Figure 4.8 provided that PL, I, and Noise are 10, -70, and

-116 dBm respectively. We notice that the root of the tree is throughput per

Figure 4.8: Three objectives decision-tree

user with three different ranges: less than 300 kbps, between 300 and 600 kbps

and above 600 kbps. Therefore, the typical range is between 300 and 600 kbps,

which extends the tree to consider the second priority metric. If the throughput

is above 600 kbps, the decision to be made is to decrease parameters includ-

ing (mi, Rc, d, CW,L). If the throughput is less than 300 kbps, the action will

be to increase these parameters. The second priority metric is PER, which

involves three ranges including, above 10−2, between 10−2 and 10−4, and be-

low 10−4. If PER is less than 10−4, the engine increases parameters including

(mi, Rc, d, CW,L) and reduces the bandwidth. On the other hand, when the

PER is above 10−2, all the parameters are decreased except the bandwidth. The

last objective is SINR, which leads to the last three decisions shown in Figure

4.8. The decisions made are to increase, decrease or keeping the current config-

uration of bandwidth and power if the SINR typical range is not violated. The
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length of the tree is determined according to number of the objectives involved

in the decision-making process.

Algorithm 2 Hybrid Cognitive Engine Decision-making

Require: Environment Parameters (PL, SR, I), QoS metrics (Throughput, PER,
SINR), Threshold (th) for QoS metrics

Ensure: Transmission Parameters (P,m,B,Rc, CW, d)
BEGIN
Case formulation: (Check environment parameters and monitor QoS metrics)
if (PER ≥ PERth or Throughput ≤ Throughputth or SINR ≤ SINRth) then

while (Casesize 6= max and out = 0) do
Case Matching: check similarity value (Sim)
if (Sim ≥ Simth) and (Fq) is the maximum then

Extract the corresponding case solution
Output (P,m,B,Rc, CW, d), out = 1

else
Casesize ⇐ Casesize + 1

end if
end while
if (out = 0) then

Execute DTs decision-making
Output (P,m,B,Rc, CW, d)* out = 1

end if
end if
Monitor performance metrics (Throughput, PER, SINR)
if (PER ≤ PERth and Throughput ≥ Throughputth and SINR ≥ SINRth)
then

Update the CBR database,
end if
END

Algorithm 2 illustrates the adaptation process of the hybrid engine. The process

engages only when it notices that the performance metrics are not in the typical

ranges. If so the decision-making process advances to CBR to find a similar case

with maximum quality feedback. If CBR cannot find a similar case, the DTs module

engages for decision-making. The achieved performance is monitored to update the

CBR with new cases that record adequate results. The Casesize in Algorithm 1 refers

to the size of the tree branch that contains the cases that fall within the similarity

predefined threshold.
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4.2.2 Hybrid Engine Complexity Consideration

Studies conducted in [170] revealed that there are timing issues, when CBR is im-

plemented using hardware testbed. A non-negligible latency is introduced in case

searching, and certain timing deadlines may not be met, thus causing problems such

as frames collisions. Therefore, latency and complexity in case searching and re-

trieval is an important issue to consider. In the efforts to solve these issues, we look

for unique aspects of each case to reduce the overall searching time and this allows

the CBR database to grow large for more complex networks, and maintains fast ac-

cess time. Predefined thresholds for similarity relative to each radio parameter are

used to index different cases within the database. The appropriate selection of the

threshold for each radio parameter simplifies the determination of similarity. We take

advantage of DTs module to split the search space into parts (nodes), which contain

a number of similar cases according to the similarity calculated in (1). Thus, every

node in the constructed tree represents a subset of the cases of the CBR database

and the root leads to the whole cases. The tree design does not require any compu-

tation on deciding where to split the search space, as it is predefined before any case

enters the database. The average achieved complexity for this tree-based indexing is

O(log(n)) where n is the number of cases in the CBR database. As our hybrid CE is

mainly dependent on decision-trees, the average complexity of our DTs algorithm is

O(log(n)). The convergence speed investigated in the evaluation section shows how

fast our hybrid engine in decision-making. We measure the access time achieved for

different CBR base size and compare it to the traditional CBR access time. The

measured access time presented in Figure 4.9 shows that our cases retrieval approach

has minimum access time regardless of the CBR database size. This makes our engine

capable to handle large scale networks with large database.
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Figure 4.9: Average CBR access time with different database size

4.2.3 Hybrid Engine Testbed Implementation

We implemented two scenarios to demonstrate our hybrid engine radio adaptation

capabilities. The first scenario focuses on reliability while the second scenario has

various traffic where throughput is the main objective. Both scenarios are detailed in

the next sub-sections.

Reliability Scenario:

This scenario incorporates a TCP file transfer between two nodes. Each node is

connected to one USRP-N210 hardware for energy detection spectrum sensing and

configuration. We evaluate the reliability of our hybrid engine under interference

effect. The interference is formulated by using a third USRP-N210 that injects inter-

ference in a form of jamming signal (narrow-band interference) In this scenario, we

compare our hybrid engine performance with non-cognitive (non-CE) radio that is

incapable of changing its initial configuration parameters. In addition, we compare it

with the cognitive system (CRM) implemented using USRP2 hardware in [171] and

the hybrid engine (CBR+GA) proposed in [56]. Table 4.2 presents the parameters

changes in reaction to the variation of PER and SINR to their threshold values. The

measured values as function of time for PER and SINR are presented in Figure 4.10
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and Figure 4.11.

Parameter Initial Value Optimized Value

Transmission power (P ) -22 dBm - 15 dBm
Frame size (L) 1024 Bytes 750 Bytes
Modulation type (m) 64-QAM 8-PSK
Coding Rate (Rc) 3/4 2/3
Bandwidth per sub-carrier 812.5 kHz 625 KHz
Contention Window 64 for min and 4096 for max 32 for min and 2048 for max
Transmission Range (d) d d/4

Table 4.2: Configuration parameters adaptation of hybrid CE
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As it can be seen that our hybrid engine outperforms the CRM and CBR+GA

engines in terms of PER and SINR achieved. In addition, our engine is the fastest

in convergence as it relies on CBR learning with DTs decision-making unlike the

CRM engine which has no learning capability and CBR+GA, which only relies on

complicated GA optimization. The average PER achieved by our engine is 0.006,

which is less than the threshold 0.01, less than 0.025 achieved by CRM, and less than

0.011 recorded by CBR+GA. Moreover, Figure 4.11 shows that our hybrid engine is

the only one that managed to keep SINR above threshold, which is 14 dB.

Variable Traffic Scenario:

In this scenario, we deploy two pair of nodes that have different types of traffic to

send. The first one sends real time video traffic while the second one has best effort

file sharing (FTP) traffic. The nodes were stationed in different rooms to avoid the

high power leakage of WiFi cards that severely affects the expected performance. The

traffic of the second pair of nodes was fixed to be on channel 11 while the first pair

of nodes can select the best channel among the rest. Throughput measurement is

the trigger of the hybrid engine in this scenario. Figure 4.12 shows the cumulative

throughput of both pair of nodes achieved by our hybrid engine compared to CRM

and CBR+GA engines. The measurements are plotted against the center frequency

(channel number). The results in Figure 4.12 show that our hybrid engine achieved

better throughput than the CRM and CBR+GA systems. One thing to note is

that the throughput decreases as the transmission channel is closer to channel 11.

Therefore, the best practice is to transmit on channel that is far from channel 11.

4.2.4 Simulation Evaluation

We simulated a multi-carrier system with 64 sub-carriers. Each sub-carrier was as-

signed a random attenuation value to simulate a dynamic channel. Hence, the SNR
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Figure 4.12: Network throughput in variable traffic scenario

varied for each channel, inducing a need for the adaptation for each individual chan-

nel. The performance of the hybrid CE is compared to GA based CE proposed

in [172], ANNs based engine proposed in [173], the hybrid engine (CBR+PSO) in

[55], and with GA optimizer (CBR+GA) in [56]. The hybrid engine performance is

demonstrated using two evaluation metrics, which are PER and throughput. Table

4.3 presents the ranges of the transmission parameters, CBR related parameters, and

performance metrics. The average PER is measured and plotted in Figure 4.13 for

Parameter Value

Transmission range(d) d, d/2, d/4 and d/8
Contention window size (CW ) CWmin 8 values between 4 and

64. CWmax 8 values between 32
and 4096

Frame size (L) 24 bytes to 1024 bytes
Bandwidth (B) 312.5 to 812.5 KHz
Channel coding rate (Rc) 1/2, 1/3, 2/3, 3/4
Modulation type and order M-PSK and M-QAM
Transmission power (P ) -50 dBm to -10 dBm)

Case Base size 400
PER 5X10−3 (threshold) to 10−2 (tol-

erable)

Table 4.3: System parameters and performance metrics for hybrid engine simulation

all the engines. Our hybrid engine achieved the minimum PER with the highest con-

vergence speed. The CBR+PSO achieved less PER than the regular GA and ANNs.
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Although CBR+GA converges to low PER, the iteration consumes more time than

CBR+PSO.
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Figure 4.13: Average PER for different cognitive engines

Figure 4.14 presents the average user throughput achieved by the CEs with vari-

ation of the number of nodes in the network in comparison with other CEs.
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Figure 4.14: Average user throughput for different cognitive engines

We notice that the advantage of the hybrid engine is clear at large number of

nodes as all the algorithms except GA manage to achieve good performance with 15

or less nodes connected to the base station. Table 4.4 presents the results of average

time consumed for each decision-making for all the engines. The minimum time
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recorded by our hybrid engine is (0.052 sec) for 400 case CBR reflects the complexity

consideration of the CBR case retrieval.

GA ANN CBR+PSOCBR+GA Hybrid

Average
Time

1.162 sec 0.125 sec 0.22 sec 0.361 sec .052 sec

Table 4.4: Time consumption of different cognitive engines

4.3 Supervised Cognitive System: A New Vision for Cogni-

tive Engine Design in Wireless Networks

Although CE is the structure known for deciding system parameters adaptation using

optimization and machine learning techniques, these techniques have strengths and

weaknesses depending on the experienced network scenario that make one is more

appropriate than others. This creates the need to re-design the CE structure from

a new perspective, which is the capability to select the most appropriate CE tech-

nique for the encountered network scenario. In this section, we develop a Supervised

Cognitive System (SCS) that integrates typical CE with two additional components

which are: evaluation component and control component. These two components

distinguish SCS from typical CE designed for radio parameters adaptation in the lit-

erature. The evaluation component performs a comprehensive evaluation of the CE

learning techniques in different environment scenarios. Our proposed technique for

evaluation monitors the CE’s performance represented by certain metric at each deci-

sion step during its operation. Then, it estimates the relation between the learning of

the CE and the achieved performance metric. The control component employs online

learning to categorize the encountered scenarios and assigns the most appropriate

learning technique to perform the system parameters adaptation accordingly. Online

learning is chosen as it does not require detailed model or previous knowledge about

the network and it can perform classification in the real-time. The performance of the
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proposed SCS is evaluated using testbed and simulation and compared against other

CEs proposed for system adaptation. The obtained results reflect the advantage of

the addition of the evaluation and control components to the typical CE.

4.3.1 Supervised Cognitive System Architecture

Our new approach to re-design the cognitive system has the capability to predict the

performance of the involved CEs adaptation algorithms in various network scenarios

and it is able to automatically select the most appropriate learning algorithm with

the dynamic environment [20]. This is achieved by introducing the evaluation and

the control components to evaluate and control the learning process at a higher level.

However, there are two critical challenges that must be tackled to realize the SCS

system. The first challenge is that the evaluation of the CE algorithms is not trivial

as it is necessary to find a way for monitoring the performance of individual CE

techniques. Despite the fact that CEs should be able to sense their environment and

autonomously adapt to the changing network conditions, differentCE designs provide

different levels of situation awareness and cognitive functionality. In order to tackle

this challenge, we monitor the relation between learning evolution of the CE and

the achieved performance. The second challenge is the ability to decide, which CE

algorithm is the most appropriate one for parameters configuration according to the

network scenario, operating objectives, learning technique, and radio’s capabilities.

Thus, we employ model-free online learning to develop the CE selection algorithm

that fulfill these requirements.

The SCS components including adaptation component, evaluation component, and

control component. (see Figure 4.15) are described in the following sub-sections.
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Adaptation Component

The adaptation component incorporates the CE learning algorithm exploited to con-

figure radio parameters. This component is generic and has the capability to accom-

modate any learning or optimization algorithm. In this implementation, we exploit

ε-greedy, ANNs, and online learning as the learning algorithms of the adaptation

component. A dedicated memory is exploited to store learning techniques related

parameters. The ε-greedy technique based on RL [174] randomly explores different

radio configuration parameters with probability ε and it exploits the radio configura-

tion that achieves the maximum performance with probability 1− ε. This technique

guarantees that all the configuration options are explored before convergence. ε is the

factor that determines the rate of exploration. Although high exploration rate helps

to reach near optimal configuration quickly but this occurs on a penalty over the

outcome because of the exploration cost. The Multilayer Feedforward Neural Net-

works (MFNNs) [175] is exploited as the second learning technique and it provides
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a non-linear input-output relation with function approximation capabilities. It can

accommodate large number of inputs and outputs and estimates performance metrics

based on certain observation. Thus, it is a good candidate for system adaptation

design. Q-learning [59] is the third CE technique, which performs decision-making

without detailed modeling of the environment and improves its decision quality by

interacting with it. Experience is the only factor required by Q-learning to operate in

an optimal fashion and it is acquired from online interaction with the environment.

The learner benefits from interacting with the environment to select an action that

maximizes a cumulative reward. In addition, this learning technique achieves context

awareness and intelligence in CR networks without training complexity [176].

Goodput, which is the rate of the successfully received packets at the receiver

is the performance objective considered in the configuration process. The environ-

ment conditions are represented by SNR γ and eigen-spread κ of the communication

channel also known as the Demmel condition number [177]. κ = λmax/λmin are the

maximum and minimum eigen-values of the HHH matrix. It is assumed that the

channel is constant during the transmission time of the packet. The configuration

parameters considered in this paper are transmission power, frequency, frame size,

and modulation order. Each of these configuration parameters is represented by a

set of discrete values and the CE algorithm selects the most appropriate value of the

parameter based on its learning methodology. The details of the learning techniques

are omitted due to the space and they are out of the paper scope. Reader can refer

to [178] [179] [180] for more information about using these techniques in cognitive

resource management.

Evaluation Component

The evaluation component’s function is to evaluate the performance of the employed

CE techniques in the adaptation component in order to make the control component
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capable to classify the encountered environment scenario and selects the most appro-

priate CE technique to perform transmission parameters configuration. The output

of the evaluation component is the feedback about the performance achieved as a

result of using certain adaptation technique. The evaluation metric considered in the

system design is goodput, which is calculated based on the BER and Symbol Error

Rate (SER). The coding gain Gc for a convolutional codec using soft decision decoder

at BER= 10−3 is calculated as,

Gc =
rd

2
(4.15)

where r is the rate and d is the free distance of the code. The hard code decision

reduces the gain by factor of two. A hard decision decoder is used in the V-BLAST

decoder because the received symbols need to be hard estimated as a part of the

successive interference cancellation employed. Assuming Gray coding, the BER can

be approximated from the SER as,

BER =
1

log2(M)
SER (4.16)

where M is the modulation index. Let’s assume that a packet with N bits can tolerate

a maximum ne error, then the goodput GP can be calculated as follows,

GP =
ne∑
i=0

(
N
N−i

)
BERi(1−BER)N−i (4.17)

Using (6.34) and (6.35), GPu denoted the upper bound of the goodput can be esti-

mated using the AWGN SER curves. Similarly, GPl (the lower band goodput) can be

estimated using the fading channel SER curves. Both upper and lower bounds of the

goodput are utilized for further evaluations and the resulting evaluations are used to

initialize the experience database.
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Control Component

This component is the core of SCS as it coordinates radio parameters configuration,

identifies the encountered network scenario, and selects the appropriate technique in

the adaptation component for parameters configuration. Identification is achieved

by grouping data into sub-populations according to its similarities, on the basis of a

training set of data containing instances whose category membership is known. To

realize the identification process, we need to define various environment states and

their impact on performance objectives. This definition is achieved by extracting

some distinct features of the environment, which are defined by SNR, eigen spread

and performance objectives such as goodput maximization. The estimated SNR and

eigen-spread must be discretized for indexing. The range for eigen-spread is from 0

to 12, with 25 equally spaced value. Similarly, the range for SNR is from 0 to 50 dB,

with 51 equally spaced values.

Enhanced online learning is the technique employed to perform identification of

network scenario and selection of CE technique to perform system configuration.

Online learning is a model-free RL technique. Specifically, it can be used to find

an optimal action-selection policy for any given MDPs. It works by learning an

action-value function that ultimately gives the expected utility of taking a given

action in a given state and following the optimal policy thereafter. MDPs include a

discrete set of environment states S and a discrete set of actions A. At each time

step t, the agent acquires network state information s and selects certain action a to

perform. Consequently, the environment makes a transition to state s′ at time step

t + 1 with probability T (s, a, s′) and receives certain reward R(s, a). This process is

iterative and repeated infinitely to converge to an optimal decision-making policy π

that maximizes the total received reward. This policy is a mapping from environment

states to probability distributions over actions. The value function is defined as a
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measurement of the quality of the action policy adopted and defined as follows,

V π(s) = E[R(s, π(s))] + β
∑
s′∈S

Tss′(π(s))V π(s′) (4.18)

where E is the expectation operator and β ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor. As there is

no prior knowledge about the state transition probability, the optimal policy Q-value

for certain state/action pair is defined as,

Q∗(s, a) = E[R(s, a)] + β
∑
s′∈S

[T (s, a, s′) max
b∈A

Q∗(s′, b)] (4.19)

In this model free learning, the agent tries to find Q∗(s, a) recursively using the

following update rule,

Qt+1(s, a) = (1− αt)Qt(s, a) + α[R(s, a)t + βmax
b∈A

Qt(s′, b)] (4.20)

where α ∈ [0, 1) is the learning rate. If each action is executed in each state infinitely

and the learning rate decays properly, the Qt(s, a) will converge to Q∗(s, a) with

probability 1 as t → ∞. The online learning parameters including state, action,

transition and reward functions are defined in our system as follows,

• State: the state s is defined as the network scenario denoted as s = {γ, κ}.

• Action: the action a is the selection of the appropriate adaptation technique

that maximizes the goodput. It is represented by a binary sequence to identify

the adaptation technique as follows, a = (00) for ε-greedy , a = (01) for ANN,

and a = (10) for the Q-learning.

• Transition function: the transition function T (s, a, s′) is the probability to
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switch from one state to the other and is defined as follows,

T (s, a, s′) = Pr(s(t+ 1) = s′|s(t) = s, a(t) = a) (4.21)

• Reward: the reward function R(s, a) is defined as the achieved goodput.

The procedure followed to select the most appropriate CE learning algorithm is ex-

plain in the next section.

4.3.2 SCS Operation

As the SCS aims to select the most appropriate adaptation technique to adapt radio

parameters, this adds more complexity to the system as it requires evaluation the

performance of different adaptation techniques in different scenarios. To overcome

this issue, we design the system operation such that the evaluation process of the

adaptation technique is activated on demand. This demand is triggered by moni-

toring the recorded PER, which represent the environment feedback of adaptation.

With low PER, the system retains the current adaptation technique. Otherwise, the

system is activates the evaluation component to search for the best adaptation algo-

rithm for the current scenario. In this way, the number of adaptation times required

is reduced and this is demonstrated through the adaptation time recorded in the sim-

ulation section. The SCS operation flow goes as follows and illustrated in Figure 4.16.

First, the output (performance metric) of each CE learning algorithm is observed for

certain time in different scenarios and all the observations are analyzed. Then, the

evaluation process engages to check the appropriateness of each CE in the specified

scenario and it is compared with other CEs. The observation of the CE is performed

and output is monitored at each decision step in multiple runs in order to gain a good

estimation about the performance of each CE technique. As result, we can obtain the

relationship between learning and the output achieved. Figure 4.17 presents a sample
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Observation of 
performance of each CE 

algorithm in different 
network scenarios

Evaluation of CE algorithm 
to check its 

appropriateness for 
parameters configuration

Identification of network 
scenarios and selection of 
the matching CE algorithm 

for the current scenario 
using Algorithm 1

Construct the learning vs 
performance relationship 

for each CE algorithm

Figure 4.16: SCS operation flow

of the average goodput achieved for all CEs learning techniques employed as a func-

tion of time steps consumed for learning. Figure 4.17 shows that Q-learning achieves

minimal performance at the beginning as it relies on trial and error learning without

any prior knowledge about the network environment. However, it converges to the

maximum performance later compared to the other CE techniques as it has already

obtained enough experience about the network environment. The ε-greedy based CE

with ε = 0.01 does not assume any priory estimates about the performance metrics.

Thus, the exploration is performed in a way that all the configuration parameters

have the same probability to be selected. ANNs relies on offline training using a des-

ignated training set consists of network scenarios and their corresponding parameters

configurations. Therefore, ε-greedy and ANNs are not as aggressive as Q-learning

and provide steady performance increase. After the evaluation stage, the SCS has

enough insights about the appropriateness of each CE in different network scenarios.

Thus, it can proceed to the classification of the current network scenario and selection

of the CE technique that match with the experienced conditions. Online learning is
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Figure 4.17: Performance of different CE learning techniques

exploited to perform identification of network scenario and selection of CE technique

as it has the capability to explore different network scenario and it is not limited to

certain training data. Initially, we assume that there is no data about evaluation

of CE algorithms. Therefore, the SCS selects CE techniques to perform parameters

configuration randomly from the available CEs with probability τ . After the SCS has

gained experience about network scenarios and their corresponding evaluation with

different CEs, it starts the exploitation process with probability 1− τ . The exploita-

tion process uses the obtained experience (old states) to handle the new experienced

network scenarios (new state) based on the similarity calculated using the Euclidean

distance between the current state and the old states DE =
√
s(t)− s(x). The SCS

experience up to time step t is given by the σ-algebra as follows,

F(t) = σ
(
{s(x), a(x)}tx=1, {R(s(x), a(x))}t−1

x=1

)
(4.22)

where information about the network state s(x), associated action a(x) and the

reward R(s(x), a(x)) can be extracted from the evaluation component. The sys-

tem checks the distance between the current state s(t) and s(x) in F(t), and ob-

tains a set S
′
(s(t),F(t)), which includes F different most recents states from F(t)
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that minimize
∑F

f=1DE(s(t), s(xf )). The reward function R(s(t), a) is set to be 1

if a = argmaxa′∈AQ
∗(s(t), a′) and 0 otherwise. The notation A

′
(s(t)) is used to

represent the set of actions that achieve R(s(t), a) = 1. Let z be an integer that

satisfies 1 ≤ z ≤ F . The SCS picks z records A”(S
′
(s(t),F(t))) with respect to

S
′
(s(t),F(t)). The SCS performs selection action a(x∗) if (x∗) = maxx{x|a(x) ∈

A”(S
′
(s(t),F(t))) ∩A′(s(t))}. Otherwise, SCS selects CEs algorithm randomly from

AR(s(t)) = {a|a = argmaxa∈AR
′
(s(t), a)}, where

R
′
(s(t), a) = R(s(t), a)

ω(s(t), a)

z
(4.23)

This is calculated using z records drawn randomly from the F most recent performed

actions where ω(s(t), a) is the number of times this action was selected before for

s(t). The procedure for CE algorithm selection using online learning is explained in

Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Online learning for CE technique selection

Require: current state s(t), old states s(x), F(t)
Ensure: selection of CE algorithm that output max GP
1: Learning: given network state s(t);
2: Exploration with probability τ ;
3: Select action randomly;
4: Update A

′
(s(t)) = {a|R(s(t), a) = 1} for s(t) ;

5: Exploitation with probability 1− τ ;
6: Select z records A”(S

′
(s(t),F(t))) out of F actions associated with S

′
(s(t),F(t));

7: Calculate R(s(t), a) according to (9) and populate AR(s(t))
8: if (exist x∗ = maxx{x|a(x) ∈ A”(S

′
(s(t),F(t))) ∩ A′(s(t))}) then

9: Select action a(x∗) ;
10: else
11: Select action from AR(s(t));
12: end if
13: Update R(s(t), a);
14: s = st+1

15: t = t+ 1
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4.3.3 SCS Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the SCS performance through testbed experiments and

simulation to demonstrate its capability of adaptation by selecting the most appropri-

ate CE learning technique. The evaluation network structure consists of multiple ad

hoc nodes each one has SCS system installed. The performance of SCS is compared

with other systems in literature including [172] [179] [56] that performed testbed im-

plementation to demonstrate the capability of their proposed CEs. The work in [40]

proposed a GA based CE for parameters adaptation. The authors in [179] proposed

CE that exploits ANNs to learn dynamically how to select the channel, which is

expected to yield the best performance for the mobile users while the work in [56]

proposed a hybrid engine design using CBR and GA. The hybrid engine relies on

cases matching using CBR to expedite its convergence. In addition, we compare our

simulation to the results obtained by the meta engine proposed in [58].

Testbed Evaluation Results

The considered testbed consists of one pair of nodes accessing the available network

resources in IEEE 802.11 typical environment. The experimental setup comprises

picture file transfer between each two nodes. The configuration parameters ranges

are specified as follows: (-20 dBm to - 10 dBm) for transmission power, (20 to 600

bytes) for the frame size, and (BPSK, QPSK, 8-PSK, 16-QAM, 32-QAM, and 64-

QAM) for modulation. Each node in the testbed is equipped with USRP-N210,

and RFX2400 daughter-board mounted on top of it. The USRP-N210 is used as

the radio front-end to perform physical layer information acquisition and parameters

adaptation in combination with liquid-DSP [181] and GNU radio [182] platform. To

facilitate the ease of implementation, we used an IEEE802.11 feedback network, which

is usually supported through an internal wireless network interface controller (NIC).

SCS performs data processing for the radio front end, as well as message parsing and
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takes the appropriate action. The implementation involves two radios, one for control

exchange and the other for connection and data transfer between nodes. However,

we use only one radio to perform both functions by using the concept of virtual WiFi

as in [183]. We evaluate the performance of the SCS through three experiments.

1. Typical Office Environment Experiment:

The first experiment is conducted in an office environment whose layout is

shown in Figure 4.18. The sender and receiver are located in the same room.

We evaluate the SCS performance by the following metrics: the rate of correctly

Figure 4.18: Office experiment layout

received packets (Goodput), PER, and spectral efficiency (SE). The average of

the evaluation metrics during the experiment is recorded in Table 4.5 for the

SCS and compared with the ANNs [179] based CE, GA [155] based engine

and the hybrid engine CBR+GA proposed in [56]. The results show that our

proposed SCS achieved the highest goodput, minimal PER and the highest SE

compared to other CEs. Figure 4.19 plots the achieved goodput as function

of the offered load. The offered load is the percentage of utilization of the

system capacity.Figure 4.19 demonstrates the ability of the SCS to maximize the
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goodput compared to superior cognitive systems proposed for radio parameters

adaptation.

Scheme Name Office Experiment Results
Goodput (Kbps) PER SE (bits/s/Hz)

ANN 420 0.0162 4
GA 480 0.0153 4.8
CBR+GA 600 0.0126 5.9
SCS 850 0.0088 7.1

Table 4.5: Average performance metrics in the office experiment
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Figure 4.19: Average goodput with various network load in the office experiment

2. Propagation Impact Experiment

The second experiment evaluates the performance of the SCS under signal prop-

agation impact. Figure 4.20 shows the layout of the second experiment, where

sender and receiver are located in far away isolated rooms. The goodput, PER,

and SE for this experiment are recorded in Table 4.6. We notice that the SCS

achieved 30 % improvement in the goodput, 65 % reduction in the PER, and

38 % raise in the SE compared to the best engine performance, which is the

hybrid engine. Figure 4.21 compares the PER in two different locations: same

office as in the first experiment and far away isolated rooms for all the cognitive

adaptation engines. Figure 4.21 confirms the ability of the SCS to maintain the
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Figure 4.20: Propagation experiment layout

PER at very low level compared to the other cognitive systems proposed for

radio parameters adaptation. In addition, we notice that there is an increase

in the PER and drop in the goodput and SE for all the schemes in the second

experiment compared to the first. The reason for that is the increase in the dis-

tance between the sender and the receiver and environment signal propagation

impact.

Scheme Name Propagation Experiment Results
Goodput (Kbps) PER SE (bits/s/Hz)

ANN 380 0.073 2.8
GA 350 0.08 2.3
CBR+GA 490 0.043 3.9
SCS 700 0.0193 6.3

Table 4.6: Average performance metrics in the propagation experiment

3. Interference Impact Experiment

The interference impact is investigated in the third experiment, where an ad-

ditional interference source is added as a USRP-N210 device that transmits

signals by varying center frequency as in the layout presented in Figure 4.22.

The performance metrics measured in this experiment are recorded in Table 4.7.

The table shows that SCS achieved the highest goodput, minimum PER and
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Figure 4.21: Average PER at different locations in the propagation experiment

Figure 4.22: Interference experiment layout

maximal SE compared to the ANNs, GA and CBR+GA CEs. It is also evident

that the performance of all systems has dropped because of the interference

effect compared to the pervious experiments in terms off all performance met-

rics. Figure 4.23 plots the achieved SE against the SNR in the communication

channel. The figure demonstrates the capability of the SCS system compared

to other engines. It also shows that the SE remains stable after certain SNR

value as the there is a limit for transmission power that can enhance the SE.

The results in Figures ??, 4.21, and 4.23 demonstrate the capability of the SCS
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Scheme
Name

Interference Experiment Results

Goodput
(Kbps)

PER SE (bit-
s/s/Hz)

ANN 340 0.083 2.2
GA 335 0.09 2.0
CBR+GA 460 0.055 3.2
SCS 670 0.0283 5.2

Table 4.7: Average performance metrics in the interference experiment
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Figure 4.23: Average SE against SNR in the interference experiment

in system adaptation. This highlights the advantage of making the CE super-

vised and able to select the most appropriate adaptation technique to perform

system parameters adaptation. In addition, the figures points to the fact that

each one of the engines exploited in the comparison has various performance

at different network conditions. For example, GA achieves better spectral ef-

ficiency than ANNs at low SNR while ANNs outperforms GA at high SNR.

Moreover, GA records better goodput than ANNs at the first experiment but

worse goodput in the second one.

SCS Simulation Results

We simulated a multi-carrier system with 64 sub-carriers. Each sub-carrier was as-

signed a random attenuation value to simulate a dynamic channel. Hence, the SNR
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varied for each channel, inducing a need for the adaptation for each individual chan-

nel. The performance of the SCS is compared to the performance achieved by the

ANNs based scheme [179], the hybrid engine (CBR+GA) [56] and the meta engine

[58]. The SCS performance is demonstrated using three evaluation metrics which are

goodput, PER, and SE. Table 4.8 presents the ranges of parameters for a system

deployed under multiple users environment.

Parameter Value

Number of Iterations 1000
Exploration rate ε 0.3
Number of users Variable
Frame size (Nb) 24 bytes to 1024 bytes
Bandwidth (B) 312.5 to 812.5 KHz
Channel coding rate (Rc) 1/2, 1/3, 2/3, 3/4
Modulation type and order M-PSK and M-QAM
Transmission power (P ) -30 dBm to -10 dBm)

Table 4.8: Transmission parameters adaptation ranges in SCS simulation

Figure ?? presents the goodput achieved by each regular CE (ε-greedy, ANNs,

Q-learning) and the one achieved by SCS. SCS selects one of the three learning

techniques that is the most appropriate according to network scenario variation. The

scenario variation is conducted by altering SNR to have the range of 0 to 50 dB

and eigen-spread varies between 0 and 12. The initial parameters configuration for
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Figure 4.24: Performance of SCS in different network scenarios

power, modulation, coding rate, frame size and bandwidth follows a naive style where
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power is configured at the minimum while modulation, frame size and bandwidth are

at the maximum level. The configuration changes as the SCS becomes aware of

the environment and the involved adaptation techniques. The performance metric

considered for this evaluation is the total goodput achieved in a session with network

scenario that varies every 100 time step. Figure 4.24 clearly shows how the SCS

switches between learning techniques to keep goodput at the maximum level. It also

shows that the aggressive learning algorithms like Q-learning perform better than

ANNs and ε-greedy at high SNR levels (i.e., between 100 to 200 and 400 to 500 time

steps).

The rest of the simulations compare the performance achieved by SCS with the

ANNs based scheme [179], the hybrid engine (CBR+GA) [184] and the meta engine

[58]. We evaluate the convergence speed for the competing schemes for parameters

adaptation. The normalized goodput is measured as a function of the time epoch in

Figure 4.25. We observe that our proposed SCS achieved the highest goodput with the

fastest convergence as shown in Figure 4.25 after 200 epoch. GA based engine is the
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Figure 4.25: System goodput as function of time step in SCS simulation

slowest in convergence due to large computation required to perform adaptation. In

addition, we evaluate the reliability and spectral efficiency of transmission by plotting

the average PER and SE versus SNR in Figure 4.26 and Figure 4.27 respectively.
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Figure 4.26: System PER with variable SNR in SCS simulation
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Figure 4.27: System SE with different SNR in SCS simulation

We notice that SCS outperforms all other engines. The reason is that the hybrid

engine assumes that CBR is the main technique for adaptation and GA (slow in

convergence) can be used to enrich the experience of CBR. The meta engine does not

consider functionality of fully implemented system for resource management and does

not account for convergence time. However, the SCS performs extensive evaluations to

rank the CE algorithms in different scenarios and employs enhanced online learning to

determine the most appropriate adaptation technique. Finally, we present the average

time consumed to perform parameters adaptation in all the systems in Table 4.9. The

table shows that SCS achieved a comparable results, which is little higher than the
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ANN GA CBR+GA SCS

Time 0.523 sec 1.123 sec 0.185 sec 0.202 sec

Table 4.9: Average adaptation time for different cognitive systems

hybrid CBR+GA system thanks to the on-demand approach for activating the SCS

evaluation component and altering the adaptation technique. However, the time

consumption pitfall is acceptable as the SCS manages to boost the CE performance

according to the performance metrics investigated in the testbed implementation and

simulation.

In this chapter, we introduced and examined several machine learning techniques

for the CE engine in a wireless cognitive system. Performance results showed that ma-

chine learning can further efficiently allocate the available spectrum according to the

user demands with maximum QoS. In the next chapter, we consider CR contribution

with embedded machine learning in the LTE networks to handle resource allocation

and interference problems. We embed CogWNet in LTE networks and attempt to

further optimize the user application QoS.
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Chapter 5

Cognitive Radio with Learning Capability for

Efficient Resource Management in LTE Networks

RRM is a challenging problem for future wireless networks specifically cellular net-

works as the demand for data services is increasing dramatically. The use of CR in

RRM can enrich the performance of LTE networks by providing environment aware-

ness and real-time decision-making for tuning transmission parameters [132]. CR

resource management can be implemented at the terminal or network level. In LTE

networks, it can be exploited for frequency allocation, power control, and modulation

adaptation in order to improve throughput and limit interference. These objectives

are subjected to QoS requirements, user location, network operators, and network

policies. In addition, The lack of resources of the macrocells networks makes them

unable to fulfill the data services demand in the indoor areas in LTE networks. An

efficient solution is to deploy FBSs, which are capable of communicating users over

a broadband wire-line connection [3]. FBSs are short-range, low-cost/low power and

can be easily installed by the users in addition to the fact that they reduce the load

of the MBSs. However, interference is considered as a technical challenge that affects

the femtocells deployment.

In this chapter, CogWnet is embedded in the LTE infrastructure for RRM. The de-

signed optimization architecture [21] provides support for QoS requirements by maxi-

mizing throughput and mitigating interference using intelligent frequency assignment.

A dedicated communication interface is utilized to gather spectrum information from
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physical and MAC layers to be used later for decision-making. In addition, we pro-

pose an interference mitigation scheme that aims to mitigate cross-tier interference

caused by FBSs to the MUEs and the co-tier interference that affects the FBSs that

contend to access the free sub-channels in the Downlink.

5.1 Cognitive Based Resource Blocks Allocation and Radio

Parameters adaptation in LTE Systems

The use of CR in resource management can enrich the performance of LTE net-

works by providing environment-awareness and real-time decision-making for tuning

transmission parameters [5]. In LTE networks, it can be exploited for RBs alloca-

tion, power allocation, modulation adaptation in order to improve throughput and

limit interference. These objectives are subjected to QoS requirements, user loca-

tion, network operators and network policies. The nature of LTE technology makes

it easy to integrate with cognitive solutions for RRM. In this section, we propose

CR resource management scheme that is integrated with our cognitive based ar-

chitecture (CogWnet) proposed in [34] for RRM in LTE networks. It also provides

support for QoS requirements by maximizing throughput and interference mitigation

using intelligent RBs assignment. Cross-layer optimization is used in the architecture

to facilitate environment awareness and transmission parameters configuration. A

dedicated communication interface is utilized to gather spectrum information from

physical and MAC layers to be used later for decision-making. Bandwidth, modula-

tion, and transmission power are adjusted to satisfy the QoS requirements and adapt

to environment conditions. Learning mechanism is introduced to reduce complexity,

expedite the adaptation process and improve the decision-making quality.
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5.1.1 Throughput Optimization and Interference Management Model

Throughput is a fundamental performance metric for any spectrum allocation frame-

work to keep at an ultimate level. Throughput threshold is used to determine the

minimum acceptable throughput value that can meet QoS requirements. In order to

increase throughput, it is necessary to increase other parameters such as modulation

index, which will increase the number of bits/symbols. However, this increase has to

be tied to the environment changes reflected by BER levels and application demands.

The following network model is considered to formulate throughput maximization.

The model employs utility based optimization, where a utility function is specified

for the total throughput for users assigned to different RBs. The utility function maps

the network resources a user utilizes into a real number. Utility based optimization

balances the efficiency and fairness. A set of users U = {x : x = 1, ....M − 1}

are considered to be served by the network. Another set of frequency sub-carriers

FC = {y : y = 1, ...K − 1} represents the available sub-carriers in the network. The

throughput that can be achieved by a user x assigned to sub-carrier y is,

T(x,y) = (1− Pe)NcMiRc (5.1)

where Pe is the BER, Nc is the number of sub-carriers, Mi is the modulation index

and Rc is the coding rate. The total throughput in which the user obtaining a service

is,

Tall =
∑
y

[a(x,y) ∗ T(x,y)] (5.2)

where a(x,y) is an assignment indicator for the RBs. If a(x,y) = 1 then the RBs is

assigned to the user and a(x,y) = 0 otherwise. The utility function selected to capture

the user satisfaction about the assigned sub-carriers is,

Ui = 0.16 + 0.8ln(Tall − 0.3) [185] (5.3)
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The target of the system configuration is to maximize this utility while maintaining

the following constraint: Tall ≥ Tmin where Tmin represents the threshold of minimum

throughput to satisfy application needs [21].

Interference is another essential performance metric to consider especially in such

heterogeneous network. In LTE context, mutual interference occurs between BSs,

which are called E-UTRAN Node Bs (eNBs). These eNBs are contending to uti-

lize the available radio RBs. Therefore, the RBs assignment must take place in a

way that limit this interference effect and maximize the throughput of the eNBs.

The considered LTE network model to mitigate interference is based on SINR mea-

surement. This model has multiple eNBs that cover various Hexagonal cells. The

available spectrum is divided into a set of RBs. Each mobile terminal measures the

Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) for itself, associated eNB, and neighboring

eNBs for all the eNBs. RSRP is an LTE specific metric that averages the RF power

in all of the reference signals in the passband. The SINR is calculated by taking the

average of these RSRP measurements. The SINR is recorded for all the RBs used

by each eNB. As the network conditions such as network load, noise, and BER are

changing, periodic updates between adjacent eNBs are exchanged. These updates

include RSRP measurements related to the eNB itself and its neighbors as not all

the RBs experience the same network conditions. The eNBs that the terminal is

associated with is denoted by eNB(w). SINR over each RB is estimated according

to the frequency used by the eNBs, the power received by the terminal, and the cell

load factor measurements at each eNBs. The cell load factor is defined as the amount

of resources consumption in relation to that is available in the cell. The load value

grows with the cells’ traffic demand and the amount of inter-cell interference. The
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SINR of eNB(w) link is,

SINReNB(w) =
Pwfw∑

a∈S(w)srb

PafaLaLw + n0

(5.4)

where Pw and Pa are the powers received by the terminal from eNB(w) and other

eNBs respectively. fw and fa are the frequencies of the RBs used by eNB(w) and other

eNBs respectively. Lw and La are the cell load factors for eNB(w) and neighboring

eNBs respectively and n0 is the noise. S(w)srb is the set of neighboring eNBs that

have used the resource block srb. The eNBs of others eNBs’ links is,

SINReNB(a) =
Pafa

PwfwLw +
∑

b∈S(w)srb

PbfbLaLb + n0

(5.5)

where S(w)srb is the set of the rest eNBs that use the resource block srb.

For RBs allocation, SINRtarget is selected based on the network status to be the

reference for SINReNB(w) and SINReNB(a) to compare with. SINRtarget is updated

periodically when the system acquires the environmental information based on the

application type and the network conditions. This enhances the decision made for

spectrum assignment. The decision about the RBs assignment is determined by the

following,

srbdec1 = SINReNB(w) − SINRtarget (5.6)

srbdec2 = SINReNB(a) − SINRtarget (5.7)

If srbdec1 ≥ 0 and all the results of (5.7) are greater than or equal zero as (5.7) is

applied for multiple eNBs. Then, the RB is selected. Note that SINR is checked for

both eNB(w) and other neighbors to make the selection for the RB that was not used

before by other eNBs, or used by the furthest and least number of eNBs.
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5.1.2 Integration of LTE and CogWnet

Figure 5.1 presents the integration of LTE components and the RRM scheme. The

Server

Internet

eNode BeNode B

LTE Physical and MAC layer Access

CogWNet Components

LTE UELTE UE

LTE Air Interface

Client

Messages Interpreter between 
CogWNet and LTE Network

Phy/MAC Layer Adapter

Figure 5.1: Integration of LTE and CogWnet Architecture

LTE components comprise one LTE User Equipment (UE) and one LTE eNB. LTE

UE is the terminal equipment that includes all user activities and is compatible with

the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard. LTE eNB represents the

network base station that communicates with LTE UE. In addition, it has CogWnet

architecture installed, which executes RRM functions and controls the network activ-

ities. The communication interface between CogWnet and the LTE platform consists

of two components: an interpreter and physical/MAC layer adapter. The inter-

preter is implemented in the eNBs to interpret CogWnet messages without changing

LTE code or specifications. The PHY/MAC-layer adapter receives input from LTE

PHY/MAC-layer and modifies the parameters of these layers according to the de-

cisions made by CogWnet. The eNB is connected to an application server on the

Internet to retrieve the data requested by the LTE user. The system always monitors
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SINR, throughput, BER, and traffic load and reacts to changes in these parameters.

5.1.3 Learning Mechanism to Enhance Cognitive RRM

The proposed cognitive RRM scheme adopts RL [64] to improve the quality of decision

made to configure the transmission parameters. User satisfaction with the obtained

service is used as a metric to represent the quality of the decision made by the

CogWnet and this should reflect the goals and the needs of the system. Throughput

and interference are evaluated through the time and compared with thresholds as

discussed in their presented model. If the measured interference is below the threshold

and the throughput is above the threshold, then the user is satisfied. In addition, a

database is considered in the design of the cognitive RRM scheme to store instant

interactions and decisions affecting the radio environment. These interactions are

exploited to make the system identifies situations encountered in the past and react.

As a result, the optimization becomes faster as some complex optimization procedure

will not be repeated again. The system continues to evolve gradually until it becomes

aware of the best spectrum configuration. The database in the repository of CogWnet

has a table that records environmental parameters, which represent the status of the

network and the corresponding solution represented by the transmission parameters.

This table is updated after each optimization process. A new module is added to

the repository in CogWnet as shown in Figure 5.2 to perform the matching between

the instant environment conditions and the table reference conditions. The flow of

control in the repository takes place according to the following steps:

1. The Initial Phase: Repository receives the environmental parameters from

TCP/IP stack layers through access interfaces.

2. The Matching Phase: Matching module in the repository is triggered to check if

there is a match for the current environment situation. The module will consult

the database table for matching.
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Figure 5.2: CogWnet with learning mechanism

3. If there is a match, the corresponding configuration parameters will be passed

to the action module in the repository.

4. If there is no match, the sensory information will be processed to the decision

module to run the normal optimization procedure.

5. When the optimization procedure ends, the new parameters are used to config-

ure the radio.

6. The Update Phase: The new configuration is sent to the repository database

and a new entry for this solution is added to the table.

5.1.4 Cognitive RRM Scheme Functionality

The cognitive RRM scheme accounts for RBs allocation and adaptation of trans-

mission parameters based on the environment input to achieve its overall goals. This

adaptation increases LTE network efficiency by increasing throughput, improves spec-
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trum utilization, and mitigates interference. The cognitive RRM scheme works as fol-

lows. When the system starts, CogWnet discovers the existing LTE platform. Then,

it conducts periodic sensing to identify unoccupied channels. Unoccupied channels

are the channels whose received RSRP for certain sub-carrier is less than a given

threshold. When a free channel is found, CogWnet requests LTE eNB or FBSs (fem-

tocells deployment) to collect information about the LTE environment such as BER,

cell load factor, and SINR values. During the environmental information acquisition,

data frames cannot be sent. Finally, CogWnet architecture acquired all the necessary

information for decision-making. It runs its optimization for the proper adaptation of

transmission parameters. All policies are loaded dynamically to the core of CogWnet.

In case the scheme detects a new service that requires a higher bit rate within a cell

that is overloaded, the scheme considers allocation of more RBs for the associated

eNB. These RBs are freed when the service is terminated. The measurement of SINR

is used to manage RBs allocation and interference control. If SINR for the RB of the

associated eNB is low, the scheme looks for another RB with higher SINR. BER is

exploited to adapt the modulation index for throughput maximization purpose. The

modulation index is increased for better throughput if the detected BER is low. On

the other hand, the modulation index is decreased if the LTE link quality is poor.

Transmission power is adjusted according to the measured SINR for certain RB. If

the link experiences high interference, the transmission power is decreased, and vice

verse. In addition, the transmission is switched to a different frequency to elimi-

nate interference if there exists other free channels, which can meet the applications’

requirements.
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5.1.5 Cognitive RRM Scheme Performance Evaluation

Scenario 1: Typical Multiple eNode-B LTE Network

RRM is challenging task in LTE networks as there is a high demand from eNBs for

the spectrum to satisfy various application QoS requirements. Consequently, inter-

ference is a fundamental issue in the RRM process in LTE networks. In this scenario,

extensive simulations have been performed to demonstrate the advantage of using

this cognitive scheme for LTE RRM. The feasibility of cognitive RRM is represented

by the optimization of network resource allocation and decision-making improvement.

This is achieved by exploiting CogWnet capabilities to reconfigure LTE system pa-

rameters. These parameters include bandwidth, coding rate, modulation index, and

transmission power. The performance of the system is evaluated using a topology,

which has 20 eNBs and a total bandwidth of 100 MHz. The transmission power for

each eNB is uniformly divided over the RBs. The throughput of the downlink is used

to evaluate the performance of this model. Table 5.1 presents a list of simulation pa-

rameters for the LTE network modeling and their default values. Figure 5.3 presents

the throughput achieved by our model compared with typical LTE interference man-

agement scheme without cognitive capability (random scheme). The throughput is

evaluated against the number of active eNBs. The LTE interference management

scheme without cognitive capability allocates radio RBs for each frame based on pre-

determined measurements and without being aware of radio resources information.

It is similar in concept to interleaved resource blocks allocation to combat the block

fading channel [187]. The non-cognitive scheme has the reuse factor of 1 due to the

high network load in the tested scenario. Figure 5.3 shows that our cognitive scheme

is superior compared to the non-cognitive scheme especially when the network has

more active eNBs. In addition, the achieved capacity of the LTE system using the

cognitive RRM scheme is compared with the one obtained by the random scheme for
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Parameter Value

System Bandwidth 100 MHz
RB Bandwidth 180 KHz
Number of available RBs 500
User distribution Uniform
Background noise in downlink
(PN)

-102 dBm (One RB PN /24)

Max eNB Tx power 20 W
Multipath Fading 3GPP-Case 3 [186]
Sub-carrier spacing (∆f) 15KHz
Frequency reuse factor 3
Modulation QPSK
and coding scheme 16-QAM: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4

64-QAM: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5
Cell layout Hexagonal grid
Cell radius 167 m
Scheduler Proportional fair queuing

Table 5.1: LTE environment simulation parameters
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Figure 5.3: System throughput comparing cognitive scheme with non-cognitive LTE
scheme

RRM. LTE system capacity is specified as the maximum constant arrival rate that

can be supported by the system subjected to a given required QoS. Figure 5.4 shows

that the cognitive RRM scheme outperforms the non-cognitive scheme in terms of the

achieved system capacity as a function of the traffic load. Figure 5.5 shows a normal-

ized throughput comparison between our approach and the random scheme against
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Figure 5.4: LTE System capacity comparison of cognitive RRM and non-cognitive
scheme

the number of active users. The Figure shows that our approach performs much bet-
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Figure 5.5: LTE system normalized throughput comparison between cognitive RRM
and random scheme

ter than the random scheme as it achieves a 24% higher throughput for 30 active users

per cell. The reason is that the random scheme has limited interference mitigation

capability and has no throughput optimization. Overall, the cognitive solution has

shown great potential for overcoming the RRM problem in LTE networks.

Another evaluation is conducted to demonstrate the quality of decision-making of
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the proposed scheme for LTE system configuration. This quality is represented by

user satisfaction probability, which is the ratio between the achieved throughput to

the maximum possible throughput. Figure 5.6 shows the achieved user satisfaction

probability as a function of the network load. Results shows that the cognitive system
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Figure 5.6: User satisfaction probability using different RRM schemes

achieves better performance than the legacy LTE resource management, the load-

balancing resource management [188] that provide access to the least loaded base

station and the JRRM scheme proposed in [189]. Complexity decrease and how fast

is the decision-making process for RRM is tested by the measure of the probability

of success in matching between the current scenario and previously experienced ones.

Figure 5.7 depicts the evolution of successful matching probability. The evolution

is tested over 5 different environment conditions. It starts from 0 as no solution is

recorded and it keeps increasing as more and more solutions are recorded. Figure

5.7 shows the advantage of the learning mechanism, which includes saving resources,

faster configuration and less complexity.

Scenario 2: Femtocells LTE Environment

FBSs share the same spectrum with the MBSs, which leads to cross tier interference.

Interference also can occur between FBSs themselves as their coverage areas are highly
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Figure 5.7: The evolution of the matching probability

overlapped with each other. In addition, FBSs are user-installed base stations. This

makes the operator so not know the locations of FBSs when MBSs connections are es-

tablished, and cannot efficiently mitigate the interference from FBSs. Therefore, there

are three main requirements in femtocells LTE deployment: autonomous cross-tier

and intra-tier interference mitigation, (ii) QoS guarantees provisioning for femtocells

users, and (iii) fully radio resources exploitation.

In this evaluation scenario, we aim to utilize our cognitive scheme interference

mitigation and throughput maximization model to control interference and main-

taining QoS requirements for femto users. In addition, we compare the performance

of our cognitive scheme with three other schemes that aims to manage interference

problem in the femotcells environment. The first scheme, which is called Cognitive

Radio Resource Management (CRRM) [190] treats the femtocells environment as a

DSA environment where femtocells are secondary and macrocells are primary. It

conducts periodic sensing to identify the radio resources usage by the MBSs and

only allocate the unoccupied channels (overlay mode). The second scheme, which is

called Decomposition based Resource Management (DBRM) [191] exploits cognitive

capability with dual decomposition to manage spectrum sharing in overlay mode.

Moreover, it involves joint power control scheme for downlink transmission. The
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third scheme is a Cognitive Priority Based Resource Management (CPRM) scheme

[192] for LTE systems. It dynamically adjusts the sensing period to achieve certain

false alarm probability. Moreover, the CPRM scheme assigns priority values and

minimum numbers of transmission bits to serving terminals to guarantee their QoS

requirements and utilize spectrum efficiently. The simulation environment is com-

patible to 3GPP standard. It consists of one Macrocell divided into three sectors.

Each sector has three femtocell blocks and each block contains 15 FBSs. The LTE

network parameters are stated in Table 5.2. The LTE system supports four traffic

Parameter Value

Macrocell radius 1000 m
Carrier Frequency 2 GHz
System Bandwidth 5 MHz
MBSs transmission power 43 dBm
FBSs transmission power 20 dBm
Thermal noise density -174 dBm/Hz
Multipath channel six-taps Rayleigh-faded path
Modulation QPSK
and coding scheme 16-QAM: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4

64-QAM: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5

Table 5.2: LTE femtocells environment simulation parameters

types: voice and video traffics of real-time service, HTTP traffic of non-realtime ser-

vice, and FTP traffic of best effort service. Each traffic type has the same number of

terminals and the number of the Macro users is double the one for femto users. The

QoS requirements for each traffic type are shown in Table 5.3

Figure 5.8 depicts the throughput of all LTE UEs (including macro and femto

Voice Video HTTP FTB
BER 10−3 10−4 10−6 10−6
Delay 40 ms 100 ms N/A N/A
Packet Dropping
Rate

1% 1% N/A N/A

Data Rate N/A N/A 100 kbps N/A

Table 5.3: The QoS requirements for each traffic type in LTE femtocells
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users) achieved by our scheme compared to CRRM, DBRM and CPRM schemes.

The throughput is plotted as a function of traffic intensity (p) which is the ratio of

the total arrival rates of all traffics over the maximum transmission rate per macro

sector. Note that it exceeds 1 as FBSs are included.
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Figure 5.8: Throughput of all UEs in LTE femtocells topology

Figure 5.9 presents the packet dropping rate for video UEs for all the schemes.
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Figure 5.9: Packet dropping rate of video UEs in LTE femtocells topology

From Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, we notice that our cognitive scheme (CogWnet)

achieved the highest throughput and the minimum dropping rate. This shows the
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feasibility of the throughput maximization model and the dynamic power adjustment

based interference control model. In addition, the awareness approach and cross layer

optimization of cogWnet make the FBSs able to select the most suitable channel

with proper radio configuration that guarantee minimum interference to the macro

UEs and keeps their performance at acceptable levels. Non of the proposed schemes

has any cross layer or learning capability. Both CRRM and DBRM follow overlay

channel allocation approach, which reduce the utilization of radio resources. The

CRRM has no power control mechanism and it randomly assigns the available sub-

channels to selected UEs, Therefore, it has the lowest performance. The DBRM uses

fixed and predetermined power assignment for the FBSs, which degrades the system

performance because of interference. Moreover, it does not consider QoS requirements

so it is just spectrum allocation scheme. The CPRM scheme targets multimedia

networks, which makes it not comprehensive for heterogeneous UEs applications.

5.2 Cognitive Aware Interference Mitigation Scheme for LTE

Femtocells

In this section, we propose an interference mitigation scheme that aims to mitigate

cross-tier interference caused by FBSs to the MUEs and the co-tier interference that

affects the FBSs that contend to access the free sub-channels in the downlink [22].

The scheme enhances spectrum sensing and improves detection capability to find free

sub-channels for FBSs to access in which the cross-tier interference is minimal. An

adaptive power graph coloring spectrum assignment algorithm is used in conjunction

with environment awareness to allocate sub-channels for FBSs that mitigates the

co-tier interference. In addition to interference control, the scheme ensures that the

selected sub-channel satisfies QoS requirements and matches with the traffic load.

Other advantages of the proposed scheme include considering traffic priorities, and

maintaining efficient utilization of the available sub-channels, which enhances the
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spectrum efficiency.

5.2.1 System Model

We consider the interference problem of the downlink in a network that consists of

macrocells and femtocells where the priority of sub-channel access is for the macrocell

users. FBSs can access the sub-channel but with minimal interference to the MUEs.

Spectrum sensing is employed to detect the available sub-channels that FBSs can

access. Spectrum occupancy information is used to allocate the free sub-channels

according to the awareness based algorithm to be discussed in the next section. The

considered deployment employs OFDMA as a channel access technique for the down-

link with M hexagonal grid macrocells and F femtocells in range of each macrocell.

The bandwidth allocated for each MBSs is divided into 6 SBs using FFR. Each SB is

composed of Nc sub-channels. The macro users can access any of these sub-channels

at any time instant. However, the sub-channels are not utilized most of the time.

The femtocells considered deployment is depicted in Figure 5.10 where they are

distributed randomly and uniformly in each SB. Each femtocell is assumed to have

variable number of users active at any time instant. The sub-channels are assumed

to be almost static with minor variations and follow Rayleigh multi-path fading dis-

tribution. Femtocells deal with two types of connections, which are the link between

femtocells and macrocells and the link between FBSs and their associated users.

There are three types of gains considered in the signal propagation model and they

contribute to the total channel gain calculated in (5.8). These gains include antenna’s

gain (A), shadowing gain (S) and path loss gain (G).

H = A+ S +G (5.8)
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Figure 5.10: Femtocells Network

The SINR of a macrocell user k over sub-channel n is calculate as,

SINRk,n =
Pk,nHk,n

I1 + I2 +Nn,k

(5.9)

where Pk,n is the received power of the macro user k over sub-channel n, I1 and I2

are the two interference imposed by the other MBSs and FBSs respectively and Nn,k

is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) power. The two types of experienced

interference by the macro user I1 and I2 are calculated according to (5.10) and (5.11)

respectively.

I1 =
M∑
l=1

Pl,nHk,l,n (5.10)

I2 =
F∑
j=1

z∗Pj,nHk,j,n (5.11)

where Pl,n and Pj,n are the transmission powers of the other MBSs and FBSs over

the nth sub-channel respectively and z∗ is the factor that indicates if the sub-channel

is assigned to a certain femtocell. It takes a value of 1 if the sub-channel is assigned
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and 0 otherwise. l and j are the indexes of the MBSs and FBSs respectively. The

achievable throughput by the macro user k over sub-channel n is given by,

Tk,n = B log(1 + SINRk,n) (5.12)

where B is the sub-channel bandwidth.

Following a similar process, the SINR for a femto user i served over sub-channel

n is calculated as,

SINRi,n =
Pi,nHi,n

I1 + I2 +Nn,i

(5.13)

The interference imposed by MBS I1 and the other FBSs interference I2 are calculated

according to (5.14) and (5.15) respectively.

I1 =
M∑
l=1

Pl,nHi,l,n (5.14)

I2 =
F∑

j=1,j 6=i

z∗Pj,nHi,j,n (5.15)

The achievable throughput of the femto user i over sub-channel n is given by,

Ti,n = B log(1 + SINRi,n) (5.16)

The cross-tier interference that impacts the performance of the macrocell users

is caused by either miss detection during spectrum sensing or hidden macro users

problem. Due to the limitation on the software and/or the hardware sensing capa-

bility, interference is caused to the macro users as a result of an incorrect detection.

Note that the probability of miss detection depends on the sensing methods, (e.g.,

the energy detector, the cyclostationarity-feature sensing, and the matched-filtering

sensing). Matched-filtering is known as the best approach for spectrum sensing as
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it maximizes the received SINR [193]. However, it is difficult since it requires dedi-

cated receiver for each signal. The performance of energy detector is limited by the

energy threshold and the types of signals. Besides, it fails when the noise becomes

non-stationary because of the presence of the cross-tier interference. However, energy

detector is the easiest to implement in actual systems. The hidden macrocell users

problem is similar to the hidden node problem in CSMA. It is caused by many factors

including severe multi-path fading, shadowing, and high penetration loss in the areas

sensed by femto-cells.

Contending between FBSs for channel access especially in the dense femtocells de-

ployment is the main reason to encounter co-tier interference that affects the perfor-

mance of the femto users. Other problems like hidden terminal and exposed terminal

problems also contribute to this interference as the femtocells network is similar to

other wireless network once free channels are detected. Adjacent channel interference

is another type of interference that affects the macro users on the edge of cell. It is

caused if different but adjacent channels are occupied by the macro users and FBSs

respectively. However, this interference can be leased by reasonable layout of base

stations deployment.

5.2.2 The Interference Mitigation Scheme

In this section, we describe the interference mitigation scheme to control both cross-

tier and co-tier interference that impacts femtocells operate under the coverage of

macrocells. The scheme also aims to maximize throughput, allocate sub-channels

that satisfy QoS requirements by assigning priorities for different types of traffic,

and ensure efficient spectrum utilization. Spectrum sensing is exploited to support

this scheme in order to mitigate cross-tier interference. Both interference mitigation

mechanisms are detailed in the following sections.
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Cognitive Based Cross-tier Interference Mitigation

Cognitive spectrum sensing is employed by the FBSs to determine whether certain

SB includes free sub-channels. This forces the FBSs to cease their channel access if

the sub-channel is busy with macro user transmission. If all SBs are busy, the FBSs

tries to access the SB with the minimal interference to macro users. The presence

of MBSs transmissions is detected in the Downlink signal. Our scheme implements

an enhanced energy detection based spectrum sensing that effectively explores the

interference range and maximizes the detection sensitivity. According to the energy

detection approach, the signal observed by the FBSs is expressed as,

y(x) = h(x)s(x) + w(x) (5.17)

where s(x) is the signal transmitted by the MBS, h(x) is the channels gain from the

MBS to FBS, w(x) is the AWGN sample, and x is the sample index. The average

received energy is given by,

Y (X) =
1

X

X−1∑
x=0

|y(x)|2 (5.18)

where X is the total number of samples. Spectrum sensing aims to distinguish be-

tween the following two hypotheses,

H0 : y(x) = w(x) (5.19)

H1 : y(x) = h(x)s(x) + w(x) (5.20)

The hypothesis H0 is for miss-detection and H1 is for correct detection. Energy

detection is defined by two probabilities, the probability of detection PD and the

probability of false alarm PF . The occupancy of sub-channels by macrocell users can
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be determined by comparing the metric Y against a threshold λ. Therefore, the PD

is calculated as follows,

PD = Pr(Y > λ|H1) = Qm(
√

2 ∗ SINR,
√
λ) (5.21)

where m is the product of time and bandwidth and Qm(., .) is the generalized Marcum

Q-function [194]. The PF is calculated as follows,

PF = Pr(Y > λ|H0) =
Γ(m,λ/2)

Γ(m)
(5.22)

where Γ(.) and Γ(., .) are the complete and incomplete gamma functions, respectively

[34]. Both probabilities are calculated for each SB as the product function of all

sub-channels contained in each SB.

We enhance the normal energy detection procedure to improve the detection ca-

pability. The decision regrading channel access by FBS is determined by quantifying

how harmful is the interference caused to the macro receivers if the FBS uses the

sub-channel. The interference to the MUEs is deemed to be harmful if it causes

the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) at the macro receiver to fall below a threshold

SIR∗. This threshold depends on the macro receivers robustness toward interference

and varies from one service to another. In addition, it may depend on the character-

istics of the interfering signal (e.g., signal waveform, continuous versus intermittent

interference, etc.) [195]. From the above definitions, we define the interference range

of the FBS as the maximum distance from a macro receiver at which the incurred

interference is still considered harmful. Consequently, the interference range depends

on the macro user interference tolerance not just the FBS transmission power. Let

Pm and Pf denote the transmission power of the MBS and the FBS respectively.

The distance between the macro-cell transmitter and receiver is denoted as R. The
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interference range of the FBS (D) is determined according to,

PmR
−α

PfD−α
= SIR∗ (5.23)

where α is the path loss factor. We deduce from (16) that the macro receiver can

tolerate the interference caused by FBS as long as the distance between them is

greater than D. As a result, we can define the detection sensitivity (DS) as the

minimum SNR of the MBS at which an FBS should be still capable of detecting the

macro signal. The FBS should be able to detect active macro transmission within a

radius of R+D according to 5.24. Therefore, the sensitivity is calculated as follows,

DS =
Pm(D +R)−α

N0

(5.24)

The spectrum sensing is conducted periodically to stay aware of any MBS starts to

transmit. During the sensing period, the QoS degradation incurred by the MUEs in

accessing the band is determined. The choice of the sensing period depends on the

type of the service running on the MUE terminal and has to be set for each SB. For

example, the sensing period is less for services that vary over a much larger time scale.

Awareness Based Co-tier Interference Mitigation

In this part, we develop an awareness based algorithm to mitigate co-tier interference

between femtocells that are using the same SB. The algorithm aims to maximize

system throughput, improve spectrum efficiency, and adapt transmission power ac-

cording to FBS SINR requirements. It is assumed that each group of FBSs are

assigned to certain SB and able to access its sub-channels. Each FBS is aware of

its interference profile which is characterized by certain interference weight Wi. This

weight is exploited to label the interference over the link between any two FBSs and
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is calculated as,

Wi =
∑
ei

10Ii/10 (5.25)

where I1 is I2 that is calculated using (5.14) and (5.15) respectively. Due to the

relatively small distance between the FBS and its associated user, the throughput

maximization problem for a femtocell can be written as follows,

max
∑
i∈V

∑
j∈V

∑
n∈Nc

z∗i z
∗
jBlog(1 +

Pi∑
j 6=i PjHji +N

) (5.26)

where V is the group of FBSs that share the same SB and z∗ is the assignment

indicator of the sub-channel, Pi is the transmission power of the FBS, Hji is the total

gain between FBS j and FBS i, and N is the corresponding noise power. Note that

i and j are the indexes of the interfering FBSs.

The FBSs channel allocation problem can be modeled as a graph coloring prob-

lem with support of an awareness based mechanism between the FBSs sharing the

same SB. The awareness mechanism aims to share the interference weight, data rate

requirement, traffic type and traffic load information for each FBS among other FBSs

sharing the same SB. Consequently, each FBS is aware of its network environment.

Interference weight is the basic metric for the graph coloring channel assignment while

data rate requirement, traffic type and traffic load are exploited to ensure QoS, as-

sign traffic priority, and improve spectrum utilization. The sub-channel assignment

process as in Algorithm 4 starts by mapping the network into a bidirectional graph

GR = (V,E,W ) with a group of vertices V = {v1, v2...} where each vertex v rep-

resents an FBS and a group of edges E = {e1, e2...} where an edge e is the link

connecting two vertices with interference weight w. A larger weight implies having a

larger sum of the path loss and shadowing values. The problem is equivalent to col-

oring each vertex with one color from C = {c1, c2...} and assign proper power level to

the respective vertex in order to maximize the throughput and mitigate interference.
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The color of the vertices represents the available sub-channel, and a color pool of the

interference graph relies on which particular SBs can be used by that graph. Once the

Algorithm 4 Co-tier Channel Assignment

Require: GR = (V,E,W ), C = {c1, c2...}, FBS data rate, traffic load and traffic
type

Ensure: Sub-channel assignment with maximum throughput T , maximum spectral
efficiency and minimum interference I

1: BEGIN
2: Define V0 as the number of vertices in GR
3: Define i as the index for the FBS
4: for (a = 1 to a = V0) do
5: Calculate Wi, Tpi, ∀V ∈ GR
6: if (Wi = Wmax) then
7: Select FBSs with maximum W
8: end if
9: if FBS with Wmax is not unique then
10: find FBS with (Tpi = Tpmax)
11: end if
12: Color the vertex v with color c (Assign the sub-channel to the FBS)
13: Adapt transmission power as in 5.28
14: end for
15: while (1) do
16: Check U for each FBS
17: if (U < Thmin) then
18: Switch the users associated the FBS to other FBSs with condition that (U ≤

Thmax) for the target FBSs
19: end if
20: end while
21: END

graph is established, we label each FBS with the total interference weight calculated

in 5.25. At this moment, the vertex with the highest interference weight is colored

with an appropriate color with condition that the selected sub-channel satisfies ap-

plication QoS. If there are more than one FBS with the same interference weight, we

check the traffic priority. For example, if one FBS has real-time traffic or it is loaded

more than others, it will have the priority to access the sub-channel. Traffic load

and application data rate are used to quantify the traffic priority. An indicator Tp

is assigned to the FBS to refer to the priority of its traffic. The indicator is ordered
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in ascending order as the traffic priority increases. The coloring process to maximize

throughput can be characterized as follows,

argmax
∑
i∈V

∑
n∈Nc

z∗Blog(1 + SINRi,n) (5.27)

s.t.
∑
n∈Nc

z∗ ≤ 1,∀i ∈ V

where Nc denotes the specific set of sub-channels, which are used by the vertices

involved, SINRi,n is the SINR of femtocell i over the sub-channel n and V is a set of

vertices in the graph. Then, the power is adapted for the FBS according to SINRtarget

and the current transmission power as follows,

P ∗i = Pi SINRtarget
I2 +N(i)

Hi,n

(5.28)

where Pi is the current transmission power, Hi,n is the channel gain experienced

by FBS i while accessing sub-channel n and N(i) is the corresponding noise power.

Finally, the FBS is removed from the graph GR and the process repeated again

until the set V is empty. In addition, the awareness mechanism manages to improve

spectrum utilization by sharing the number of users associated with each FBS (U).

If this number falls below certain threshold Thmin, all the users associated with this

FBS are switched into another FBSs in the same domain with a condition that U

for these FBSs is not exceeding certain threshold Thmax and QoS of the switched

users is guaranteed. Consequently, the sub-channel is released for other FBSs and

this improves spectrum utilization and reduces contention of other FBSs.

5.2.3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the performance of our proposed cognitive aware interference mitiga-

tion scheme is evaluated through simulation. The simulation environment parameters
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are presented in Table 5.4. Note that d is the distance between the user and the base

station.

Parameter Value
Carrier frequency 2 GHz
Cellular layout Hexagonal grid
Macro-cell radius 500 m
Femto-cell radius 10 m
Path loss MBS user L = 15.3 + 37.6log(d)
Path loss FBS user L = 38.46 + 20log(d) + 0.7(d)
Lognormal shadowing 0 mean, 8 dB standard deviation
MBS transmission power 45 dBm
FBS transmission power 20 dBm
White noise power density 174 (dBm.Hz−1)
Number of SBs 6
Number of sub-channels per SB 10
Macro-user per macro-cell 30
The penetration loss of walls Lw 10 dB

Table 5.4: Simulation environment parameters for cognitive interference mitigation
in LTE

We compare our scheme with the two schemes proposed in [196] and [197] for

interference mitigation in femtocell macro-cell deployment. In addition, we compare

it with the standard scheme that does not implement any interference mitigation

mechanism. The scheme proposed in [196] is cognitive based (CR-based) and aims to

allocate resources in femtocell networks to maximize the throughput while minimiz-

ing interference to macrocell users nearby only. However, the scheme (femto-macro)

proposed in [197] considers mitigating the interference among femtocells in addition

to MUEs interference control. The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the

MUEs’ SINR is presented in Figure 5.11. The proposed scheme achieves the high-

est MUEs’ SINR in contrast to the standard random resource allocation, the CR-

based and the femto-macro schemes. The reason is that both the CR scheme and the

femto-macro scheme employ simple energy detectors to detect the vacant sub-channel.

However, our scheme considers accurate detection by better evaluating the interfer-

ence range and improving the detection sensitivity. The CDF of the femto-user’s

SINR is shown in Figure 5.12. The proposed scheme achieves significant performance
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Figure 5.11: CDF of macrocell user’s SINR in LTE Hetnets
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Figure 5.12: CDF of femtocell user’s SINR in LTE Hetnets

improvement in comparison with all the other schemes owing to the interference co-

ordination between FBSs with the awareness based spectrum allocation mechanism.

The CR-based scheme has no capability to mitigate interference between FBSs while

the femto-macro scheme is based on clustering, which limits each cluster of femtocells

to access only one sub-channel. This increases the probability of collisions between

the contending FBSs. On the other hand, the proposed scheme is not limited to one

sub-channel and it comprises awareness and information exchange between the FBSs

for channels allocation which does not only mitigate interference but also improves
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spectrum utilization and maximizes throughput.

Figure 5.13 presents the spectrum efficiency achieved by all the schemes. It can

be noticed that the proposed scheme recorded the highest spectrum efficiency as it

considers efficient spectrum utilization by switching users from under-utilized FBSs

and free more sub-channels. Figure 5.14 presents the throughput achieved by the
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Figure 5.13: Spectral efficiency comparison for all schemes in LTE Hetnets
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Figure 5.14: Femtocell user throughput as a function of the number of FBSs in LTE
Hetnets

femto-cell as a function of various number of FBSs. The transmitted traffic con-

sidered here is real-time traffic. The proposed scheme gains the highest throughput
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compared to other schemes as it employs adaptive power allocation, considers users

QoS requirements and traffic priority which enhances the throughput. Moreover, we

notice that the throughput decreases as the number of FBSs increases. It is mainly

due to the increase in the probability of collision as the number of FBSs grows.

In this chapter, we embedded CogWNet in LTE networks and optimized the user

application QoS parameters. We maximized network throughput, mitigated interfer-

ence, and finally deployed an intelligent frequency assignment. In the next chapter,

we consider machine learning for next generation 5G heterogeneous and H-CRANs.

We investigate the resource allocation in 5G Hetnets and H-CRANs with the goal to

maximize energy efficiency.
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Chapter 6

Machine Learning Approaches for Resource

Allocation Toward Efficient Next Generation 5G

Networks

The multi-tier network structure with different sizes, transmission powers, and un-

precedented numbers of smart and heterogeneous wireless devices is the trends that

targets maximize the network capacity in the upcoming 5G networks. It consists of

two tiers: primary tier and secondary tier. The primary tier includes high power

macrocells that serve MUEs, while the secondary tier comprises picocells, femtocells

and D2D communications. H-CRANs is another penetrating trend of 5G that aim

at exploiting the advantages of both Hetnets and CRANs and overcome their draw-

backs. Comparing with CRANs and Hetnets, H-CRANs have been shown to exhibit

significant performance gains though advanced collaborative signal processing and ra-

dio resource allocation are still challenging. Inter-tier interference between the macro

BSs and RRHs has a severe impact on energy efficiency.

In this Chapter, we investigate the resource allocation problem in the 5G Het-

nets with the goal to maximize data rate using online machine learning. As energy

efficiency is an important concern in this context, we propose a novel learning tech-

nique for power allocation for the secondary tier that maximizes energy efficiency.

In addition, we consider the energy efficiency problem from BS stations operation

pattern perspective. Thus, a novel traffic offloading algorithm is proposed to control

the operation mode of small cells and boost energy efficiency. Finally, the energy effi-
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ciency problem is investigated in H-CRANs and a novel resource allocation scheme is

proposed. All the machine learning techniques proposed in this chapter are enhanced

in away that reduces the computation complexity and expedites the convergence.

6.1 Cooperative Online Learning Scheme for Resource Allo-

cation in 5G Heterogeneous Networks

This section presents a cooperative online learning scheme which aims at solving the

resource allocation and interference problems in the 5G systems [23]. The cooper-

ation considered involves information exchange between secondary tier users of the

same type, which is either femtocell or D2D connection. Online learning exploits

environment awareness to allocate frequency RBs and control interference. It creates

allocation policies without any prior model of the environment (in our settings, a prior

model can not be achieved due to the unplanned placement of the secondary tier users

and the dynamics of the wireless environment). Moreover, online learning allows the

secondary tier to take actions while they are learning (i.e., without a centralized con-

troller), which reduces the complexity of the system implementation. These features

make online learning suitable to be applied at the distributed secondary tier network

setting in the form of the so called multi-agent online learning. Our proposed scheme

has the following contributions:

• Efficient RBs allocation using cooperative online learning in a priority based

distributed fashion, where user location determines its assigned resources. This

allocation proceeds in conjunction with system parameters adaptation including

transmission power and modulation.

• Cross-tier interference mitigation between primary tier (macro) and secondary

tier (femto and D2D links) and co-tier interference between secondary tier de-

vices in the downlink.
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• Maintain QoS of both MUEs and secondary tier users. This includes zero outage

and SINR above threshold for MUEs, maximum data rate and minimum outage

for the secondary tier users, and high level of fairness.

6.1.1 System Model

Our system model consists of a heterogeneous multi-tier network with secondary

tier underlaid within the primary (macro) tier coverage with constraint that the

interference caused to the MUEs remains below certain threshold as in Figure 6.1.

All the underlay network devices including FBSs, and D2Dtransmitters (DUE) share

the same radio resources with the macrocell. The network in Figure 6.1 is a multi-tier

heterogeneous since each of the network tiers (i.e., macro tier and underlay tier which

comprises femtocells and D2D UEs) has different transmission power range, coverage

region and specific set of users with different application requirements. It is assumed

that the user association with the base stations (either mbs or FBS) is completed

prior to resource allocation. In addition, the potential DUEs are discovered during

the D2D session setup by transmitting known synchronization or reference signal (i.e.,

beacons) [198]. Only one MUE is assumed to be served on each RB to avoid co-tier

interference within the macro tier. However, multiple underlay devices compete to

reuse the same RB to improve the spectrum utilization. This reuse causes severe

cross-tier interference to the MUEs, and also co-tier interference within the underlay

tier. The main objective is to allocate resources to the underlay transmitters (FBS

or DUE) with the goal of maximizing their data rate while maintaining the SINR of

the affected MUE.

Each transmitter in the underlay tier selects one RB from a set of N RBs for

transmission with certain transmission power and modulation order. The underlay

transmitters are capable of selecting the transmission power and modulation level

from a finite set of power levels, p = {1, 2, 3....P} and finite set of modulation indexes
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Figure 6.1: System Model of 5G Hetnets

m = {1, 2, 3....M}, respectively. As we have two types of underlay transmissions (i.e.,

femtocell and D2D), each type select transmission power and modulation from its cor-

responding finite set. Each transmitter selects a suitable {n, p,m} level combination.

We call this combination transmission package (Tp). The transmitting FBS or D2D

transmitter is denoted by y. Its transmission power over the RB is determined by the

vector py = {p1
y, p

2
y, p

3
y....p

N
y } where pny > 0 denotes the transmission power level of

the transmitter y over RB n. The same thing is applicable to the modulation levels.

Note that if the RB n is not allocated to the transmitter y, the corresponding power

variable will be p
(n)
y = 0. Since we assume that each underlay transmitter selects

only one RB, only one element in the power vector py is non-zero. The frequency

band b is assumed to be divided into two disjoint sub-bands: edge sub-band e, where

users experienced the weakest signal and the center band c with stronger signal as

highlighted in Figure 6.1. These two bands differ in the assigned transmission power

for the underlay transmissions located within their coverage: users located in c com-

municate with less power than the ones located in e where transmissions occur at the
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higher power to compensate for the poor signal experienced. Therefore, we adopt a

priority based resource allocation in which UEs with the weakest signal quality lo-

cated at e benefit from the maximum transmission power of their transmitters. The

signal quality is quantified based on the measured SINR and thus, all the underlay

users are sorted according to their received SINR.

6.1.2 Problem Formulation

The resource allocation problem in the 5G context with multiple tiers has the objective

of maximizing the data rate of the underlay users with minimal interference to the

macro tier. This objective relies on certain factors including SINR of underlay UEs

and SINR of MUE. In order to calculate the SINR at an underlay receiver u whether

it is an (femto UE) or D2D receiver, we need to define the sources of interference

that impact its signal assuming that the interfering underlay transmitters y′ share

the same RB used by y. The interference perceived by u is found as follows,

Iu = pkG(k, u) +
∑

y′∈Y,y′ 6=y

λy′,bpy′,bG(y′, u) (6.1)

where pk is the transmission power of the MBS k, G(k, u) is the interference gain of the

MBS in the direction of the receiver u, py′,b is the transmission power of the interfering

underlay transmitters , λy′,b represents the load of sub-band b and is defined as the

ratio of the number of RBs allocated in sub-band b, and the total number of RBs

available in that sub-band, and G(y′, u) is the gain of underlay transmitter y in the

direction of u. The gain G of certain transmitter k or y′ in the direction of u over RB

n is defined as follows,

G(y′, u) = βy′ud
−α∗
y′u (6.2)

where βy′u denotes the channel fading component between y′ and u over RB n, d−α
∗

y′u

is the distance between y′ and u, and α∗ is the path-loss exponent. The SINR for u
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over RB n in sub-band b is given by

SINRu =
py,bG(y, u)

Iu + σ2
(6.3)

where py,b is the transmission power of the transmitter y and the G(y, u) is the gain

between the underlay transmitter y and the receiver u. The variable σ2 = N0BRB

where BRB is the bandwidth corresponding to an RB and N0 is the thermal noise.

Similarly, the SINR for the MUE z over RB n can be written as follows:

SINRz =
pkG(k, z)∑

y∈Y
py,bG(y, z) + σ2

(6.4)

Given the SINR, the data rate of the UE u over RB n in SB b can be calculated

according to the Shannon’s formula, i.e., Ru = BRB(1 + SINRu). The assignment

of transmission package i.e. Tp = {n, p,m} for for any underlay transmitter y to

maximize the data rate is denoted by a binary decision variable x
(n,p,m)
y where

x(n,p,m)
y =


1, if s is transmitting over n with p and m

0, Otherwise

(6.5)

Thus, the achievable data rate of a secondary UE u with the corresponding transmitter

y is written as,

Ruy =
N∑
n=1

P∑
p=1

M∑
m=1

x(n,p,m)
y BRB(1 + SINRu) (6.6)

In order to maintain the SINR of the MUEs, the interference caused by the underlay

transmissions Iz over RB n must be maintained below the threshold of the maximum

tolerable interference by the MUE ITH as follows,

Iz =
∑
y∈Y

P∑
p=1

M∑
m=1

x(n,p,m)
y G(y, z)py,b ≤ ITH (6.7)
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The resource allocation problem can be expressed by using the following optimiza-

tion formulation,

max
x
(n,p,m)
y ,py,b,my,b

∑
y∈Y

N∑
n=1

P∑
p=1

M∑
m=1

x(n,p,m)
y BRB(1 + SINRuy) (6.8)

subjected to,

C1 Iz ≤ ITH ∀n ∈ N

C2
N∑
n=1

P∑
p=1

M∑
m=1

x(n,p,m)
y ≤ 1 ∀y ∈ FBS tDUE

C3 x(n,p,m)
y ∈ {0, 1} ∀n ∈ N, ∀y,∀p ∈ P, ∀m ∈M

where,

SINRu =
py,bG(y, u)

pkG(k, u)+∑
y′∈Yy′ 6=y

P∑
p′=1

M∑
m′=1

x
(n,p,m)
y λy′,bpy′,bG(y′, u)+

σ2

(6.9)

The allocation problem presented in (6.8) aims at maximizing the data rate of the

femto UE or DUE while fulfilling the constrains C1, C2, and C3. In the constraint

C1, the interference caused to the MUEs by the underlay transmitters on certain RB

is limited by a predefined threshold. The constraint in C2 indicates that the num-

ber of RBs selected by each underlay transmitter should be at most one and each

transmitter can only select one power level and one modulation level at each RB.

The binary assignment variable for Tp selection is represented by the constraint in

C3. The resource allocation problem is a combination non-convex non-linear opti-

mization problems. Considering the computational overhead, it not feasible to solve

the resource allocation problem by a centralized approach.
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6.1.3 Online Learning System Parameters

We consider a cooperative multi-agent online learning system, where each agent is

either an FBS or DUE transmitter. Only agents of the same type (i.e., FBS or

D2D transmitter) coordinate with each other. The agent collects the environment

information or performance indicators from its own and its neighboring agents to

define the system state st at time t, and perform a local action at. Agents enforce

the cooperative learning using a global reward, which comprises the sum of rewards

achieved by all the neighboring agents. The state action table (Q-table) is common

and shared by the underlay transmitters. Thus, the agents learn together a common

strategy by feeding a single Q-table. In addition to fast convergence time and fairness,

the system benefits from a diversified experience learned by the cooperating agents.

The fundamental parameters of the online learning system are defined as follows:

• State: at time instant t, the environment state is defined as,

st = {y, n, p, SINRcu, SINReu, SINRz}

where y is the underlay tier transmitter, n is the available RB, p is the trans-

mission power of the underlay tier transmitter, SINRcu is the SINR measured

at the underlay receiver u in the center band, SINReu is the SINR measured

at the underlay receiver in the edge band, and SINRz is the SINR measured at

the macro receiver. The aggregated state information of the neighboring agents

(s(y′all)), is defined as a weighted sum over the performance indicators (of the

same type) (s(y′)) and it is given by:

s(y′all) =
∑
y′∈Y

wy′s(y
′) (6.10)
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where wy′ is the weighing coefficient that reflects the degree of neighborhood of

agent y′ to y. The weight represents the normalized traffic flux between agents

y and y′ with respect to the total traffic flux between y and all its neighbors.

• Action: the action at time instant t is defined as at = {allocation of n, pc, pe,m}

where pc and pe are the selected transmission power of the underlay transmitters

y located at the center band and edge band respectively. m is the transmission

modulation level.

• Reward: the reward achieved is represented as rt = {Ruy, Rzk, SEuy} where

Rzk = Blog2(1 + SINRz) is the data rate achieved by the MUE and SEuy is

the spectral efficiency achieved at the underlay receiver u, which is found by

mapping it to SINRu using quality tables (obtained using a link-level simulator)

incorporated within the network simulator. The reward function is evaluated

with rationale of maximizing the underlay tier users’ data rate while maintaining

the macrocell users’ data rate above certain threshold R′zk as follows,

ryt =


e−(Rzk−R′zk)2 − e−Ruy , subjected to C.1, C.2, C.3

−2, otherwise

(6.11)

As the considered learning scheme is cooperative, the instantaneous global reward is

a sum of all the individual rewards of the cooperating agents of the same type and is

given by

ry =
∑
y∈Y

ryt (6.12)

6.1.4 Resource Allocation Mechanism

The online learning mechanism exploits the collected state information and uses it

to allocate resources and control interference. As the exploited learning approach is

cooperative, it necessitates sending state-action information from the corresponding
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agent Q-table to all the neighbors and receive their state-action information. This

information supports the exploitation phase in which the action is selected according

to the highest Q-value, which is recursively updated as follows,

Qy(sy, ay) = (1− α)Qy(sy, ay) + α(ry(sy, ay) (6.13)

+γmax
l∈Ay

Q(sy∗, l))

where sy is the current state of the agent y and sy∗ is the previous state of the agent

y. However, the learning mechanism relies on the performance metric (i.e., SINR,

data rate) measured to take actions in the exploration phase besides their usage to

evaluate the reward function. There are three main characteristics of the proposed

learning mechanism: First, the environment state information are assumed to be

available upon request during learning, which is the task of the employed environment

awareness methodology. Second, the mechanism starts with high exploration rate ε

and this rate is decreased gradually to ensure that there are enough actions with high

Q-value to exploit. Finally, the learning rate α in (6.13) is assumed to be dynamic and

follow the Win-or-Learn-Fast principle which states that the learning agent should

learn faster when it is losing and more slowly when winning [54]. The learning rates

that we used are α = 0.05 for rewarded solution and α = 0.2 for the punished one.

The learning mechanism based on the proposed model is illustrated in Figure 6.2.

The process starts by collecting the network state information. Then, the state

information exchange process engages where each agent y shares the row of its Q-

table that corresponds to its current state and the optimal action where Qy(sy, ay) ≥

Qy(sy, a
′
y) for all a′y ∈ A with all other cooperating agents y′ (i.e., underlay tier in the

same range). At the same time, it receives the current state and all optimal actions

Qy′(sy′ , :) from other agents y′. This helps the agent y to determine its joint action
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Select action with the highest Q-
value according to Equation (16)

Evaluate reward function for the selected 
action at ={n, p, m} according to equation 

(14) 

Update the Q-value of the action 
in the Q-table as state-action pair 

according to equation (15)

Observe the new 
state

s_t = s_t+1

Figure 6.2: Online resource allocation mechanism in 5G Hetnets

with the highest cumulative Q-value in the exploitation phase as follows,

ay = argmax(
∑
y∈Y

Q(sy, ay)) (6.14)

The Q-value is found and updated according to the rule in (6.13). The global Q-value

found in (6.14) is decomposed into a linear combination of local agent-dependent Q-

values: Q(s, a) =
∑Y

y=1Qy(s, a). Thus, if each agent y maximized its own Q-value,

the global Q-value will be maximized. Based on this observation, choosing the action

based on (6.14) will maximize the global Q-value. After the information exchange,

the mechanism decides to employ exploration or exploitation process according to the

value of ε. In the exploration process, the action to assign RB and the selection of

power and modulation is taken randomly at the first trial. Then, the measurement

of SINR and the location of the underlay receivers are exploited to improve resource

allocation. For instance, if the selected transmission power to communicate with

user at c is pc, the allocated power to communicate with a receiver at e will be
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pe = Γpc where Γ is decided based on the the maximum allowed transmission power.

Modulation is selected to be high for high SINR users and vise verse. In addition,

the conditions C1, C2, and C3 are checked for satisfaction. On the other hand, the

transmission package with highest cumulative Q-value is selected according to (6.14)

in the exploitation process. For example, if there are two agents i and j, each agent

has one state s and three actions a1, a2 and a3, the reward for each agent is its

capacity and the Q-values for both agents are as follows: Qi(s, a1) = 1, Qi(s, a2) =

2, Qi(s, a3) = 3, Qj(s, a1) = 2.5, Qj(s, a2) = 7 and Qj(s, a3) = 4.5. Both agents will

choose action a2 (the maximum of the summation of the Q-values is 2 + 7), thus

maximizing the aggregate capacity. After that, the reward function is evaluated for

the selected Tp and the new state is observed. Finally, the Q-table is updated with the

new Q-value as in (6.13) according to the state action paired selected. The overhead

of information exchange in this cooperative scheme is calculated based on the size of

Tp and the number of cooperative transmitters. So if the number of transmitters is

Y ∗, then the overhead is Y ∗(Y ∗ − 1) messages. Each message has the size of Tp.

6.1.5 Performance Evaluation

We conducted extensive simulations to demonstrate the capability of using online

learning scheme for resource allocation. The considered simulation environment con-

sists of a multi-tier network where multiple femtocells and D2D communications share

the spectrum resources with one macrocell in an underlay fashion. Note that the num-

ber of D2D transmitters contribute to 20% of the number of the underlay transmitters

while the rest are FBSs in all the simulations. The MUEs are uniformly distributed

in their respective cell coverage area. Each FBS is assumed to serve one UE which

is randomly located in the coverage area. The simulation parameters and the online

mechanism related parameters are listed in Table 6.3.

We compare the performance of our online learning resource allocation scheme
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Simulation Parameter Value

System Bandwidth 10 MHz
Number of RBs 10
number of MUEs 10
FBS Tx power 12 to 22 dBm
MBS Tx power 48 dBm
DUE TX power -10 to -2 dBm
Modulation QPSK 16-QAM: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4
and coding rate 64-QAM: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5
Path loss PL = 127 + 37log(d), d = dis-

tance between underlay transmit-
ter and UE

Shadowing log-normal distribution (mean =
0dB, standard deviation = 8dB)

Thermal noise density -174 dBm/Hz

Learning Parameters Value

Learning Rate (α) dynamic
Exploration Rate (ε) dynamic
Discount Factor (γ) 0.9

Table 6.1: 5G Hetnets environment and online scheme simulation parameters

to validate its performance with reference schemes including: Down-SA [199], Joint-

RALA [200], and Matching-RM schemes [201]. Down-SA proposes an architecture

that consists of a Decision Support System (DSS) and a data collection system to dy-

namically manage and control the spectrum allocation process in the heterogeneous

5G networks. Joint-RALA proposes a joint algorithm for resource allocation and link

adaptation to support carrier aggregation functionality for downlink in LTE-A net-

work. Matching-RM employs matching theory to find a stable match for the resource

allocation problem to maximize the throughput of small cells under the cross-tier

interference constraint. We evaluate the performance of our scheme compared to

others in terms of the underlay average system throughput, spectral efficiency in bit-

s/Hz and fairness of resource allocation among the underlay transmitters compete

for the available RBs as in Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4, and Figure 6.5 respectively. Fig-

ure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show the aggregate system throughput with respect to the

number of underlay transmitters involved and the spectral efficiency achieved by our

allocation scheme in comparison to other schemes respectively. It is clear that our al-
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Figure 6.3: Aggregate system throughput achieved against number of active trans-
missions in 5G Hetnets

location scheme achieved the highest throughput and spectral efficiency, compared to

other schemes. The reason is that our scheme formalizes the allocation problem with

throughput maximization objective and it exploits online learning as a tool to solve

it. Online learning is convenient to make decisions to perform allocation in such het-

erogeneous environment that needs plenty of interactions. The fairness performance
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Figure 6.4: Spectral efficiency achieved by different resource allocation schemes in 5G
Hetnets

in terms of Jain’s fairness index f(x1, x2....) =
(
∑J

i=1 xi)
2

J
∑J

i=1 x
2
i

as in [202] versus the number

of underlay UEs for each scheme is plotted in Figure 6.5. The value of the fairness
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Figure 6.5: Jain’s fairness index with different number of active transmissions in 5G
Hetnets

index lies in the range between [0, 1], and the value of 1 represents that all users have

the same average data rate. We notice that the online allocation scheme achieved the

maximum fairness. Only Joint-RALA shows comparable fairness to our scheme. The

reason is that Joint-RALA adopts proportional fairness based scheduling.

The average SINR achieved by the MUEs is plotted in Figure 6.6. This mea-

surement aims to evaluate the scheme capability to account for the macro tier QoS.

We can notice that our scheme achieved the highest SINR as this is a fundamental

constraint in the allocation problem. Matching-RM is the only other scheme account

for this constraints. Therefore, it achieved a comparable SINR. Figure 6.7 and Figure

6.8 present the outage ratio versus the number of underlay transmitters for the un-

derlay users and the MUEs respectively. The outage ratio of a particular tier can be

expressed as the ratio of the number of UEs supported by a tier with their minimum

target SINR and the total number of UEs in that tier. Our online scheme recorded

almost zero outage ratio for the underlay tier and minimum outage for the macro tier

in comparison with other schemes.

Nevertheless, that Down-SA, Joint-RALA, and Matching-RM are proposed for

resource allocation in the downlink of 5G, their performance is limited by several
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Figure 6.6: Mean SINR at MUE receiver in 5G Hetnets
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Figure 6.7: Average Outage ratio at the underlay tier in 5G Hetnets

drawbacks. For instance, Down-RA does not consider QoS in RB allocation and

interference problem is out of its scope although it is the main problem in resource

allocation. Joint-RALA proposed an algorithm to allocate RBs while maximizing the

achieved data rate. However, power control and macro tier QoS maintenance issue

are not taken in consideration. Matching-RM came with the goal to handle both

allocation with QoS and interference problems but it follows centralized approach for

resource management which is not feasible with all the computational overhead in

such network. In addition, non of the proposed schemes consider the impact of the
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Figure 6.8: Average outage ratio at the macro tier in 5G Hetnets

D2D communications in 5G.

6.2 Energy Efficient Power Allocation in Multi-tier 5G Net-

works Using Enhanced Online Learning

In this section, we consider the power allocation problem from the energy efficiency

perspective in the multi-tier 5G heterogeneous network. Therefore, we proposed a

distributive intuitive online learning power allocation scheme for the STs, which al-

lows each ST to conjecture other STs power allocation strategies with only local

information from direct interactions with the environment and making use of the

past experience [24]. This accounts for the lack of information exchange among STs,

which is essential to reach optimal power allocation. In addition, the proposed scheme

maintains QoS represented by signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) for all

users in the network. The proposed scheme provides the following key highlights:

First, the intuition feature allows each ST to update its learning information using

its private past experience and this eliminates the overhead of cooperation. Second,

the chapter contributes to the general literature of online learning [203] as the tra-

ditional online learning relies on full information from all agents in the environment,
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which is difficult to achieve in such dynamic environment. Third, the proposed online

scheme exploits a brief representation feature that significantly reduces the scheme

computation. The brief feature approximates the Q-value of the online learning as a

function of much smaller set of variables, which reduces the state space and expedites

the algorithm convergence.

6.2.1 System Model

Our system considers the downlink transmission in a spectrum sharing heterogeneous

5G with two tiers: primary tier and secondary tier, where the primary tier consists

of the macrocell with its associated MUEs and the secondary tier consists of two

types of cells including picocells and femtocells noted as secondary tier cells and D2D

communications as in Figure 6.9. All the secondary tier BSs and D2D users are

Macro User

Femto User

Pico User

Femto BS

Pico BS D2D

Figure 6.9: System Model of multi-tier 5G networks

assumed to be uniformly distributed under the coverage of the macrocell. The set of

secondary BSs is donated by N = {1, 2...., N}, the set of secondary BSs associated

users (SUEs) are denoted by X = {1, 2, ....., X}, the set of MUEs is represented by

K = {1, 2, ...., K}, and the set of the active D2D pairs as D = {1, 2....., D}. The
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dth D2D pair (d ∈ D) consists of the D2D transmitter dT ∈ DT and D2D receiver

dR ∈ DR, where DT = {1, 2....., DT} and DR = {1, 2....., DR}. The set of SUEs

associated with the nth secondary BS is referred as Xn with assumption that each

SUE can associate with at most one secondary BS. Their resource allocation problem

includes SUE association and power allocation. For SUE association, each SUE can

be associated with a single BS. To specify the SUE association, we define υxn as the

association indicator for SUE x with BS n, which is a binary variable. If υxn = 1, it

indicates that xth SUE (x ∈ X) is associated with nth cell and it is zero otherwise.

For transmission power allocation, the nth secondary BS can select a random power

level PL from a set of discrete power levels as follows,

PL =


∈ [1, P ∗L], if the nth BS serves one SUE

0 otherwise

(6.15)

where P ∗L is the maximum integral level of the secondary BS transmission power. To

illustrate, the power allocated to nth secondary BS Pn belongs to the set [0, 1
P ∗L
Pmax
n ,

2
P ∗L
Pmax
n , ....., PL

P ∗L
Pmax
n , ...., Pmax

n ], where Pmax
n is the maximum allowed transmission

power for the nth secondary BS. On the other hand, the dth D2D pair can select a

power level Pd ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...., P ∗L} that satisfies minimum transmission power require-

ments Pmin
d and ensures that the D2D receiver is located within the proximity of the

D2D transmitter Rd ≤ Rmax
d . The channel inversion power control is exploited to

compensate the large scale fading and make the average received power at the D2D

receiver larger than the minimum sensitivity ηmin [204]. Thus, the D2D proximity is

calculated as,

Rd =
(PdPmax

d

P ∗Lηmin

)α
(6.16)
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As a result, the minimum power level allocated to the dth D2D pair Pd is found as

Pmin
d =

P ∗Lηmin
Pmax
d

Rα
d (6.17)

where Pmax
d is the maximum allowed transmission power for the D2D transmitter.

The SINR of the xth SUE associated with the nth secondary BS is calculated as

follows,

γn,x =
PnGn,x

ID,x + Iq,x + IM,x + σ
(6.18)

where Gn,x is the power gain between the nth secondary BS and the xth SUE, and σ is

the noise power. The aggregate interference at the xth SUE from all D2D transmitters

is defined as,

ID,x =
∑

dT∈DT

PdGdT ,x (6.19)

Moreover, the interference at the xth SUE from all other secondary BSs q is defined

as,

Iq,x =
∑
q∈N/n

PqGq,x (6.20)

where GdT ,x and Gq,x are the power gains between the xth SUE and both D2D trans-

mitters and the other secondary BSs q respectively. Pq is the transmission power of

the secondary BS q. The interference from the macro BS to the xth SUE is defined

as follows,

IM,x = PmGm,x (6.21)

where Pm is the transmission power of the macro BS and Gm,x is the power gain

between the macro BS and the xth SUE. Note that the macro BS interference comes

from the macro BS that the SUE operate under its coverage.
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The SINR of the dth D2D pair is calculated as follows,

γd =
PdGdT ,dR

Iy,d + IN,d + IM,d + σ
(6.22)

where GdT ,dR is the power gain between the dth D2D transmitter and the dth D2D

receiver and σ is the noise power. The aggregate interference at the dRth D2D from

all other D2D transmitters is defined as,

Iy,d =
∑

y∈DT /dT

PyGy,dR (6.23)

Moreover, the interference at the dRth D2D from all the secondary BSs that belongs

to N is defined as,

IN,d =
∑
n∈N

PnGn,dR (6.24)

where Gy,dR and Gn,dR are the power gains between the dRth D2D and both D2D

transmitters y and other secondary BSs n respectively. Py is the transmission power

of the D2D transmitter y. The interference from the macro BS to the dth receiver is

found as follows,

IM,d = PmGm,dR (6.25)

where Gm,dR is the power gain between the macro BS and the dth D2D receiver.

6.2.2 Problem Formulation

To realize the non-cooperative energy efficient power allocation, we define the energy

efficiency in the power allocation process as the ratio of the data rate to the power

consumed by both secondary BSs and D2D transmitters as follows,

EEi =
B log2(1 + γ)

Pi + Pcc
(6.26)
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where B is the bandwidth and Pcc is the power consumed by the ST circuit. Note

that the index i refers to the ST including both secondary BSs and D2D transmitters.

γ is the SINR achieved at the secondary receiver whether it is γn,x or γd. Formally,

The non-cooperative power allocation optimization problem in the 5G heterogeneous

structure is defined as follows,

max
Pi

EEi (6.27)

subjected to

C.1: γn,x ≥ γ∗n,x ∀x ∈ X and γd ≥ γ∗d ∀dR ∈ DR

C.2: γk ≥ γ∗k ∀k ∈ K

C.3:
∑
n∈N

υxn = 1 ∀x ∈ X

C.4:
∑
x∈X

υxn ≤ κ ∀n ∈ N

The constraint C.1 is to guarantee that the SINR of the xth SUE and dth D2D

do not fall below the thresholds γ∗n,x and γ∗d respectively. C.2 is the constraint to

maintain the SINR of the MUEs above a designated threshold γ∗k provided that the

SINR of the macro tier MUE is defined as follows,

γk =
PmGm,k∑

n∈N PnGn,k +
∑

dT∈DT
PdGdT ,k + σ

(6.28)

where Gm,k, GdT ,k and Gn,k are the power gains between the kth MUE and macro BS,

D2D transmitters dT and secondary BSs n respectively. Note that C.2 is supported by

the assumption that macro BS can exchange its associated MUEs SINR information

with both secondary BSs and D2D transmitters as they operate under its coverage.

The constraint C.3 indicates that each SUE can be associated with only one secondary

BS and C.4 emphasizes that each secondary BS can serve at most κ SUEs.
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6.2.3 Power Allocation Learning Model

In this section, we establish the ST power allocation model using online learning

defined as ζ = (N,DT , Pi, EEi). The action space available for all STs is defined

as P =
∏

i∈N∪DT
Pi. We consider a slotted time structure for spectrum access for

macro and secondary tier during the long time learning process. The continuous

action profile Pi = [Pmin
i , Pmax

i ] is discretized to be compatible with the online learn-

ing framework according to 6.15 in the system model. We designate ai ∈ Ai =

{0, 1
P ∗L
Pmax
i , 2

P ∗L
Pmax
i , ....., PL

P ∗L
Pmax
i , ...., Pmax

i } as the STs action and A =
∏

i∈N∪DT
Ai

as the action space for all STs. Therefore, ζ is converted to the discrete form

ζ ′ = (N,DT , {Ai}, {EEi}). In the following subsection, we define the main com-

ponents of the online learning mechanism.

Online Learning Structure

Each ST has the role of a learning agent, which aims to reach optimal power allocation

strategy for different network state. The online learning parameters are defined as

follows:

• State: since there is no cooperation among the competing STs, they only rely

on the local observation to define their environment state at certain time slot

t. The state observed by ST i is defined as,

sti = (i, Pi) (6.29)

• Action: the action is defined as the ST transmission power (ai) = (Pi).
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• Reward: the reward function is defined for the state/action pair as Ri(si, ai)

and is evaluated as follows,

Ri(si, ai) =


Ri(ai) = EEi, if C.1 to C.4 are satisfied

0, otherwise

(6.30)

Specifically, it is a return of selecting power level action (ai) in state si to

guarantee the transmission QoS requirement as well as to achieve the desired

energy efficiency. This indicates that the reward is achieved if the conditions in

C.1 to C.4 are satisfied.

• Transition Function: the transition from state sti to st+1
i is determined by the

ST stochastic behavior. Each ST selects the strategy πi(si) independently to

maximize its total expected reward. The strategy πi(si) is defined to be a

probability vector πi(si) = [πi(si, 0), ..., πi(si, P
max
i )] where πi(si, ai) represents

the probability at which the ST i selects action ai at the state si.

For the case of having complete information about all other STs strategies π−i =

(π1, ......, πi−1, πi+1, ...., πN), the total expected discounted reward of ST i over an

infinite time slots is defined as follows,

Vi(si, πi, π−i) = E
[ ∞∑
t=0

βtRi(s
t
i, πi(s

t
i), π−i(s

t
i)), s

0
i = si

]
= E[Ri(si, πi(si), π−i(si))]+

β
∑
s′i∈Si

Tsi,s′i(πi(si), π−i(si))Vi(s
′
i, πi, π−i) (6.31)

where Tsi,s′i(.) is the state transition probability, and

E[Ri(si, πi(si), π−i(si))] =
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(ai,a−i)∈A

[Ri(si, ai, a−i)
∏
j∈N

πj(sj, aj)] (6.32)

where a−i represents the action selected by other STs for state si. In the stochastic

learning, each ST has the task to learn the optimal power allocation strategy π∗i for

each environment state si. The following condition must be satisfied in order to reach

the optimal strategy π∗i for each ST i ∈ N ∪DT ,

Vi(si, π
∗
i , π

∗
−i) ≥ Vi(si, πi, π

∗
−i),∀πi ∈ Πi (6.33)

The optimal strategy satisfies the Bellman’s optimality equation [205], that is, for ST

i

Vi(si, π
∗
i , π

∗
−i) = max

ai∈Ai

{
E[Ri(si, ai, π

∗
−i(si))]

+ β
∑
s
′
i∈Si

Tsi,s′i
(ai, π

∗
−i(si))Vi(s

′

i, π
∗
i , π

∗
−i)
}

(6.34)

where

E[Ri(si, ai, π
∗
−i(si))] =

∑
a−i∈A

[Ri(si, ai, a−i)
∏

j∈N/{i}

π∗j (sj, aj)]

Thus, we can evaluate the optimal Q-value of ST i as the current expected reward

plus a future discounted reward when all other STs follow the optimal strategy as

follows,

Q∗i (si, ai) = E[Ri(si, ai, π
∗
−i(si))]

+ β
∑
s′i∈Si

Tsi,s′i(ai, π
∗
−i(si))Vi(s

′

i, π
∗
i , π

∗
−i) (6.35)

By combining (6.34) and (6.35), we get,

Q∗i (si, ai) = E[Ri(si, ai, π
∗
−i(si))]
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+ β
∑
s′i∈Si

Tsi,s′i(ai, π
∗
−i(si)) max

bi∈Ai

Q∗i (s
′
i, bi) (6.36)

The employed online learning scheme aims to reach the optimal Q-value defined in

(6.36) in a recursive way using the information (ai, si, s
′
i, π

t
i) with the two states si = sti

and s′i = st+1
i observed at the time slot t and t + 1 respectively, ai and πti are the

ST action taken at the end of time slot t and the power allocation strategy during

time slot t respectively. The update rule for the online learning employed to reach

the optimal Q-value is given by,

Qt+1
i (si, ai) = (1− αt)Qt

i(si, ai) + αt
{ ∑
a−i∈A−i

[Ri(si, ai, a−i)

×
∏
j∈N i

πtj(sj, aj)] + β max
bi∈Ai

Qt
i(s
′
i, bi)

}
(6.37)

where α ∈ [0, 1) is the learning rate. Once the transmission power level action (ai)

is selected and the ST i achieved the expected reward, the corresponding Q-value is

updated by combining the old value and the new expected reward.

System Design Challenging Issues

As the goal of this chapter is to create a stochastic energy efficient power allocation

scheme that is non-cooperative and can guarantees QoS for different tier users, we

can notice in the online learning structure presented requires information about other

STs strategies and the reward of each ST is a function of joint actions of other STs.

This creates a challenging problem due to the following reasons:

• Every ST may not be aware of the number of other ST existing in the system.

• Each ST can only obtain its local information such as environment state, its

transmission strategy and received historical reward.

• The 5G heterogeneous system has a large space. Therefore, the curse of di-
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mensionality increases the required computations and makes it unfeasible to

use the typical online learning methodology to maintain the Q-value for each

state/action pair, which slows the system convergence.

According to the update rule derived in (6.37), we can deduce that the stochastic

power allocation problem cannot be solved directly because STs cannot observe other

STs strategies in the non-cooperative power allocation fashion.

6.2.4 Power Allocation with Approximated-Intuition Based Online Learn-

ing

We account for the problem of power allocation in 5G Hetnets without being aware of

other STs power allocation strategies. In addition, the slow convergence problem due

to the large space of state/action Q-values in such environment is considered. Thus,

we propose a novel approximated-intuition based online learning scheme, which allows

each ST to surmise other STs power allocation strategies without explicit information

exchange. In addition, it uses a brief representation for the Q-values in which they

are approximated as a function of much smaller set of variables. This expedites the

convergence and reduces the algorithm related computations.

Intuition Based Power Allocation

The intuition idea is derived from the concept that different STs follow similar power

allocation strategies at the same network state. To be able to estimate other STs

power allocation strategies πt−i(si) = (πt1(s1), ..., πti−1(si−1), πti+1(si+1), ..., πtN+D(sN+D))

using non-cooperative learning scheme, we define an intuition factor as,

µti(si, a−i) =
∏

j∈N∪D/{i}

πtj(sj, aj) (6.38)
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for ST i at time slot t. This function conjectures the change in the Q-value Qt+1
i (si, ai)

in the next time slot t+ 1 as a result of certain strategies employed by the other STs.

µti(si, a−i) is assumed to be the only information that the learning agent knows about

other STs and it is found based on local information. The probability that ST i

experience environment state st+1, which is the same as the probability that ST i

achieves a reward Ri(si, ai, a−i) is defined as follows,

Γi = πti(si, ai)µ
t
i(si, a−i) (6.39)

The probability calculated in (6.39) is also the probability that ST i achieves the

reward function defined in (6.30). Let us assume that δ is the number of consecutive

time slots that ST i achieved the same reward. Consequently, δ has an independent

and identical distribution with probability Γi = 1
1+δ′

, where δ′ is the mean of δ and can

be found by ST i through observing its reward history. Thus, the intuition factor can

be estimated as µti(si, a−i) = 1
(1+δ′)πt

i(si,ai)
as ST i is aware of its own power allocation

strategy πti(si, ai). As the action available to ST i is to choose the transmission power

according to its strategy πti(si), the simplest method to express the intuition factor

as a function of ST i power allocation strategy is the following expression,

µti(si, a−i) = µ
′

i(si, a−i) + wi[π
t
i(si, ai)− π′i(si, ai)] (6.40)

where µ
′
i(si, a−i) and π′i(si, ai) are the reference points for specific intuition and prob-

ability of certain action selection, and w is a positive scalar for linearization. The

reference points are considered to be given of common knowledge. They are deter-

mined with assumption that other STs can observe ST i deviation from its reference

points π′i(si, ai) and µ
′
i(si, a−i) by a quantity proportional to [πti(si, ai)− π′i(si, ai)]. If

the reference points are µ
′
i(si, a−i) =

∏
j∈N∪D/{i} π

∗
j (sj, aj) and π′i(si, ai) = π∗i (si, ai)

, then the optimal intuition factor is µ∗i (si, a−i) =
∏

j∈N∪D/{i} π
∗
j (sj, aj) and this will
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lead to an optimal transmission. The STs revise their reference points based on their

historical local information about transmissions that achieved maximum Q-value. We

define the following rule for the intuition factor of STs to update their reference points

in time slot t,

µti(si, a−i) = µt−1
i (si, a−i) + wi[π

t
i(si, ai)− πt−1

i (si, ai)] (6.41)

where µ
′
i(si, a−i) and π

′
i(si, ai) are set to µt−1

i (si, a−i) and πt−1
i (si, ai) respectively.

This means that each ST believes that any modifications to its current strategy, will

induce other STs to perform changes in the next time slot. We consider the deviation

of ST i from its reference points as the model to capture the strategies variation of

other STs as follows,

µti(si, a−i)− µt−1
i (si, a−i) = wi[π

t
i(si, ai)− πt−1

i (si, ai)] (6.42)

Now, we can adjust the update rule in (6.37) by placing the intuition of ST i in place

of the allocation strategies of other STs. The new rule becomes,

Qt+1
i (si, ai) = (1− αt)Qt

i(si, ai) + αt
{ ∑
a−i∈A−i

Ri(si, ai, a−i)

[µti(si, a−i)− µt−1
i (si, a−i)] + β max

bi∈Ai

Qt
i(s
′
i, bi)

}
(6.43)

The update rule in (6.43) emphasizes the point that ST i exploits its intuition fac-

tor variation to estimate how other STs strategies change in the stochastic learning

process. Balancing exploration and exploitation is an essential issue in the stochastic

power allocation process. Exploration aims to try new allocation strategies so it does

not only apply the strategies it already knows to be good but also explores new ones.

Exploitation is the process of using well-established strategies. The most common

technique to achieve this balance is to use the ε-greedy selection [206]. However, this
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approach selects equally among the available actions i.e. ( the worst action is likely

to be chosen as the best one). In order to overcome the drawback of the ε-greedy

approach, the action selection probabilities are varied as a graded function of the Q-

value. The best power level is given the highest selection probability while all other

levels are ranked according to their Q-values. The learning algorithm exploits Boltz-

mann probability distribution to determine the probability of the power allocation

action that fulfill the energy efficiency maximization constraints in C.1 to C.4. Thus,

ST i selects the action ai in state si at time slot t with the following probability,

πti(si, ai) =
eQ

t
i(si,ai)/τ∑

b∈Ai
eQ

t
i(si,bi)/τ

(6.44)

where τ is a positive integer that controls the selection probability. With high value

of τ , the action probabilities become nearly equal. However, low value of τ causes big

difference in selection probabilities for actions with different Q-values.

Approximated-Intuition Based Power Allocation

The computational complexity of the system increases along with the size of the states

and action spaces. The simple look-up table where separate Q-value is maintained for

each state/action pair is not feasible in large space with massive number of states like

our system. Therefore, we propose a brief representation for the Q-values in which

they are approximated as a function of much smaller set of variables. The compact

representation of Q using function approximator Q′ : S ′×A is achieved by employing

a vector ξ = {ξz}Zz=1 to minimize the metric of difference between the optimal Q-

value Q∗(si, ai) and the approximated one Q
′t
i (si, ai, ξ). The approximated Q-value

is expressed as follows,

Q
′t
i (si, ai, ξ) =

Z∑
z=1

ξzψz(si, ai) = ξψT (si, ai) (6.45)
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where T denotes the transpose operator, each scalar ψz(si, ai) is defined as the basis

function (BF) over S ′ × A, and ξz are the associated weights. The right hand side

of (6.45) presents the vectors of the corresponding variables. We use the gradient

function ψ(si, ai) to combine the online learning model with the brief representation.

As a result, the update rule for the Q-value stated in (6.43) takes the following form,

ξt+1
i ψT (si, ai) =

{
(1− αt)ξtiψT (si, ai) + αt

[ ∑
a−i∈A−i

Ri(si, ai, a−i)[µ
t
i(si, ai)− µt−1

i (si, ai)]

+ β max
bi∈Ai

ξtiψ
T (s′i, bi)

]}
ψ(si, ai) (6.46)

The gradient function ψ(si, ai) is a partial derivative with respect to the elements of

ξt. Moreover, the probability of selecting certain action presented in (6.44) is updated

with the Q-value approximation as follows,

πti(si, ai) =
eξ

t
iψ

T (si,ai)/τ∑
b∈Ai

eξ
t
iψ

T (si,bi)/τ
(6.47)

The intuition based online learning process with approximated Q-value is illus-

trated in Algorithm 5. The algorithm starts by initializing the power allocation

strategy, intuition factor and the approximated Q-value for each state belong to the

reduced state space. Once the state is initialized, certain transmission power is se-

lected for the corresponding ST according to the probability in (6.47). If the condi-

tions C.1 to C.4 are satisfied, then, the reward is achieved and the Q-value, intuition

factor and power allocation strategy are updated and the new state is observed.

6.2.5 Power Allocation Algorithm Convergence

We prove the convergence of the proposed approximated intuition-based online learn-

ing algorithm for power allocation. Our proof relies on exploiting ordinary differential
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Algorithm 5 Approximated intuition based online learning algorithm for power al-
location
Require: πti(si, ai), t, wi > 0, γ∗n,x,γ

∗
d and γ∗k

Ensure: Transmission power allocation for STs
1: initialization
2: Let t = 0
3: for each(si, ai ∈ Ai) do
4: initialize power allocation strategy πti(si, ai);
5: initialize approximated Q-value ξtiψ

T (si, ai);
6: initialize intuition factor µti(si, a−i);
7: end for
8: evaluate the state si = sti
9: while (true) do
10: Select action ai according to πti(si, ai);
11: Measure the received γn,x, γd and γk with feedback from the receiver and observe

the state s′i by identifying Pi and comparing SINR;
12: if (γn,x ≥ γ∗n,x, γd ≥ γ∗d and γk ≥ γ∗k ) then
13: Ri(si, ai, a−i) is achieved ;
14: else
15: Ri(si, ai, a−i) = 0 as the receiver could not receive the data correctly
16: end if
17: Update ξt+1

i ψT (si, ai) based on µti(si, a−i) according to (6.46)
18: Update πt+1

i (si, ai) according to (6.47)
19: Update µt+1

i (si, a−i) according to (6.41)
20: si = st+1

i

21: t = t+ 1
22: end while
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equations (ODE) to acquire the necessary conditions for convergence. The following

assumptions are required to proceed with the proof:

Assumption 1. The basis functions ψz(si, ai) are linearly independent for all (si, ai)

and all the properties of Qt
i(si, ai) in previous discussion are applicable to the dot

product for the vectors ξtiψ
T (si, ai).

Assumption 2. For every z = (1, 2....Z), ψz(si, ai) is bounded, which means E{ψ2
z(si, ai)} <

∞ and the reward function satisfies E{R2
i (si, ai, a−i)} <∞.

Assumption 3. The learning rate satisfies
∑∞

t=1 α
t =∞ and

∑∞
t=1(αt)2 <∞.

Definition 1. Let Ψ = E[ψT (si, ai)ψ(si, ai)]. For the parameter vector ξ and a

particular network state si ∈ S ′, we define a vector ψ(si, ξ) = [ψz(si, ai)] for z = 1→

Z where ai ∈ {ai = arg maxbi∈Ai
ξiψ

T (si, bi)} is the set of optimal power allocation

actions for si. We define the following ξ-dependent matrix:

Ψ′ = E[ψT (si, ξ)ψ(si, ξ)] (6.48)

Proposition 1. With the assumptions 1-3 and Definition 1, the intuition based online

learning with approximation converges with probability (w.p) 1, if

Ψ′ < Ψ, ∀ξ (6.49)

Proof. The proof of convergence is linked to finding stable fixed points of the ODE

defined based on the expectation of the derivative of the update rule in (6.46) with

respect to t as follows,

ξ.ti = E[(
∑

a−i∈A−i

[µti(si, ai)− µt−1
i (si, ai)]Ri(si, ai, a−i)

+ βξtψT (s′i, ξ
t)− ξtψT (si, ai))ψ(si, ai)] (6.50)
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where ξ.ti = ∂ξ
∂t

as α → 0. From the definition of the intuition factor in (6.42), we

state, ∑
a−i∈A−i

[
[µti(si, ai)− µt−1

i (si, ai)]Ri(si, ai, a−i)]
]

=
∑

a−i∈A−i

wi[πi(si, ai)− π′i(si, ai)]Ri(si, ai, a−i) (6.51)

By substituting the value of πi(si, ai) from (6.47), and when τ is large, we obtain,

eξ
t
iψ

T (si,ai)/τ = 1 +
ξiψ

T (si, ai)

τ
+ ρ(

ξiψ
T (si, ai)

τ
)

where ρ( ξiψ
T (si,ai)
τ

) is a polynomial of order O(( ξiψ
T (si,ai)
τ

)2), we can easily find,

∑
b∈Ai

eξ
t
iψ

T (si,bi)/τ = mi + 1 +
[ξiψT (si, bi)

τ
+ ρ

ξiψ
T (si, bi)

τ

]
where mi is the number of power levels considered in certain range. Consequently,

we get the following,

πi(si, ai) =
1

mi + 1
+

1

mi + 1
.
ξiψ

T (si, ai)

τ
+ %(

ξiψ
T (si, bi)

τ
) (6.52)

where %( ξiψ
T (si,bi)
τ

) is a polynomial of order smaller than O( ξiψ
T (si,ai)
τ

), Note that the

coefficient of the polynomial is independent of the vector Q-value. The reference

strategy is evaluated according to the historical optimal actions as follows,

π′i(si, ai) =
1

mi + 1
+

1

mi + 1
.
ξiψ

T (si, ξ)

τ
+ %(

ξiψ
T (si, bi)

τ
) (6.53)

By substituting (6.52) and (6.53) in (6.51), we get,

∑
a−i∈A−i

[
[µti(si, ai)− µt−1

i (si, ai)]Ri(si, ai, a−i)]
]
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=

∑
a−i∈A−i

wiRi(si, ai, a−i)

τ
.

1

mi + 1
[ξiψ

T (si, ai)−

ξiψ
T (si, ξ)] + %(

ξiψ
T (si, bi)

τ
)− %(

ξiψ
T (si, bi)

τ
)

If we assume a large value of τ , then

∑
a−i∈A−i

[
[µti(si, ai)− µt−1

i (si, ai)]Ri(si, ai, a−i)]
]

≤ 1− β
mi + 1

[
ξiψ

T (si, ai)− ξiψT (si, ξ)
]

Let us assume that V = 1−β
mi+1

to simplify the notation. Now, (??) can be expressed

as follows,

ξ.t = E
[(
V [ξtψT (si, ai)− ξtψT (si, ξ

t)] + βξtψT (s′i, ξ
t)

− ξtψT (si, ai)
)
ψ(si, ai)

]
(6.54)

We define two trajectories of the ODE ξt1 and ξt2 that have different initial condi-

tions and satisfies ξt0 = ξt1 − ξt2. Then, we have

∂‖ξt0‖2

∂t
= 2(ξ.t1 − ξ.t2 )(ξt0)T

= E
[
(−2V ξt1ψ

T (si, ξ
t
1) + 2βξt1ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
1))ψ(si, ai)(ξ

t
0)T−

(−2V ξt2ψ
T (si, ξ

t
2) + 2βξt2ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
2))ψ(si, ai)(ξ

t
0)T
]

+ (2V − 2)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T (6.55)

From Definition 1, we can deduce the following two inequalities,

ξt1ψ
T (s′i, ξ

t
1) ≤ ξt1ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
2) (6.56)

ξt2ψ
T (s′i, ξ

t
2) ≤ ξt2ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
1) (6.57)
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As the expectation E in (6.55) is taken over different states and different actions, we

can define two sets Λ+ = {(si, ai) ∈ Si×Ai|ξt0ψT (si, ai) > 0} and Λ− ∈ Si×Ai−Λ+.

If we combine (6.56) and (6.57) in (6.55), we get,

∂‖ξt0‖2

∂t

≤ E
[
(−2V ξt0ψ

T (si, ξ
t
2) + 2βξt0ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
2))ψ(si, ai)(ξ

t
0)T
∣∣Λ+

]
+E
[
(−2V ξt0ψ

T (si, ξ
t
1) + 2βξt0ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
1))ψ(si, ai)(ξ

t
0)T
∣∣Λ−]

+ (2V − 2)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T (6.58)

After the application of Holder’s inequality [207] to the expectation in (6.58), we get

∂‖ξt0‖2

∂t
≤
(
−2V

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (si, ξt2)
)2∣∣Λ+

]

+2β

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
2)
)2∣∣Λ+

])
×
√
E
[(
ψ(si, ai)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ+

]
+

(
−2V

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (si, ξt1)
)2∣∣Λ−]+

2β

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
1)
)2∣∣Λ−])×√E

[(
ψ(si, ai)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ−]
+(2V − 2)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T

≤
(
−2V

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (si, ξt2)
)2]

+ 2β

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
2)
)2])

×
√
E
[(
ψ(si, ai)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ+

]
+

(
−2V

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (si, ξt1)
)2]

+ 2β

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (s′i, ξ
t
1)
)2])

×
√
E
[(
ψ(si, ai)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ−]+ (2V − 2)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T
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If we apply the definition of Ψ′ in Definition 1, we get,

≤ (−2V + 2β)
√
max

[
ξt0Ψ′1(ξt0)T , ξt0Ψ′2(ξt0)T

]
×
(√

E
[(
ψ(si, ai)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ+

]
+

√
E
[(
ψ(si, ai)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ−])+ (2V − 2)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T

≤ (−2V + 2β)
√
max

[
ξt0Ψ′1(ξt0)T , ξt0Ψ′2(ξt0)T

]
×
√
E
[(
ψ(si, ai)(ξt0)T

)2]
+ (2V − 2)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T (6.59)

According to the condition in (6.49), we can state that,

∂‖ξt0‖2

∂t
< (−2V + 2β)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T + (2V − 2)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T

= (2β − 2)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T < 0 (6.60)

which means that ξt0 converges to the origin and this confirms that there exists a

stable point of the ODE in (6.64). Thus, the proposed intuition based online learning

with Q approximation converges w.p 1.

Consequently, the stable point ξ∗of the ODE in (6.64) indicates that,

0 = E[(
∑

a−i∈A−i

[µti(si, ai)− µt−1
i (si, ai)]Ri(si, ai, a−i)

+ βξ∗ψT (s′i, ξ
∗)− ξ∗ψT (si, ai))ψ(si, ai)] (6.61)

and ξ∗ can be found as follows,

ξ∗ = E[(
∑

a−i∈A−i

[µti(si, ai)− µt−1
i (si, ai)]Ri(si, ai, a−i)
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+ βξ∗ψT (s′i, ξ
∗))ψ(si, ai)

]
Ψ−1 (6.62)

As a result, the optimal intuition based approximated online Q-function is defined as

follows

Q′(si, ai, ξ
∗) = ξ∗ψ(si, ai) (6.63)

6.2.6 Numerical Results

The simulation results obtained to demonstrate the capability of our proposed scheme

for energy efficient power allocation are presented in this section. The simulation en-

vironment comprises multi-tier heterogeneous 5G network constructed according to

the network model, where multiple picocells, femtocells and D2D share the spec-

trum resources with one macrocell in an underlay fashion. The multi-tier network

is composed of one macrocell, 4 picocell, 8 femtocells and variable number of D2D

connections. The pico, femto BSs and D2D users are uniformly distributed within

an area centered by the macro BS with radiuses of 400m for the macrocell, 75 m for

the picocell, and 20 m for the femtocell. All the users are assumed to have identical

and independent Rayleigh fading channels. The channel gain is given as G = F (d)−c

where F is shadowing factor, which is a random number generated with log normal

distribution with mean 0 and variance 6 dB, and d is the physical distance between

the user and its BS. The learning rate α is chosen to be dynamic according to the

Win or learn fast principle, which states that the learning agent should learn faster

when it is losing and more slowly upon winning [54]. The learning rates that we used

are α = 0.2 for rewarded solution and α = 0.6 for the punished one. The rest of the

simulation parameters are presented in Table 6.2. The service request arrival in each

time t follows Poisson distribution with an arrival rate of 6λ where λ = 0.3. The

thresholds γ∗n,x, γ
∗
d and γ∗k are specified as follows, γ∗n,x is 20 dB and 15 dB for pico

and femto receivers respectively. The γ∗d is -8 dB, while γ∗k is 30 dB. We compare the

performance of our proposed scheme with non-cooperative online learning (NCOL)
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Simulation Parameter Value

Bandwidth 20 MHz
Discount factor (β) 0.9
Number of MUEs 10
Pico BS Tx power 20 to 28 dBm
Femto BS Tx power 12 to 17 dBm
Macro BS Tx power 45 dBm
DUE Tx power -8 to -2 dBm
pcc for macro. pico, femto, D2D
transmitters respectively

130 W, 15 W, 5 W, 0.1 W

Thermal noise density (σ) -174 dBm/Hz

Table 6.2: 5G multi-tier environment simulation parameters

where STs act selfishly to improve their own rewards. In addition, we compare it

to the stackelberg game (SG) theory for power allocation proposed in [87], heuristic

based scheme in [95] and sub-optimal algorithm (SOA) proposed in [93]. Note that

schemes in [95] and [93] require awareness of the network model and rely on infor-

mation exchange between the secondary BSs. The proposed scheme performance is

demonstrated in four sets of simulations.

In the first simulation set, the average achieved energy efficiency for the whole

system is evaluated. The convergence behavior is estimated for each scheme by show-

ing how the system behaves as a function of the number of epoch as in Figure 6.10.

The impact of the number of STs on the system energy efficiency is evaluated in

Figure 6.11, where there are 4 pico BSs, 8 femto BSs and 6 D2D connections. Figure

6.12 presents the achieved system energy efficiency across the channel gain to noise

ratio (CNR) from 0 to 30 dB. Unlike the other schemes, we notice that the proposed

scheme converges faster than other schemes due to the approximation of Q-value

which reduces the state space and information exchange overhead. Consequently,

this validates Proposition 1. Moreover, our scheme records high energy efficiency

compared to others. This is due to the fact that intuition about other agents’ strate-

gies through online learning approach improves the quality of the action selected in

each state. One observation to note is that the energy efficiency first increases then
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Figure 6.10: Average system energy efficiency of different schemes in 5G multi-tier
network
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Figure 6.11: Impact of the number of STs on system energy efficiency in 5G multi-tier
network

decreases as the number of STs increases. This is because when there are only few

STs in the heterogeneous 5G network, the inter-cell interference caused by the macro

BS and other STs is comparably low and there exists enough signal spaces to com-

pensate for its impact. However, when there are more STs, the inter-cell interference

becomes significant and more power is required to satisfy the minimum rate target,

resulting in a lower energy efficiency.

The second simulation set demonstrate the scheme performance in terms of SE.
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Figure 6.12: Average system energy efficiency under different CNR ratio in 5G multi-
tier network

This simulation part measures the speed of convergence as in Figure 6.13, which

presents the average spectral efficiency of the whole 5G system. In addition, we
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Figure 6.13: Average system spectral efficiency of different schemes in 5G multi-tier
network

study the impact of the number of STs from certain type on the achieved spectral

efficiency per each ST of that type. For example, the average spectral efficiency

per each femtocell is plotted in Figure 6.14 against the number of femtocells in the

system. Another evaluation metric considers the impact of the choice of the maximum

transmission power of STs on the system spectral efficiency. We select picocells
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Figure 6.14: Average spectral efficiency per each femtocell with variable number of
femtocells in 5G multi-tier network

as an instance to measure the impact of the maximum transmission power choice.

Figure 6.15 shows the achieved system spectral efficiency with variable maximum

transmission power of pico BS. It is clear that our scheme achieved the highest spectral

efficiency with the fastest convergence among other schemes. Another notice is that

the spectral efficiency decreases with the increase in the number of STs (femto BSs) in

Figure 6.14. We also observe that the interference threshold imposed by the macrocell

transmission prevents any performance improvement even when increasing the pico

BS transmission power as in Figure 6.15.

The third simulation set focus on the evaluation of users QoS satisfaction. Figure

6.16 and Figure 6.17 present the average SINR measured at the macro receivers and

pico receivers respectively for all the schemes. We notice that our scheme achieved

higher SINR than others and maintains SINR above threshold for both receivers. This

confirms the satisfaction of constraints C.1 and C.2 as the proposed scheme managed

to maintain QoS for both macro and secondary tier users.

In the fourth simulation set, we aim at demonstrating the capability of our learning

scheme to produce acceptable results in terms of QoS with variable number of UEs in

the network. Thus, we plot as in Figure 6.18, the achieved SINR for MUEs against
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Figure 6.15: Average system spectral efficiency as a function of maximum transmis-
sion power of pico BS in 5G multi-tier network
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Figure 6.16: Average SINR for macro users of different schemes in 5G multi-tier
network

the total number of UEs. In addition, the SINR for each pico user, which is selected

as a representation for the SUEs is plotted in Figure 6.19. Figure 6.20 presents the

achieved SINR for D2D receiver with variable number of UEs. The contribution of

each tier UEs in the total number of network UEs is determined with the following

percentages: 25 % MUEs, 25 % pico users, 25 % femto users, and 25 % D2D users.

We notice that our scheme achieved the highest SINR for both tier users compared to

other schemes. In addition, it managed to maintain the minimum SINR required by
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Figure 6.17: Average SINR for pico users of different schemes in 5G multi-tier network
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Figure 6.18: Average SINR for each macro UE with variable number of UEs in 5G
multi-tier network

each tier even with high number of UEs. These results are anticipated as the machine

learning implemented by our power allocation scheme enforces the QoS constraints

during the learning process.

6.3 Energy Efficient Traffic Offloading in Multi-tier Hetero-

geneous 5G Networks Using Intuitive Online Learning

In this section, we propose a traffic offloading scheme that offloads traffic from con-

gested macrocells to small cells including picocells and femtocells with considera-
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Figure 6.19: Average SINR for each pico UE with variable number of UEs in 5G
multi-tier network
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Figure 6.20: Average SINR for each D2D receiver with variable number of UEs in 5G
multi-tier network

tion of energy efficiency under the condition that the system load of all the cells is

maintained below certain threshold [208]. The system load is an essential factor for

quantifying energy efficiency as it grows with traffic demand and the amount of in-

terference from the active cells. In addition, the user QoS is also dependent on the

system load as when the system load is low, BSs are able to offer their users a good

capacity to meet QoS requirements. To achieve efficient traffic offloading, we develop

an intuitive online learning methodology, where each learning agent (macrocell) aims
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to perform traffic offloading by surmising other agents traffic offloading actions for

certain network state without cooperation and information exchange. The network

state evolves according to a Discrete-Time Markov decision process (DTMDP), whose

statistics depend on the traffic offloading strategy [112]. Hereby, a traffic offloading

strategy is defined as a sequence of actions, and each action takes the form of small-

cell operations (e.g., switching on a small cell to offload the traffic demands within

its respective coverage or switching off a small cell to save energy). Our task is to

maximize the overall energy efficiency in the network while satisfying the constraint

of flow-level QoS requirement. This work has the following contributions:

• The thesis proposes an online learning scheme to select an efficient traffic of-

floading strategy and determine the most efficient mode of operation for small

cells. The proposed scheme considers cell load as a driving factor to determine

the proper small cell operation mode and to control interference caused by small

cells activation.

• The proposed online learning scheme deals with curse of the exponential growth

in the action space as a result of activating more small cells by introducing the

intuition feature to online learning with which the scheme has the ability to

make each macro BS conjectures other macro BS offloading strategies to find

a joint offloading action without explicit information exchange. This has a

positive impact on the learning process as it reduces the scheme computation

overhead and improves the selected action quality.

6.3.1 System Model

The considered system model tackles the downlink communication in a multi-tier

heterogeneous network. The multi-tier structure consists of a primary tier represented

by macrocells, and secondary tier that includes picocells and femtocells that share

the same spectrum with the primary tier as in Figure 6.21. This multi-tier structure
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operates over discrete time slots each with constant time duration. The service region

for each cell is represented by a set of L locations, each being characterized by uniform

signal propagation conditions [101]. At each location l ∈ L in each time slot (t =

1, 2, ..., ), the service requests follow Poisson arrival process with arrival rate λ(l, t).

The size of the requested traffic demand is assumed to be an exponentially distributed

variable, which makes the network Markovian [209]. The coverage in the network is

maintained by a set of macro BSs K = {1, 2, ...., K} with Nk small cells (pico and

femto) that operate within each macro BS k ∈ K. These small BSs are connected to

the macro BS using a logical interface. We choose Lk and Ln to designate the sets

of locations covered by the macro BS k and small BS n respectively, where Ln ⊂ Lk.

The word cell and BS are used interchangeably in the rest of the thesis. The small

Macro BS

Active Pico Cell

On-Demand Pico Cell

On-Demand Femto Cell

Macro User

Pico User

Macro Offloading 

Active Femto Cell

Femto User

Figure 6.21: System model of multi-tier heterogeneous 5G networks

cells are assumed to have an open access for macrocells to offload traffic to them.

The ON/OFF operations of the Nk small BSs are dynamically determined by the

macro BS (offloading controller) that they operate under its coverage. If a small

cell is activated, the macro users within its coverage must associate with the BS that

satisfy their QoS whether it is the macro BS or the activated small BS. The advantage
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of the small cells is their ability to reduce power consumption when they serve the

offloaded users from the macro BSs in the heterogeneous network. In this model,

we aim to investigate traffic offloading problem from macro BS to small BSs in an

energy efficient fashion. The offloading process is triggered based on the system load

of the macro BS. For example, when a macro BS is lightly loaded, the offloading is

not necessary and small BSs are maintained in OFF status to save energy. However,

the heavily loaded macro BS is allowed to offload traffic to activated small BSs and

remains ON to handle the traffic of the macro users that are not offloaded [210]. The

macro BS controls the operation mode of the small BSs within its coverage based

on the system load information obtained from different BSs. Let s(t) describes the

evolution of the network state across time slots and it is defined as the number of

users of different BSs at different locations. Every small BS under the coverage of the

macro BS k ∈ K is labeled as kn where n = 0, 1, 2, ...Nk, n = 0 for the macro BS and

the location covered by the BS kn are labeled from 1 to Lkn . Thus, the configuration

of the macro BS and all small cells within its coverage is defined as follows,

sk(t) = s1
k0(t), ...., sLk0

k0 (t), s1
k1(t), ...., sLk1

k1 (t),

..., s1
kNk

(t), ...., s
LkNk
kNk

(t) (6.64)

Each element in 6.64 represents the number of users at the location covered by a

BS within the macro BS k during time slot t. The operation mode for small BSs

under the coverage of the macro BS k is represented by Ak(t) = (ak1(t), ...., akNk
(t))

with akn(t) = 1 if the small BS is ON and 0 otherwise for all n ∈ {1, ...., Nk}. To

proceed with the transmission scheduled to deliver the traffic demand of certain user,

let SLk(s, a) and SLn(s, a) be the level of utilization of the macro BS k and the small

BS n respectively. The average SINR achieved by MUE located at l ∈ Lk associated
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with macro BS k is evaluated as,

γkl(s, a) =
GklPk∑

i∈K/{k}
GilPiSLi(s, a) +

∑
n∈N

GnlPnSLn(s, a) + σ
(6.65)

where Gkl, Gil and Gnl are the channel gain between the macro user and the macro

BS k, other macro BS i and small BS n, respectively, Pk, Pi Pn are the transmission

power of macro BS k, other macro BS i ∈ K and small BS n ∈ N respectively, and

σ is the background noise. The SINR for the offloaded macro user associated with

small BS n located at l ∈ Ln is calculated as follows,

γnl(s, a) =
GnlPn∑

k∈K
GklPkSLk(s, a) +

∑
q∈N/{n}

GqlPqSLq(s, a) + σ
(6.66)

where Gnl, Gkl and Gql are the channel gain between the offloaded users and the

serving small BS n, macro BS k and other small BS q, respectively at location l, Pn,

Pk Pq are the transmission power of the serving small BS n, macro BS k ∈ K and

other small BS q ∈ N respectively. The achievable data rates for MUEs associated

with the macro BS and MUEs offloaded to small BS are calculated as in 6.67 and

6.68 respectively,

Rkl(s, a) = Blog2(1 + γkl(s, a)) (6.67)

Rnl(s, a) = Blog2(1 + γnl(s, a)) (6.68)

where B is the system bandwidth. The system loads SLk(s, a) and SLn(s, a) for both

macro and small cell during time slot t are evaluated according to the traffic demand

ζ(l, t) and the obtained data rate in 6.67 and 6.68 as

SLk(s, a) =
∑
l∈L′k

ζ(l, t)

Rkl(s, a)
× 1

T
(6.69)
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SLn(s, a) =
∑
l∈L′n

ζ(l, t)

Rnl(s, a)
× 1

T
(6.70)

where L′k(t) = Lk excluding L′n(t)∀n ∈ N and L′n(t) are the set of locations associated

with the macro BS k and the small BS n during the time slot t respectively, and T

is the duration of the time slot in seconds. Note that L′n(t) = Ln ⊂ Lk for an active

small BS and L′n(t) = φ if the small cell is OFF. Consequently, the system load for

each cell type can be interpreted as the fraction of time scheduled for serving the

requested traffic demand or the probability of causing interference to other cells.

6.3.2 Problem Formulation

In this section, we formulate the energy aware traffic offloading in 5G heterogeneous

network, which is described by users arrival, generation of service requests, BSs that

serve these requests, and system load for each cell. Heavily loaded macro BSs provide

poor QoS, which requires activation of the within the coverage small BSs to handle

the offloaded traffic. The activation of these small BSs creates interference due to

spectrum sharing with the macro cells. The energy efficiency achieved by certain BS is

dependent on the system load of that BS. Therefore, for certain network configuration

s(t) and operation mode of small cell a(t) at time slot t, the energy efficiency of macro

BS k ∈ K is calculated as follows,

EEk(s, a) =
Rkl(s, a)

P k
ct + ΓkSLk(s, a)Pk

(6.71)

where P k
ct is the power consumed by the BS circuit for signal processing and Γk is

a linear transmission power dependence factor. Similarly, the energy efficiency for

small cell n is calculated as follows,

EEn(s, a) =
Rnl(s, a)

P n
ct + ΓnSLn(s, a)Pn

as akn(t) = 1 (6.72)
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where P n
ct is the power consumed by the BS circuit for signal processing and Γn is a

linear transmission power dependence factor. The condition akn(t) = 1 to indicate

that energy consumption occurs only if the small cell is active. The total energy

efficiency for the entire network in time slot t is found as,

EETO(s, a) =
∑
k∈K

(
EEk(s, a) +

∑
n∈N

EEn(s, a)

)
(6.73)

The system load SLz(s(t), a(t)), where z ∈ K ∪N and t = 1, 2, 3...., is an essential

factor for quantifying energy efficiency as it grows with the traffic demand and the

interference from the active cells. In addition, the user QoS represented by throughput

or delay is also dependent on the system load as when the system load is low, BSs are

able to offer their users a good capacity to meet QoS requirements. However, heavily

loaded system leads to poor QoS and service outage. In that case, macro BS should

trigger the offloading process. The overall goal of the proposed offloading scheme is

to find an optimal strategy to perform traffic offloading and control the operation

of the small cells that maximizes the whole network energy efficiency with condition

that maintains the system load of cells below certain threshold, which implicitly

include QoS guarantee and control interference. The optimization problem for finding

offloading and small cells activation strategy is formulated as follows,

max
π∈Π

EETO(π(s, a)) s.t (6.74)

C.1 SLz(s(t), a(t)) ≤ SLthz

where Π is the set of all available traffic offloading strategies, and SLthz is a predefined

threshold for the system load for each cell, the incentive of which is to incorporate

the flow-level performance when transmission delay is a concern [10]. For example,

when the threshold’s value is small, the BS operates with low usage of resources and
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experience high throughput and less delay.

6.3.3 Stochastic Traffic Offloading Using Intuitive Online Learning

The goal of this section is to tackle the offloading optimization problem formulated

using our developed intuitive online learning. We define a DTMDP that is associated

to each network state, action, transition function and reward. Then, the section

describes our proposed intuitive machine learning mechanism for traffic offloading in

5G networks. The reason for choosing online learning is that it is difficult to determine

an exact state transition model for a practical DTMDP with large state space. Thus,

it is challenging to compute the optimal traffic offloading strategy through applying

a model-based dynamic programming algorithms.

Online Learning Model

In this model, each macro BS plays the role of an intelligent agent, which observes

the network state s(t) and its associated action a(t) in the current time slot (t). At

the end of each time slot, the reward, which evaluates the selected action is generated

and a state transition to the next state is performed. The state, action, transition

function and reward for our model are defined as follows,

• State: Since there is no cooperation among the macrocells, the network state

s(t) is defined based on the local information according to the configuration of

BSs and their coverage locations defined in 6.64.

• Action: The action selected by the macrocell a(t) according to the state infor-

mation is defined as the operation mode of the small BS, which takes the value

akn(t) = 1 if the small BS is activated and 0 otherwise.

• Reward: The reward function is the received reward due to the selected action

and is defined as as RW (s, a) = EETO(s, a) where EETO(s, a) is the energy
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efficiency defined in 6.73. However, the reward function is only achievable if the

constraint C.1 is met. Otherwise, it is evaluated to 0.

• Transition Function: The transition function Tf is evaluated while moving from

the state s(t) to s′(t + 1) as a result of the selected offloading action akn(t) by

the macro BS at time slot t. The evolution of the DTMDP is Markovian with

the following state transition probability,

Tf (s, a, s
′) = Pr(s(t+ 1) = s′|s(t) = s, a(t) = a) (6.75)

This transition probability is evaluated according to [112] and it depends on the

arrival of the users in the network.

In non-cooperative online learning [205], each macrocell k ∈ K selects the strategy

πk(sk) independently to maximize its total discounted reward. However, independent

learning causes an exponential growth in the number of actions with the increase in

the number of small BSs deployed in the network, which creates a potential challenge

in facilitating the non-cooperative learning. Therefore, it is necessary that each macro

BS becomes aware of other macro BSs traffic offloading strategies and learn coopera-

tively to reach the most appropriate offloading strategy and avoid interference among

macro BSs and small cells. This is achieved by defining a common goal of finding

a joint traffic offloading strategy π ∈ Π that maximizes the total energy efficiency.

Thus, the total discounted reward in our model is defined as follows,

max
πk∈Πk

{
E[

∞∑
t=0

βtRWk(s
t
k, πk(s

t
k), π−k(s

t
k))]
}

(6.76)

where π−k(s
t
k) = (π1(st1), ....., πk−1(stk−1), πk+1(stk+1), ....,

πK(stK)) where β is the discount factor. The strategy πk(sk, ak) is defined as the

probability vector with which the macro BS k selects action ak = akn(t) at the state
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sk. and −k is the index for other macro BSs. The total expected discounted reward

of cell k over infinite iterations and with being aware of other cells strategies π−k is

given by,

Vk(sk, πk, π−k) = E[RWk(sk, πk(sk), π−k(sk))]+

β
∑
s′k∈Sk

Tf (sk, a, s
′
k)(πk(sk)), π−k(sk))Vk(s

′
k, πk, π−k) (6.77)

where,

E[RWk(sk, πk(sk), π−k(sk))] =

∑
(ak,a−k)∈A

[
RWk(sk, ak, a−k)

∏
j∈K/{k}

πj (sj, aj)
]

(6.78)

The optimal strategy that the learning agent aims to achieve π∗k for each environment

state and satisfies Bellman’s optimality equation [131] achieves the following total

discounted reward,

Vk(sk, π
∗
k, π

∗
−k) = max

ak∈Ak

{
E[RWk(sk, ak, π

∗
−k(sk))]+

β
∑
s′k∈Sk

Tsk,s′k(ak, π−k(sk)Vk(s
′
k, π

∗
k, π

∗
−k) (6.79)

where

E[RWk(sk, ak, π
∗
−k(sk))] =

∑
(ak,a−k)∈A

[
RWk(sk, ak, a−k)

∏
j∈K/{k}

π∗j (sj, aj)
]

(6.80)

We define the optimal Q-value Q∗k(sk, ak) of the macro BS k as the sum of the cur-

rent reward and the future expected rewards when all the macrocells achieve optimal

offloading strategy as follows,

Q∗k(sk, ak) = E[RWk(sk, ak, π
∗
−k(sk))] + β
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s′k∈Sk

Tsk,s′k(ak, π
∗
−k(sk))Vk(s

′
k, π

∗
k, π

∗
−k) =

E[RWk(sk, ak, π
∗
−k(sk))]+

β
∑
s′k∈Sk

Tsk,s′k(ak, π
∗
−k(sk)) max

bk∈Ak

Q∗k(s
′
k, bk) (6.81)

The optimal Q-value is reached in a recursive way using (ak, sk, s
′
k, π

t
k), where sk = stk

and s′k = st+1
k are the environment states observed by the macro BS k at iteration t

and t+ 1 respectively. Thus, the general online learning updating rule is defined as,

Qt+1
k (sk, ak) = (1− αt)Qt

k(sk, ak)+

αt
{ ∑
a−k∈A−k

[
RWk(sk, ak, a−k)

∏
j∈K/{k}

πtj(sj, aj)
]}

+ β max
bk∈Ak

Qt
k(s
′
k, bk)

}
(6.82)

where αt ∈ [0, 1) is the learning rate. The Q-value increases when the macrocell k

achieves higher reward by combining the old value and the future expected reward.

Intuitive Online Learning Mechanism for Traffic Offloading

From the online learning model described in the previous section, we notice that the

reward achieved by each macrocell is a function of the offloading strategies of other

macrocells. Accordingly, our proposed model is a multi-agent online learning to ben-

efit from the awareness about other macrocells offloading strategies and improve the

quality of the selected offloading action. However, the offloading problem is challeng-

ing in this context as information about the number of other macrocells and their

offloading strategies are unavailable. Moreover, exchanging information about these

strategies between the macro BSs requires large computation and causes considerable

overhead. Local information like environment state, traffic offloading strategy and the

received historical rewards is the only information available. Thus, we present our
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intuitive online learning mechanism that is able to surmise the offloading strategies

of the other macrocells and exploits this information to reach an optimal offloading

strategy. Our mechanism relies on the fact that each macro BS is aware of the sys-

tem loads, activities and coverage locations of all the small BSs operates under its

coverage.

We define µti(sk, a−k) =
∏

j∈K/{k} π
t
j(sj, aj) for macrocell k in time slot t, to be the

intuition factor used to determine Qt+1
k (sk, ak) value in the next iteration when all

the macrocells select actions a−k according to their corresponding offloading strategies

πt−k(s−k). The macrocell determines the intuition factor µ from the local observations.

The intuition idea is derived from the concept that different macrocells follow similar

traffic offloading strategies at the same network states. The probability of experi-

encing certain environment state st+1
k and achieve certain reward RWk is defined as

pt = πti(sk, ak)µ
t
i(sk, a−k). Let v denotes the number of iterations between any two

consecutive iterations in which cell k achieves the same reward RWk(sk, ak, a−k), then

v has independent and identical distribution (i.i.d) with probability pt. Consequently,

pt = 1
1+v′

, where v′ is the mean value of v and is calculated through observations of of

local reward history. Therefore, the intuition factor can be estimated from the local

historical information about offloading strategies using linear model as follows,

µhk(sk, a−k) = µ
′

k(sk, a−k)− wk[πtk(sk, ak)− π
′

k(sk, ak)] (6.83)

where µ
′
i(sk, a−k) and π

′

k(sk, ak) are the reference points for specific intuition factor

and strategy selection probability respectively. These reference points are given from

common knowledge provided that each macrocell k assumes that other macrocells

observe its deviation from its reference points by a quantity proportional to the devi-

ation of πti(sk, ak)−π
′

k(sk, ak). The macrocells are assumed to update these reference

points based on their local observation. At time slot t, the macro BS k sets µ
′

k(sk, a−k)
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and π
′

k(sk, ak) to be µt−1
i (sk, a−k) and πt−1

k (sk, ak) respectively, as a result,

µhk(sk, a−k) = µt−1
k (sk, a−k)− wk[πtk(sk, ak)− πt−1

k (sk, ak)] (6.84)

The definition in (6.84) comes from the fact that if the macro BS k changes its strategy,

this will induce other macro BSs to perform changes in their offloading strategies in

the next time slot. Now, every macro BS can conjecture other BSs strategies using the

intuition factor. Therefore, the updating rule in (6.82) is modified in away that macro

BS k updates its Q-value with its own information during the stochastic learning as

follows,

Qt+1
k (sk, ak) = (1− αt)Qt

k(sk, ak) + αt
{

∑
a−k∈A−k

µhk(sk, a−k)RWk(sk, ak, a−k) + β max
bk∈Ak

Qt
k(s
′
k, bk)

}
(6.85)

The exploration vs exploitation balancing is important in stochastic learning. Ex-

ploration aims to try new offloading strategies while exploitation seizes the already

explored strategies with positive feedback. To balance exploration vs exploitation

and avoid the problem of choosing equally among actions in the exploration process

as in the ε-greedy selection [206], actions are selected according to graded functions

of their Q-value. For example, the offloading strategy with the highest Q-value has

the highest selection probability. We exploit Boltzman distribution [131] to perform

this selection where the macro BS k selects an action ak in state sk at time slot t with

the following probability,

πtk(sk, ak) =
eQ

t
k(sk,ak)/τ∑

b∈Ak
eQ

t
k(sk,b)/τ

(6.86)

where τ is a positive parameter called the temperature. High temperature causes

the action probabilities to be all nearly equal, while low temperature induces a large

difference in selection probabilities for actions differ in their Q-values. The intuition
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based traffic offloading algorithm executed by the macro BSs is presented in Algorithm

6. The algorithm starts by checking the state information at the macrocell including

its system load. If the macrocell is overloaded, this triggers the need for offloading

traffic to small cells under its coverage. The macrocell activates sleeping small cells

for traffic offloading based on their coverage locations. Then, the intuitive learning

traffic offloading process is initialized. The Q-values for each strategy in different

states are evaluated. When the state is initialized, offloading action is selected. After

the action of the selected strategy is applied, the system load of the active small cells

(condition C.1) is checked to ensure that the cells are not overloaded and the reward

function is evaluated only if the system load is below the threshold. At the end,

the Q-value, intuition factor, and strategy are updated accordingly. The process is

repeated until the system converges to the best traffic offloading strategy.

Intuitive online learning mechanism Convergence

The proposed intuitive online learning algorithm converges w.p.1 if the conditions

in lemma 1 proposed in [131], which establishes the convergence of general online

learning process updated by a pseudo-contraction operator H are satisfied provided

that < be the space for all Q-values.

Lemma 1. Assume that the learning rate αt in (6.85) satisfies the sufficient condi-

tions of Theorem in [131], and the mapping Ht : < → < meets the following condition:

there exists a number 0 < β < 1 and a sequence ϕt ≥ 0 converging to zero w.p. 1,

such that ||HtQt−HtQ∗|| ≤ β||Qt−Q∗||+ϕt for all Qt ∈ < and Q∗ = E[HtQ∗], then

the iteration defined by,

Qt+1 = (1− αt)Qt + αt(HtQt)

converges to Q∗ w.p. 1.
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Algorithm 6 Intuitive online learning algorithm for traffic offloading and small cell
operation

Require: πtk(s, a), t, SLthz SLz(s(t), a(t))
Ensure: offloading strategy and small cells operation
1: if (SLk(s(t), a(t)) > SLthk ) then
2: Learning initialization
3: Let t = 0
4: for each(sk ∈ Sk, ak ∈ Ak) do
5: initialize offloading strategy πtk(sk, ak);
6: initialize Q-value of the selected strategy Qt

k(sk, ak);
7: initialize intuition factor µtk(sk, a−k);
8: end for
9: evaluate the state sk = stk
10: while (true) do
11: Select action ai according to πtk(sk, ak);
12: Check SLz(s(t), a(t))
13: if (SLz(s(t), a(t)) < SLthz ) then
14: RWi(sk, ak, a−k) is achieved ;
15: else
16: RWk(sk, ak, a−k) = 0
17: end if
18: Update Qt+1

k (sk, ak) according to (6.85)
19: Update πt+1

k (sk, ak) according to (6.86)
20: Update µhk(sk, a−k) according to (6.84)
21: sk = st+1

k

22: t = t+ 1
23: end while
24: end if
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We define the mapping operator H as a mapping on a complete metric space

< → <, where,

HtQt
k(sk, ak) =

∑
a−k∈A−k

µhk(sk, a−k)RWk(sk, ak, a−k)

+ β max
bk∈Ak

Qt
k(s
′
k, bk) (6.87)

Now, we proceed to prove the two conditions in Lemma 1 with the mapping operator

defined in (6.87).

Proposition 2. For K-agent stochastic learning,

Q∗ = E[HtQ∗] (6.88)

where Q∗ = (Q∗1, ...., Q
∗
K)

Proof. As

Q∗k(sk, ak) = E[RWk(sk, ak, π
∗
−k(sk))]+

β
∑
s′k∈Sk

Tsk,s′k(ak, π
∗
−k(sk)) max

bk∈Ak

Q∗k(s
′
k, bk)

=
∑
s′k∈Sk

Tsk,s′k(ak, π
∗
−k(sk))

{ ∑
a−k∈A−k

RWk(sk, ak, a−k)

∏
j∈K/{k}

π∗j (sj, aj) + β max
bk∈Ak

Q∗k(s
′
k, bk)

}
With optimal intuition factor defined in Section IV.B as µ∗k(sk, a−k) =

∏
j∈K/{k} π

∗
j (sj, aj).

Thus,

Q∗k(sk, ak) = E[HtQ∗k(sk, ak)]

for all sk ∈ Sk and ak ∈ Ak

To prove the second condition in Lemma 1, we need to define the distance be-
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tween any two Q-values Q and Q
′ ∈ < as follows,

||Q−Q′ || = max
k∈K

max
sk∈Sk

max
ak∈Ak

|Qk(sk, ak)−Q
′
(sk, ak)| (6.89)

Proposition 3. Ht is a contraction mapping operator in stochastic online learning

Proof.

||HtQ−HtQ
′ || =

max
k∈K

max
sk∈Sk

max
ak∈Ak

|HtQk(sk, ak)−HtQ
′
(sk, ak)|

Then, we substitute the value of HtQk(sk, ak) from (24),

||HtQ−HtQ
′ || =

max
k∈K

max
sk∈Sk

max
ak∈Ak

|
∑

a−k∈A−k

[µ”
k(sk, a−k)− µ

;
k(sk, a−k)]

×RWk(sk, ak, a−k) + β
[

max
bk∈Ak

Qk(s
′

k, bk)− max
bk∈Ak

Q
′

k(s
′

k, bk)
]∣∣

≤ max
k∈K

max
sk∈Sk

max
ak∈Ak

|
∑

a−k∈A−k

[µ”
k(sk, a−k)− µ

;
k(sk, a−k)]×

RWk(sk, ak, a−k)|+ max
k∈ K

max
bk∈Ak

β
∣∣Qk(s

′

k, bk)−Q
′

k(s
′

k, bk)
∣∣

≤ max
k∈K

max
sk∈Sk

max
ak∈Ak

|
∑

a−k∈A−k

[µ”
k(sk, a−k)− µ

;
k(sk, a−k)]×

RWk(sk, ak, a−k)
∣∣+ β

∣∣∣∣Q−Q′∣∣∣∣
We can use the definition of intuition factor and reference points in (6.83) to get,

∑
a−k∈A−k

[µ”
k(sk, a−k)− µ

;
k(sk, a−k)]RWk(sk, ak, a−k)

= −
∑

a−k∈A−k

wk[πk(sk, ak)− π
′

k(sk, ak)]RWk(sk, ak, a−k) (6.90)
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The definition of πk(sk, ak) is borrowed from (6.86) with assumption of large τ as

follows,

eQk(sk,ak)/τ = 1 +
Qk(sk, ak)

τ
+ ψ

(Qk(sk, ak)

τ

)
where ψ is a polynomial of order O((Qk(sk,ak)

τ
)2). Thus,

∑
b∈Ak

eQk(sk,ak)/τ = ak + 1 +
∑
b∈Ak

[Qk(sk, b)

τ
+ ψ

(Qk(sk, b)

τ

)]
It can be proved that,

πi(sk, ak) =
1

ak + 1
+

1

ak + 1
+
Qk(sk, ak)

τ
+ η
(Qk(sk, b)

τ

)
b

(6.91)

where η
(Qk(sk,b)

τ

)
b

is a polynomial of order smaller than O(Qk(sk,ak)
τ

)b. Similarly,

π
′

k(sk, ak) =
1

ak + 1
+

1

ak + 1
+
Q
′

k(sk, ak)

τ
+ η
(Q′k(sk, b)

τ

)
b

(6.92)

Substituting (6.92) and (6.91) in (6.90), we get,

∑
a−k∈A−k

[µ”
k(sk, a−k)− µ

;
k(sk, a−k)]RWk(sk, ak, a−k) =

−
∑

a−k∈A−k
wkRWk(sk, ak, a−k)

τ
×

1

ak + 1
[Qk(sk, ak)−Q

′

k(sk, ak)] + η
(Qk(sk, b)

τ

)
b
− η
(Q′k(sk, b)

τ

)
b

With large τ assumption,

∣∣ ∑
a−k∈A−k

[µ”
k(sk, a−k)− µ

;
k(sk, a−k)]RWk(sk, ak, a−k)

∣∣

≤ 1− β
ak + 1

|Qk(sk, ak)−Q
′

k(sk, ak)|
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This brings us to the conclusion that,

||HtQ−HtQ
′ || ≤ max

k∈ K
max
sk∈Sk

max
ak∈Ak

1− β
ak + 1

|Qk(sk, ak)−Q
′

k(sk, ak)|+ β||Q−Q′ ||

≤ 1− β
a+ 1

||Q−Q′||+ β||Q−Q′|| ≤ βa+ 1

a+ 1
||Q−Q′ ||

where a = mink∈K ak, therefore,

βa+ 1

a+ 1
< 1

This implies that Ht is a contraction mapping operator.

We clearly notice that we applied Lemma 1 to our intuition based learning model

in (6.85) and prove its convergence by satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1 through

Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 provided that τ is large enough.

6.3.4 Numerical Results

We simulate our proposed traffic offloading scheme to demonstrate its capability to

boost the energy efficiency and maintain QoS for all users in the system. We establish

two-tier 5G network, which is composed of 4 macrocells, 7 picocells, and 10 femtocells

in a 3 × 3 km2 square area as in Figure 6.22. The macro BSs are located at equal

distance apart while the other cells are distributed within macrocells coverage. The

radius of the macrocell, picocells and femtocells are
√

2/2 km, 0.2 km, and 0.1 km

respectively. The entire area is divided into 3600 small locations, where each location

accounts for a small area with a resolution of 50×50 m2. The channel gains are fixed

as Gnl = ds−εnl for all n ∈ K∪N and l ∈ L, where dsnl is the physical distance between

BS n and the center of location l and ε is the path loss factor. Table 6.3 presents

the values for other simulation parameters. Each simulation time is supposed to be

40 second to avoid switching small BSs including pico and femto BSs ON and OFF.
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Figure 6.22: 5G multi-tier heterogeneous networks simulation environment

The coverage locations are assumed to be heavily loaded with an arrival rate of λ = 6

Simulation Parameter Value

Bandwidth 20 MHz
Discount factor (β) 0.9
Learning rate α1 0.5
Noise power 4× 10−21 W/Hz
ε 0.01
Iteration time d 40 sec
Path Loss model PL = 28.3 + 22log10(ds)
pct for macro, pico, femto BS respectively 130 W, 15 W, 5 W, 0.1 W
Pico BS Tx power 23 dBm
Femto BS Tx power 14 dBm
Macro BS Tx power 45 dBm

Table 6.3: 5G Hetnets environment simulation parameters

λ0 where λ0 = 0.3 users/time slot is the arrival rate of macro users. We assume a

predefined threshold for the system load SLthz = 0.6 to balance energy efficiency and

QoS tradeoff, while the data rate threshold varies according to the type of BS that

the user is associated with.

We compare the performance of our proposed traffic offloading scheme with the

schemes proposed in [90], [211] and [212] in addition to the standard, where there
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is no offloading mechanism implemented. The work proposed in [90] exploits linear

programing to develop a heuristic based offloading algorithm. The scheme proposed

in [211] called (JPUA) proposed a mechanism with joint macro BS transmit power

control and load-aware user association to reduce the interference impact in a two-tier

Hetnets. The work in [212] (GDSCO) dynamically changes the operating states (on

and off) of the small BSs, while keeping the macro BS ON with the goal to reduce

the network power consumption where users are uniformly distributed in the network.

The considered system evaluation is divided into three categories: convergence eval-

uation, energy efficiency with various network load evaluation, and QoS of the macro

users associated with the macro BS and offloaded users associated with active small

cells.

Convergence Evaluation

The convergence of the proposed traffic offloading scheme is evaluated in terms of

the reduced traffic load and the achieved energy efficiency. The traffic load is found

as the average system loads of all cells during the learning process. This evaluation

demonstrates the capability of the proposed scheme to maintain the system load of

the macrocells at acceptable level as well as the small cells. The achieved total traffic

load during the learning process is potted in Figure 6.23. The figure shows that

our conditional traffic offloading scheme records the minimum average traffic load

compared to the heuristic scheme and the standard. This indicates that the scheme

managed to balance the traffic load over the cells that constitute to the network

and this is due to the conditional offloading using enhanced online learning that

conjectures other macro BSs traffic offloading actions. In addition, we plotted the

achieved average energy efficiency of the network against the number of epoch in

Figure 6.24. The results presented in this figure reveal the advantage of the proposed

scheme as it achieved the maximum energy efficiency. In addition, we notice that the
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Figure 6.23: Average system traffic Load in 5G Hetnets
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Figure 6.24: Average system energy efficiency in 5G Hetnets

standard, which deactivates the small cells all the time achieves initial low total traffic

load as it operates using fewer cells. The average traffic load and energy efficiency

achieved by other schemes are not competent to our scheme. The fast convergence

of our scheme is due to the impact of the intuitive feature of the proposed online

learning, which is able to conjecture other macrocells offloading strategies and this

reduces the overhead of information exchange among base stations.
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Energy Efficiency with Various Network Load

In this part, we evaluate the achieved energy efficiency as a function of the average

normalized traffic load of the macrocells and the number of the small cells. The energy

efficiency comparison between the proposed scheme and other schemes is presented in

Figure 6.25 for different normalized network load conditions. The figure shows that

our scheme recorded the highest energy efficiency compared to other schemes with

performance improvement of 14% over the best competing GDSCO in [212] when

the load is high. Moreover, it shows that the total energy efficiency decreases as the

network load increases. This is due to the fact that with low load, more base stations

can be inactive and this maintains the interference at low levels and reduces energy

consumption. Another energy efficiency evaluation is presented in Figure 6.26 for
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Figure 6.25: Average system energy efficiency under different network loads in 5G
Hetnets

energy efficiency vs variable number of small cells. The figure demonstrates that the

proposed scheme outperforms the other schemes regardless the number of small cells

involved as it performs learning to exploit the most efficient traffic offloading strategy

unlike other schemes. In addition, we can observe that the system energy efficiency

is improved with the increasing number of small cells. The reason is that small cells
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Figure 6.26: Average system energy efficiency against the number of small cells in 5G
Hetnets

enhance the energy efficiency as they consume less power than the macrocells when

traffic is offloaded to these cells. However, the energy efficiency saturates at certain

number of small cells with little improvement as when the network gets dense, the

interference between those cells enforces higher transmission power and consequently

more power consumption.

Users QoS Satisfaction

In this part, we investigate the experience of the macro users as a result of their traffic

offloading to small cells. In addition, this evaluation accounts for QoS of the users,

which are not offloaded and remain associated with the macro BS. The CDF plots in

Figure 6.27 and Figure 6.28 present the data rate for macro users associated with the

macro BS and the macro users offloaded and associate with small cells respectively.

For the case when the network is heavily loaded (i.e. the normalized network load

is above 0.8). The minimum data rate requirements considered in this evaluation is 2

Mbps for the macro user. We can notice that the proposed scheme managed to keep

the outage (when the user expected data rate is lower than the required rate) at less

than 5 % for macro users in both association cases, where other schemes including
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Figure 6.27: CDF of data rate for macro users associated with macro BS in 5G
Hetnets
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Figure 6.28: CDF of data rate for macro users offloaded to small BS in 5G Hetnets

heuristic based in [90], JPUA in [211], the GDSCO in [212] recorded outage ratio

of 25 %, 16%, and 12 % respectively for the macro users which remain associated

with the macro BS. On the other hand, the outage ratio for the offloaded users for

the heuristic, JPUA and GDSCO are 29 %, 18%, and 11 % respectively as in Figure

8. This evaluation indicates that the conditional offloading proposed scheme with

improved online learning smoothes the offloading process and boost the performance

not only at the level of energy efficiency but also at the level of QoS for the affected
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users. Moreover, the evaluation confirms that the system load has a large impact not

only on the energy efficiency, but also on user QoS.

6.4 Sophisticated Online Learning Scheme for Green Re-

source Allocation in 5G Heterogeneous Cloud Radio Ac-

cess Networks

We propose a green resource allocation scheme for the downlink of H-CRANs between

RRHs and their associated UEs that aims at maximizing energy efficiency while sat-

isfying the UE QoS requirements and mitigate the inter-tier interference. Allocation

includes RB assignment and power allocation [25]. The scheme is developed using

centralized and decentralized enhanced online learning approaches. The centralized

allocation is performed at a designated controller integrated with the Baseband Unit

(BBU), thanks to the macro BS, which is interfaced to the BBU pool for coordinat-

ing the inter-tier interference and exchange resource allocation control signals. This

alleviates the capacity and time delay constraints on the fronthaul and supports the

burst traffic efficiently. The decentralized approach relies on macro BSs cooperation

and local information analysis to let the macro BSs make decisions to reach the ap-

propriate allocation. The proposed learning methodology functions in conjunction

with an enhanced spectrum partitioning that classifies the available RBs according

to the users traffic priority and location. For example, UEs with high QoS traffic and

located at the cell edge consume RBs that belongs to RBs set that is dedicated for

high priority users. Moreover, compact state representation and Q-value approxima-

tion are employed to handle the curse of dimensionality during the learning process

due to the large state space. To the best of our knowledge, there is no solutions in the

literature for resource allocation in H-CRANs with consideration of energy efficiency

using machine learning techniques. One of the advantages of online learning is that

it is model-free, which facilitates its usage in dynamic heterogeneous networks.
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The key contributions of this part are summarized as follows,

• We develop an enhanced spectrum partitioning model that divide the available

spectrum into two RBs sets, where each set is dedicated for certain group of

users according to their location and QoS requirements.

• A centralized joint RBs and power allocation scheme for RRH and their associ-

ated UEs is proposed, which relies on a single controller integrated to the BBU.

This controller acquires the state information and selects the most appropriate

actions that enhance energy efficiency and guarantee QoS requirements for UEs

from different tiers.

• To eliminate the single point of failure possibility and exploit the environment

awareness capability of the macro BSs, we propose a decentralized resource

allocation scheme, where the macro BSs utilize their local information and the

BBU pool data to select the most appropriate resource allocation actions.

• The proposed online learning model incorporates compact state representation

and Q-value approximation to handle the curse of dimensionality, and augment

the algorithm convergence.

• We implement both resource allocation schemes using software defined radio

testbed to demonstrate the schemes capability to perform efficient resource al-

location in terms of energy efficiency, BS capacity and the encountered BER.

6.4.1 System Model and Problem Formulation

The architecture of the considered H-CRANs system is presented in Figure 6.29, in

which a two-tier cellular network is shown, the macro tier and the small cells tier.

The macro BSs denoted by u ∈ U are underlaid with small cells (RRHs) denoted

by s ∈ S, and the BBU pool performs all baseband processing functionalities. The
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Figure 6.29: H-CRANs Architecture

resource allocation process for RRHs is executed at the controller integrated with the

BBU pool in the centralized approach and it is achieved through cooperation between

macro BSs in the distributed approach. The inter-RRH interference between RRHs

is jointly coordinated at the BBU pool. The network users in this model are classified

into two categories: MUEs denoted by index m ∈M, which are the users associated

with the macro BS, while RUEs with index n are the users associated with RRH. The

backhaul interface is utilized to link the macro BSs with the BBU for control exchange.

All the RRHs are connected to the BBU pool by the fronthaul links to facilitates data

processing, transmissions, and cloud computing. The system RBs are denoted by k ∈

K with total bandwidth B. To enhance the spectral efficiency and mitigate the inter-

tier interference, the available spectrum is partitioned into two sets of RBs: the first

set denoted by Γ1 incorporates RBs dedicated to RUEs with high QoS requirements

or located at their corresponding cell edge. The second set of RBs denoted by Γ2

comprises RBs to be shared between RUEs with low QoS or located at the cell center
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and MUEs [213]. This specific partitioning improves the spectrum efficiency compared

to the traditional schemes and avoids random exploration of machine learning in RBs

allocation, which expedites the learning speed of convergence. The QoS requirement

is defined as the minimum data rate of the RUEs. The sets N = {1, 2, ...., N} and

q = {N + 1, ....N + q} represent the users associated with RRH and occupying the

sets Γ1 and Γ2 respectively. Let us assume that akn is the RB allocation indicator,

akn = 1, if the RB k is allocated to RUE n associated with RRH s and 0 otherwise.

For an RUE n served by RRH s on RB k, the received signal can be written as,

ηks,n = P k
s,ng

k
s,nρ

k
n + Ikn +N0 (6.93)

where P k
s,n is the transmission power of RRH s allocated to RUE n on RB k, ρkn is

the transmitted information symbol for RUE n on RB k, N0 is the noise power, and

gks,n = Hk
s,nls,n is the channel gain between RRH s and RUE n on RB k. Note that

Hk
s,n and ls,n refer to the fast fading coefficient and the path loss between RRH s

and RUE n respectively. The encountered interference denoted by Ikn is calculated

according to the category of the RUE n determined by the set of RBs it accesses.

Therefore, Ikn is calculated as follows,

Ikn =



∑N
i=1,i 6=n(

∑
r∈S,r 6=s P

k
r,ig

k
r,i) k ∈ Γ1∑M

m=1 P
k
u,mg

k
u,m +

∑N+q
i=N,i6=n(

∑
r∈S,r 6=s P

k
r,ig

k
r,i)

k ∈ Γ2

(6.94)

where P k
u,m is the transmission power of macro BS u allocated to MUE m on RB k,

and gku,m = Hk
u,mlu,m is the channel gain between macro BS u and MUE m on RB k.

Note that the index i represents the other RUEs served by other RRH r. The signal
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to interference and noise ratio (SINR) for nth RUE occupying kth RB is given by,

γks,n =
P k
s,ng

k
s,n

Ikn +N0

(6.95)

Similarly, the received signal by an MUE m served by macro BS u is written as

follows,

ηku,m = P k
u,mg

k
u,mρ

k
m + Ikm +N0 (6.96)

where ρkm is the received information symbol and Ikm is the encountered interference

by the MUE m allocated to RB k and it is evaluated as follows,

Ikm =

N+q∑
i=N

(
∑
s∈S

P k
s,ig

k
s,i) (6.97)

The SINR achieved by MUE m utilizing RB k and associated with macro BS u is

found as follows,

γku,m =
P k
u,mg

k
u,m

Ikm +N0

(6.98)

The capacity for all RUEs associated with RRH s is expressed as follows,

Cs =

N+q∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

aks,nB log2(1 + γks,n) (6.99)

Similarly, the capacity of all MUEs associated with the macro BS u is found as follows,

Cu =
M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

aku,mB log2(1 + γku,m) (6.100)

where aku,m is the RB resource allocation indicator similar to aks,n. The power con-

sumption of the H-CRANs system is composed of the power consumed by RRHs

and their related links and the power consumed by macro BSs [214]. The power
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consumption of RRH s is evaluated as follows,

PCs = Pct + Pf + Pe +

N+q∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

P k
s,na

k
s,n (6.101)

where Pct is the circuit power, Pf is the power consumption of the fronthaul links,

and Pe is the power consumed in signal exchange.

The energy efficiency (EE) of the considered H-CRAN system is defined as follows,

EE =
S× Cs + Cu

S× PCs + PCu
(6.102)

where PCu is the power consumed by the macro tier. However, H-CRANs is estab-

lished based on dense RRH deployment (i.e. the number of RRHs is much larger than

macro BSs). The inter-tier interference from RRHs to MUEs remains constant when

the density of RRHs is sufficiently high. Thus, the downlink spectral efficiency and

energy efficiency performances for the macro BSs can be assumed to be stable [97]

[214]. Therefore, with sufficiently high S, the energy efficiency can be defined as,

EE =
Cs
PCs

(6.103)

The allocation of RBs aks,n and transmission power P k
s,n with objective of EE maxi-

mization in the downlink of H-CRANs subjected to QoS requirements for all RUEs

and MUEs and the fronthaul links constraints is formulated as follows,

max
Pk
s,n,a

k
s,n

EE s.t (6.104)

C1:
K∑
k=1

aks,n ≤ zn, ∀s ∈ S

C2: aks,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀s ∈ S, ∀k ∈ K

C3:
K∑
k=1

aks,nB log2(1 + γks,n) ≥ θ, ∀n ∈ N
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C4:
K∑
k=1

aks,nB log2(1 + γks,n) ≥ θ∗, ∀n ∈ q

C5:
K∑
k=1

aku,mB log2(1 + γku,m) ≥ δ, ∀m ∈M

C6: P k
s,n ≤ aks,nPs,max, ∀s ∈ S,∀n ∈ N ∪ q,∀k ∈ K

C7:

N+q∑
n=1

φ(
K∑
k=1

P k
s,n) ≤ χmax, ∀s ∈ S

The constraint C1 limits the number of allocated RBs to RUE n to zn RBs, which

prevents the cloud from greedily allocating all the available RBs to its RUEs in order

to leave some RBs for the other network tiers. C2 indicates that aks,n is a binary

variable. The capacity constraints C3 and C4 ensure that the achieved capacity

for RUE with high QoS requirements and low QoS requirements RUE is above the

thresholds θ and θ∗ respectively. C5 is the constraint to guarantee QoS for the MUE

m. The transmit power on an unallocated RB is enforced to be zero and the maximum

allowed power for each RRH is indicated in C6 as Ps,max. Finally, C7 is a fronthaul

constraint, which limits the number of baseband signals transmitted on the fronthaul

link between the cloud and RRH s. χmax is defined as the maximum number for the

transmitted signals on the fronthaul link between the cloud and RRH s and φ is a

step function that takes value 1 if
∑K

k=1 P
k
s,n > 0 and 0 otherwise. P k

s,n < 0 indicates

that RRH s does not serve RUE n and that the fronthaul link between the cloud and

RRH s does not carry the baseband signal for RUE n. On the other hand, if there is

at least one RB k such that P k
s,n > 0 then RRH s serves RUE n and the fronthaul link

between the cloud and RRH s is active. The resource allocation problem in (6.104)

is tackled using enhanced online learning to reach ultimate allocation of RB and

transmission power to guarantee capacity in the designated sub-bands and inter-tier

interference mitigation.
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6.4.2 Online Learning Model for Resource Allocation

It is challenging to determine the exact state transition model by applying a model-

based dynamic programing algorithm for the following reasons: The spectrum parti-

tioning based RB allocation considered in this work is not only location dependent

but also considers QoS requirements. Moreover, it is not trivial to list all the states

and action pairs to migrate from one state to another, and it is not practical to pre-

define the state transition model in problem solving. For these reasons, we choose

online Q-learning [205] for resource allocation in the H-CRANs specified model. The

basic concept of online learning is described as follows, when the network is in state xt

at time step t, a finite number of possible actions yt, which are elements of the action

space Y can be selected. As a result, a reward is received, which is the network feed-

back for the action selected at state xt. In this section, we describe the learning model

employed to achieve resource allocation that maximizes the network energy efficiency.

We suppose that the resource allocation action is chosen by the network controller in

the centralized approach and it is a result of the cooperative decision made by the

macro BSs in the distributed one within a slotted time step t. The considered learning

model for resource allocation is defined as ζ = (N,q, γks,n, γ
k
u,m, a

k
s,n, P

k
s,n, EE).

The online learning parameters are defined as follows:

• State: the environment state at certain time step t is defined as, xtn=(n, RUE

location, θ, θ∗, δ, γks,n, γku,m). The state information is acquired from the BBU

and from the macro BSs that are assumed to be aware of the small cells operate

under their coverage.

• Action: the action ytn = (aks,n, P
k
s,n) is defined as the allocation of RB and

transmission power, RRH allocated to its associated RUEs.
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• Reward: the reward function is the energy efficiency and is defined as,

R(x, y) = EE(x, y) (6.105)

This indicates that the reward is achieved if the conditions in C1 to C7 are

satisfied.

• Transition Function: for a given resource allocation strategy π ∈ Π, the state

transition probability is defined as follows,

T (x, y, x′) = Pr(x(t+ 1) = x′|t = x, yt = y) (6.106)

Basically, the strategy π is defined as the probability of selection of action y at

state x.

The optimal Q-value of the online learning model is defined as the current expected

reward plus a future discounted reward as follows,

Q∗(x, y) = E[EE(x, y)] + β
∑
s′∈X

Tx,x′ (y) max
y′∈Y

Q∗(x′, y′) (6.107)

where Tx,x′(.) is the state transition probability and β is the discount factor. The

optimal Q-value Q∗n(x, y) is learned by updating the Q-value function on the transition

from state x to state x′ under the action y in time stept t as follows,

Qt+1(x, y) = (1− αt)Qt(x, y) + αt[EE(x, y)

+ βmaxy′∈YQ
t(x′, y′)] (6.108)

where αt ∈ (0, 1] is the learning rate. The initial Q-value for all (x, y) is arbitrary.

The considered online learning model here is a stochastic approximation method
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that solves the Bellman’s optimality equation associated with the DTMDP. Online

learning does not require explicit state transition probability model and it converges

with probability one to an optimal solution if
∑∞

t=1 α
t is infinite,

∑∞
t=1(αt)2 is finite,

and all state action pairs are visited infinitely often [131]. Balancing exploration and

exploitation is an essential issue in the stochastic learning process. Exploration aims

to try new allocation strategies so it does not only apply the strategies it already

knows to be good but also explore new ones. Exploitation is the process of using

well-established strategies. The most common technique to achieve this balance is to

use the ε-greedy selection [206]. However, this approach selects equally among the

available actions i.e. ( the worst action is likely to be chosen as the best one). In order

to overcome this drawback, the action selection probabilities are varied as a graded

function of the Q-value. The best power level is given the highest selection probability,

while all other levels are ranked according to their Q-values. The learning algorithm

exploits Boltzmann probability distribution [215] to determine the probability of the

resource allocation action that fulfills the energy efficiency maximization constraints

in C1 to C7. Thus, the action y in state x is selected at t with the following probability,

πtn(x, y) =
eQ

t(x,y)/τ∑
y′∈Y e

Qt(x,y′)/τ
(6.109)

where τ is a positive integer that controls the selection probability. With high value

of τ , the action probabilities become nearly equal. However, low value of τ causes

big difference in selection probabilities for actions with different Q-values. One issue

to report is that the 5G H-CRANs system has a large space. Therefore, the curse

of dimensionality increases the required computations and makes it unfeasible to use

the typical online learning methodology to maintain the Q-value for each state/action

pair, which slows the system convergence.
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6.4.3 Centralized Approximated Online Learning Resource Allocation

Scheme

In this approach, the resource allocation process is performed at a dedicated controller

that is integrated with the BBU pool and the macro BSs act as brokers between the

controller and the RRHs for control exchange with the goal of inter-tier interference

mitigation and energy efficiency maximization. Resource allocation and data pro-

cessing signals from the controller to the macro BSs are sent through X1 and S1

interfaces respectively, which are obtained from definitions of the 3GPP standards.

All the entities in the network including RUEs, MUEs, RRHs report the channel state

information and RUEs location to the macro BS that they operate under its coverage

in a hierarchical manner. The channel state information includes path loss and chan-

nel gains from the serving RRH and the macro BS to the RUEs and MUEs. All the

macro BSs provide this information to the controller through the control exchange

interface. The controller exploit the reported information and QoS requirements to

select the proper RB and transmission power using online learning. The allocation

decision made by the controller is sent to the RRH through the macro BS. Note

that SINR is the state information exploited in action selection and it is determined

according to the channel information reported and the allocated transmission power.

The computational complexity of the system increases along with the size of the

states and action spaces. The simple look-up table where separate Q-value is main-

tained for each state/action pair is not feasible in large space with massive number of

states like our system. Therefore, we propose a brief representation for the Q-values

in which they are approximated as a function of much smaller set of variables to

account for the curse of dimensionality. The brief representation of Q-value focuses

on a countable state space X∗ using the function Q′ : X∗ × Y , which is referred as a

function approximator. The parameter vector ξ = {ξz}Zz=1 is adopted to approximate

the Q-value by minimizing the metric of difference between Q∗(x, y) and Q′(x, y, ξ)
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for all (x, y) ∈ X∗ × Y . Thus, the approximated Q′ value is formalized as follows,

Q′(x, y, ξ) =
Z∑
z=1

ξzψz(x, y) = ξψT (x, y) (6.110)

where T denotes the transpose operator and the vector ψ(x, y) = [ψz(x, y)Zz=1] with a

scalar function ψz(x, y) defined as the basis function (BF) over X∗ × Y , and ξz(z =

1, ...., Z) are the associated weights. A gradient function ψ(x, y), which is a vector of

partial derivative with respect to the elements of ξt, is used to combine the typical

online learning model defined in (16) with the linearly parametrized approximated

online learning proposed.

The Q-value update rule in (6.108) is reconstructed to include the parameter

vector updates as follows,

ξt+1ψT (x, y) =
{

(1− αt)ξtψT (x, y)+

αt
[
EE(x, y) + βmax

y′∈Y
ξtψT (x′, y′)

]}
ψ(x, y) (6.111)

The probability of selecting certain action presented in (6.109) is updated with the

Q-value approximation as follows,

πt(x, y) =
eξ

tψT (x,y)/τ∑
y′∈Y e

ξtψT (x,y)/τ
(6.112)

The online learning process with approximated Q-value is illustrated in Algorithm 7.

The algorithm takes the QoS requirements for RUEs and MUEs as input to check

the quality of the strategies selected and they are compared to the capacity achieved

by different BSs. The algorithm selects action strategies according to (6.112). If

the conditions C1 to C7 are satisfied, then, the reward is achieved. Finally, the Q-

value and resource allocation strategy are updated according to (6.111) and (6.112)

respectively, and the new state is observed.
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Algorithm 7 Centralized approximated online learning algorithm for resource allo-
cation in 5G H-CRANs
Require: πt(x, y), t = 1, δ, θ∗, θ∗, γks,n, γku,m
Ensure: RB and P k

s,n allocation for RUE
1: initialization of Learning
2: for each(x, y ∈ Y ′) do
3: initialize resource allocation strategy πt(x, y);
4: initialize approximated Q-value ξtψT (x, y);
5: end for
6: while (true) do
7: evaluate the state x = xt

8: Select action y according to πt(x, y) in (6.112);
9: if (C1 to C7 are satisfied ) then
10: R(x, y) is achieved
11: else
12: R(x, y) = 0
13: end if
14: Update ξt+1

i ψT (x, y) according to (6.111)
15: Update πt+1

i (x, y) according to (6.112)
16: x = xt+1

17: t = t+ 1
18: end while

To demonstrate Algorithm 7 convergence, we found the necessary conditions for

convergence of the proposed approximated learning resource allocation. To start the

proof, we introduce the following definition and assumptions [216] [217].

Definition 2. Let Ψ = E[ψT (x, y)ψ(x, y)]. For the parameter vector ξ and a par-

ticular network state x ∈ X∗, we define a vector ψ(x, ξ) = [ψz(x, y)] for z = 1 → Z

where y ∈ ℵ = {y = arg maxy′∈Y ξψ
T (x, y′)} is the set of optimal joint resource

allocation actions for x. We define the following a ξ-dependent matrix:

Ψ′ = E[ψT (x, ξ)ψ(x, ξ)] (6.113)

Assumption 4. The basis functions ψz(x, y) are linearly independent for all (x, y)

and all the properties of Qt(x, y) in previous discussion are applicable to the dot

product for the vectors ξtψT (x, y).
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Assumption 5. For every z = (1, 2....Z), ψz(x, y) is bounded, which means E{ψ2
z(x, y)} <

∞ and the reward function satisfies E{R2(x, y)} <∞.

Assumption 6. The learning rate satisfies
∑∞

t=1 α
t =∞ and

∑∞
t=1(αt)2 <∞.

Proposition 4. With the assumptions 4-6 and Definition 2, the approximated

online learning algorithm converges with probability (w.p) 1, if

Ψ′ > Ψ, ∀ξ (6.114)

Proof. The proof of convergence requires finding stable fixed points of the ordinary

differential equations (ODE) associated with the update rule in (6.111), which can

be written as.

ξ.t = E[EE(x, y) + βξtψT (x′, ξt)− ξtψT (x, y))ψ(x, y)] (6.115)

where ξ.t = ∂ξ
∂t

as α→ 0. We define two trajectories of the ODE ξt1 and ξt2 that have

different initial conditions and satisfies ξt0 = ξt1 − ξt2. Then, we have

∂‖ξt0‖2

∂t
= 2(ξ.t1 − ξ.t2 )(ξt0)T = 2βE

[
ξt1ψ

T (x′, ξt1)ψ(x, y)(ξt0)T

− ξt2ψT (x′, ξt2)ψ(x, y)(ξt0)T
]
− 2ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T (6.116)

From the definition of ψ(x, ξ) in Definition 2, we can deduce the following two

inequalities,

ξt1ψ
T (x′, ξt1) ≥ ξt1ψ

T (x′, ξt2) (6.117)

ξt2ψ
T (x′, ξt2) ≥ ξt2ψ

T (x′, ξt1) (6.118)

As the expectation E in (6.116) is taken over different states and different actions,

we can define two sets Λ+ = {(x, y) ∈ X×Y |ξt0ψT (x, y) > 0} and Λ− ∈ X×Y −Λ+.
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If we combine (6.117) and (6.118) in (6.116), we get,

∂‖ξt0‖2

∂t
≥ 2β

(
E
[
ξt0ψ

T (x′, ξt2))ψ(x, y)(ξt0)T
∣∣Λ+

]
+ E

[
ξt0ψ

T (x′, ξt1))ψ(x, y)(ξt0)T
∣∣Λ−])− 2ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T (6.119)

After the application of Holder’s inequality [218] to the expectation in (6.119), we

get,

∂‖ξt0‖2

∂t
≥ 2β

(√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (x′, ξt2)
)2∣∣Λ+

]
×

√
E
[(
ψ(x, y)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ+

]
+

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (x′, ξt1)
)2∣∣Λ−]

×
√
E
[(
ψ(x, y)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ−])− 2ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T

≥ 2β

(√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (x′, ξt2)
)2]×√E

[(
ψ(x, y)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ+

]
+

√
E
[(
ξt0ψ

T (x′, ξt1)
)2]×√E

[(
ψ(x, y)(ξt0)T

)2∣∣Λ−])
−2ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T

If we apply the definition of Ψ′ in Definition 2, we get,

≥ 2β
√
max

[
ξt0Ψ′1(ξt0)T , ξt0Ψ′2(ξt0)T

]
×
√
E
[(
ψ(x, y)(ξt0)T

)2]
+−2ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T (6.120)

According to the condition in (6.114), we can state that,

∂‖ξt0‖2

∂t
≥ 2βξt0Ψ(ξt0)T − 2ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T = (2β − 2)ξt0Ψ(ξt0)T < 0 (6.121)

which means that ξt0 converges to the origin and this confirms that there exists a stable

point of the ODE in (24). Thus, the proposed online learning with Q approximation
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converges w.p 1.

Consequently, the stable point ξ∗of the ODE in (6.115) indicates that,

0 = E[EE(x, y) + βξtψT (x′, ξt)− ξtψT (x, y))ψ(x, y)] (6.122)

and ξ∗ can be found as follows,

ξ∗ = E[EE(x, y) + βξ∗ψT (x′, ξ∗))ψ(x, y)
]
Ψ−1 (6.123)

As a result, the approximated online Q-function is stated as follows,

Q′(x, y, ξ∗) = ξ∗ψ(x, y) (6.124)

6.4.4 Decentralized Multi-Agent Online Learning Resource Allocation

Scheme

Even with the Q-function approximation using compact representation, the number

of actions can grow exponentially with the number of cells deployed in the network.

Thus, to have a centralized controller for resource allocation is not the best practice.

As the macro BSs and can locally manage their operations, there is a possibility to

deploy a decentralized resource allocation scheme using online learning that functions

through the macro BSs. All the macro BSs can learn in a cooperative manner how to

make local decisions for resource allocation for the RUEs associated with RRHs. In

this way, the resource allocation task is achieved using multi-agent online learning,

where macro BSs represent the agents. The macro BSs estimate the SINR accord-

ing to the channel state information reported by the network nodes and the power

allocated, and execute the online learning algorithm for resource allocation.

We assume that the macro BSs learn in a team Markov game defined as GE =
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{U, X ′, Y, T, R} with the common goal to find a joint resource allocation strategy π

that mitigates the inter-tier interference and maximizes energy efficiency, where U is

the set of the macro BSs. The optimal Q-value Q∗(x, y) for all (x, y) ∈ X ′×Y , defines

the optimal resource allocation strategy and capture the markovian game structure.

For each network state x ∈ X ′, the action in the team Markov game is generated

by the U independent macro BSs in a decentralized fashion. The decided action y

at state x is considered optimal if Q∗(x, y) ≥ Q∗(x, y′) for all y′ ∈ Y . The macro

BSs are assumed to learn using the compact representation model stated in (6.111).

Consequently, we can deduce the following proposition.

Proposition 5. For the Markovian game GE, the decentralized multi-agent online

learning algorithm converges w.p. 1 if the condition in Proposition 2 holds.

Proof. If we consider each macro BS as a single controller that follow a stationary

resource allocation strategy, then the Markovian game is a DTMDP. As a result, the

proof follows the same procedure of the proof of Proposition 2.

To proceed with the multi-agent learning, the following assumptions are made,

Assumption 7. The resource allocation strategy of different macro BSs do not alter

significantly in similar network states.

Assumption 8. The initial network state xt evolves following Harris recurrent Markov

chain [219].

According to Assumption 7, each macro BS can conjecture the allocation strat-

egy of other macro BSs without explicit cooperation through the use of historical

knowledge if it encounters the same network state. The similarity between network

states can be measured in terms of Hamming distance [220] denoted by DH(x, x′).

We define the historical knowledge up to time step t using σ-algebra as follows,

F (t) = σ
(
{x(b), y(b)}tb=1, {R(x(b), y(b))}t−1

b=1

)
(6.125)
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where the information of each experienced network state x(b), each performed joint

action y(b) and network energy efficiency (the reward) R(x(b), y(b)) can be obtained

from the BBU. At each time step t, each macro BS checks the Hamming distance

between the current state x(t) and state x(b) in F (t). Then, it creates a sample

set XF (xt, F (t)), which includes F most recent observations from F (t) that has a

minimum value of
∑F

f=1DH(xt, xb). Now, the common reward Rc(x, y) that all macro

BSs receive after they perform a joint resource allocation action, which is defined as

y ∈ Y , is set to 1 if y = argmaxy′∈YQ
′(x, y′, ξ∗) and 0 otherwise. Moreover, we define

Yu for each macro BS as the set of joint actions that gives the reward 1 in state xt.

The decentralized multi-agent learning for resource allocation process in H-CRAN is

illustrated in Algorithm 8.

Note that µ and ν are two integers that satisfy 1 ≤ µ ≤ F ≤ ν. The algorithm

states that when t < ν, the resource allocation process according to the probability

in (6.111) is engaged to determine the resource allocation strategy. From t = ν + 1,

each macro BS selects µ records of YF (XF (xt, F (t))) from the F joints actions for

XF (xt, F (t)). If the following conditions C8 and C9 are met, the macro BS u selects

the allocation action yu(b
∗), where yu(b

∗) = maxb{b|y(b) ∈ YF (XF (xt, F (t)))uYu(xt)}.

• C8: there exists allocation action y = (yu, y−u) ∈ Yu(x
t) such that y′−u =

y−u∀y′ = (y′u, y
′
−u) ∈ YF (XF (xt, F (t)))

• C9: there exists at least one action y ∈ YF (XF (xt, F (t))) u Yu(xt)

However, if C8 and C9 are not met, macro BS u will select an action from Y ′u(x
t) =

{yu|yu = argmaxy′u R
′
c(x

t, y′u)}, where

R′c(x
t, yu) =

∑
y−u

Rc(x
t, y)

T tu(x
t, y−u)

ν
(6.126)

ν are cases randomly drawn from F most recent actions, T tu(x
t, y−u) is the number

of times the conjectured action of other macro BS y−u in state xt is performed. The
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Algorithm 8 Decentralized online learning algorithm for resource allocation in 5G
H-CRANs
Require: πt(x, y), t = 1, δ, θ∗, θ, γks,n, γku,m and 1 ≤ µ ≤ F ≤ ν
Ensure: RB, P k

s,n allocation for RUEs
1: initialization of Learning
2: for each(x, y ∈ Y ′) do
3: initialize resource allocation strategy πt(x, y);
4: initialize approximated Q-value ξtψT (x, y);
5: end for
6: while (true) do
7: evaluate the state x = xt

8: if (t < ν + 1) then
9: Select action y according to πt(x, y) in (6.112);
10: if (C1 to C7 are satisfied ) then
11: R(x, y) is achieved
12: else
13: R(x, y) = 0
14: end if
15: else
16: Update Yu(x

t) = {y|Rc(x, y) = 1} for xt

17: Randomly select YF (XF (xt, F (t))) out of F joint actions associated with
XF (xt, F (t))

18: Calculate R′c(x, yj) according to (6.126) and populate Y ′u(x
t)

19: if (C8 and C9 hold) then
20: select the action from YF (XF (xt, F (t))) u Yu(xt)
21: else
22: select an action from Y ′u(x

t)
23: end if
24: end if
25: Update ξt+1

i ψT (x, y) according to (6.111)
26: Update πt+1

i (x, y) according to (6.112)
27: x = xt+1

28: t = t+ 1
29: end while
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convergence of {ξt} to the optimal ξ∗ arises as a result of Proposition 5. With

Assumptions 7 and 8, the team stage game GE is reduced to a team game under

network states XF (xt, F (t)). According to theorem 1 in [221], the U macro BSs

coordinate resource allocation strategy for all xt as long as ν ≤ F/(ρGE + 2), where

ρGE is the length of the shortest path in the best response graph of team stage game

GE [222]. This confirms that the decentralized resource allocation algorithm will

converge with probability one.

6.4.5 Testbed Implementation

The H-CRANs system is implemented using USRP-N210 front-ends to demonstrate

the performance of the proposed resource allocation scheme. The logical architecture

of the considered H-CRANs in testbed implementation for both centralized and de-

centralized resource allocation consists of four main components: centralized BBU

pool for baseband processing, macro BSs, RRHs represented by low power pico BSs,

and the resource allocation controller integrated to the BBU pool. The heterogeneous

network including macro and pico BSs are connected to the BBU pool through wired

links.

As SINR is utilized by the online learning model for state information, this creates

a need for a communication protocol that facilitates the acquisition of channel state

information. The communication protocol performs three tasks: synchronization,

SINR estimation and resource allocation. Therefore, the resource allocation frame

structure is divided into three stages:

• Synchronization Stage: in this state each macro BS performs synchronization

with the BSs operating under its coverage through broadcasting a beacon frame

periodically to compensate for any misalignment in clock frequencies of each

node. Moreover, the beacon frame includes some information about the network

such as the number of time steps in each stage, and the time step occupancy in
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the following stages.

• Acquisition Stage: this state is a TDMA-based state, where each UE report

its channel state information to its corresponding pico BS or macro BS. It is

composed of three time slots, where the first and second slots are spared for the

macro BS and its associated MUEs to acquire their channel state information

to find the channel gains of all links for each RB. The third slot is dedicated for

pico BSs to report their channel state information while other pico BSs estimate

the channel gain with that pico BS on the same RB.

• Resource Allocation Stage: at this state, the online learning-based resource

allocation algorithms are executed whether at the controller as in the centralized

approach or through macro BSs in the decentralized approach.

Implementation Setup

We exploit GNU radio [182] as an SDR development platform to create digital signals.

GNU is an open-source software development toolkit that provides signal processing

blocks to implement wireless protocols. As GNU radio can only handle digital data,

RF front ends are required to shift the baseband signal to the desired center frequency.

USRP-N210 from Ettus Research [223] is utilized as the RF front end in our setup

with CBX daughter board that can operate in frequency range of 1 GHz to 6 GHz with

one antenna. In addition, we add two Dell servers as SDR processors that run GNU

radio to perform the baseband processing and include the controller implementation

for resource allocation. The centralized and the decentralized resource allocation

topologies considered in the testbed implementation are presented in Figure 6.30 and

Figure 6.31 respectively. We have two macro BSs, four pico BSs, four RUEs, and

two MUEs, where each of them is represented by one USRP-N210. In the centralized

resource allocation approach, only one dell server is utilized as the controller and the
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unit for baseband processing. However, two servers are used, where each one processes

the resource allocation algorithm implemented in each macro BS in the distributed

resource allocation approach.

BBU Pool

Pico 1

Macro

RUE 2RUE 1
Pico 2

MUE

Controller

Pico 1

Macro

RUE 2RUE 1
Pico 2

MUE

RUE 1 = user with high QoS requirements 
RUE 2 = user with low QoS requirements

Macro BS = USRP-N210
Pico BS = USRP-N210

RUE = USRP-N210
MUE = USRP-N210

Controller + BBU = Dell Server

Figure 6.30: Centralized testbed implementation topology of 5G H-CRANs
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Macro

RUE 2RUE 1
Pico 2

MUE

RUE 1 = user with high QoS requirements 
RUE 2 = user with low QoS requirements

Macro BS = USRP-N210 
Pico BS = USRP-N210

RUE = USRP-N210 
MUE = USRP-N210
BBU = 2 Dell Server

Figure 6.31: Decentralized testbed implementation topology of 5G H-CRANs
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The conceptual models for each node in the network for both centralized and

decentralized approaches for resource allocations are presented in Figure 6.32. This

SINR 
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GNU Radio 
PHY

Communication 
Protocol

Macro BS / MUE
RRH / RUE

Online 
Learning 

Algorithm

Channel 
Acquired 

Information

Controller

SINR 
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PHY
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Protocol

 MUE
RRH / RUE

Online Learning 
Algorithm

Macro BS

Communication 
Protocol

GNU Radio 
PHY

SINR 
Estimation

Centralized Approach Decentralized Approach

Figure 6.32: Conceptual model of the resource allocation system in 5G H-CRANs

model consists of the following modules: communication protocol module, which is

common in all nodes and it performs the tasks mentioned before. The online learn-

ing algorithm module, which includes the implementation of the resource allocation

process in Algorithm 7 and 8. This module is implemented in the controller in the

centralized approach and at the macro BS in the distributed methodology. GNU Ra-

dio PHY module performs the physical layer functionality supported by the physical

layer modules in the GNU Radio software. Finally, SINR estimation module, which

relies on the probe block in GNU Radio, where the probe performs an average mag-

nitude square process on the samples acquired during the sensing time. The acquired

results from the probe block is further used to estimate the signal and the noise

power. Signal power estimation is performed by averaging the acquired samples from

the probe block over certain time while the noise power is estimated by considering

the variance of the acquired samples.
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Table 6.4 presents the parameters used for testbed implementation including the

communication protocol, configuration and online learning parameters.

Parameter Value
Communication protocol parameters

Acquisition stage time slots 3
Sensing duration 10 ms
modulation scheme gmsk

Configuration Parameters

Macro BS Tx power 20 dBm
System bandwidth 10 MHz
Carrier frequency 2.4 GHz
Sampling rate 10 MHz
Antenna gain 3 dBi

Online Learning Related Parameters

Learning rate α 0.5
Discount factor β 0.9

Table 6.4: Parameters of the 5G H-CRANs system in Testbed Implementation

Testbed Experimental Results

In this section, we present the performance evaluation of our proposed centralized and

decentralized approaches compared to the equal power allocation standard scheme.

The logical structures in Figure 6.30 and Figure 6.31 are exploited as the network

setup, where we have H-CRANs that incorporates two macro BSs. Each macro BS

has two small BSs operate under its coverage and one MUE. One of the small cells

communicates with an RUE 1 with high QoS requirements while the other cell is

connected to low QoS RUE 2. RUE 1 traffic type is video file streaming while RUE

2 and MUE receive a small TCP file. The considered evaluation of the network

operation targets UEs achieved capacity, network energy efficiency and UEs BER.

Figures 6.33, 6.34, and 6.35 present the average capacity achieved by the small cell

with high QoS requirements RUE, the small cell with low QoS requirements RUE,

and macro BS with one MUE respectively.
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Figure 6.33: Average high QoS pico BS capacity in 5G H-CRANs system
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Figure 6.34: Average low QoS pico BS capacity in 5G H-CRANs system

We notice that the our proposed scheme in both approaches outperforms the stan-

dard, where fixed power allocation is assumed in the achieved capacities for all users.

Moreover, the proposed scheme maintains the capacity above the threshold. In Fig-

ure 6.33, the centralized approach for resource allocation converges to capacity of 20

bits/sec/Hz while the decentralized approach saturates at 18.5 bits/sec/Hz. However,

the capacity of the low QoS requirements RUE is 14 bits/sec/Hz and 12.8 bits/sec/Hz

for both centralized and distributed resource allocation approaches respectively as in

Figure 6.34. Finally, the capacity for the macro UE is measured to be 15 bits/sec/Hz

for the centralized approach and 14 bits/sec/Hz for the distributed approach as in
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Figure 6.35: Average macro BS capacity in 5G H-CRANs system

Figure 6.35. The convergence time for the centralized scheme is 300 time steps while

it is 330 for the decentralized scheme, where the time duration for each step is 0.065

ms.

The BER evaluations for RUE 1, RUE 2 and MUE are plotted in Figures 6.36, 6.37,

and 6.38 respectively. The proposed resource allocation scheme in both approaches
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Figure 6.36: Average BER experienced by high QoS RUE in 5G H-CRANs system

succeeded to maintain BER below the BER threshold which is 0.001 for RUE 1 as

in Figure 6.36 and below BER threshold for RUE 2 which is 0.005 as in Figure 6.37.

In addition, the recorded BER for the MUE using both decentralized and centralized
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approaches for resource allocation is maintained at 0.00038 and 0.00022 respectively

as in Figure 6.38. Thus, our scheme reduces the BER by a factor of 10 compared to

the standard approach.
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Figure 6.37: Average BER experienced by low QoS RUE in 5G H-CRANs system
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Figure 6.38: Average BER experienced by MUE in 5G H-CRANs system

The average energy efficiency for the small cell that supports RUE 1 and the

small cell that supports RUE 2 are plotted in Figures 6.39 and 6.40 respectively as a

function of time step with duration of 0.065 ms. Figure 6.39 shows that our proposed

scheme achieves efficiency of 1.9 bps/Hz/W and 1.75 bps/Hz/W using the centralized

and decentralized approaches compared to 0.98 bps/Hz/W achieved by the standard.
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On the other hand, our scheme achieves energy efficiency of 1.45 bps/Hz/W and 1.33

bps/Hz/W in both centralized and decentralized approaches respectively for RUE 2.

Figures 6.39 and 6.40 also note the convergence time for both approaches, which is

300 for the centralized and 330 for the distributed.
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Figure 6.39: Average energy efficiency for high QoS pico BS in 5G H-CRANs system
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Figure 6.40: Average energy efficiency for low QoS pico BS in 5G H-CRANs system

The system evaluation in Figures 6.33 to Figure 6.40 demonstrates the capability

of the implemented sophisticated online learning in resource allocation reflected by the

superior results recorded. Moreover, we notice that the proposed scheme converges

within short time thanks to the approximation of online learning Q-value that reduces
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the difference between the approximated Q-value and the optimal one. Another

point to report from the evaluation is that the decentralized approach converges at

rate close to the centralized approach. This is because of the conjecture concept

exploited in the decentralized learning as in Algorithm 8, which does not require

explicit information exchange between the macro BSs and relies on estimation of

other BSs action based on the historical knowledge for similar network states. This

highlights a significant potential for deploying H-CRANs with distributed resource

allocation approach in spite of the little loss in the achieved performance compared

to the centralized approach. This is because the centralized approach requires a

dedicated controller for resource allocation, which increases the complexity of the

network topology and makes it subjected to sudden failure if the controller is down.

6.4.6 Numerical Results

In this section, we verify the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of energy

efficiency, spectral efficiency, and QoS. The evaluation environment consists of three

macro BSs with 21 MUEs, 15 RRHs with 47 RUEs accessing Γ1 and 28 RUEs sharing

the spectrum with MUEs in Γ2. It is assumed that the path-loss model is expressed as

31.5+40∗ log10(d) for RRH to RUE link and 31.5+35∗ log10(d) for macro BS to RUE

and RRH to MUE links, where d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver.

Fast-fading coefficients are all generated as independent and identically distributed

Rayleigh random variables with unit variances. The data rate thresholds per both

types of RUEs and MUE θ, θ∗ and δ are assumed to be 2 Mbps, 512 Kbps, and 1.2

Mbps, respectively. We assume that the number of BFs is equal to the number of RBs

that are within the corresponding sub-band. The rest of the simulation parameters

are presented in Table 6.5. The evaluation of the proposed scheme including energy

efficiency, spectral efficiency, and data rate is investigated in the following sections.
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Parameter Value

User distribution uniform
Number of RBs 50
Total bandwidth 10 MHz
Thermal noise power -112 dBm
Macro BS transmission power 43 dBm
Back-haul power consumption Pbh 23 dBm
Antenna gain for macro/RRH 17/6 dB
Pico maximum transmission power 25 dBm
Trials per experiment 1000

Table 6.5: Parameters of the 5G H-CRANs system in Simulation

Energy Efficiency Evaluation

In this evaluation, we are interested in measuring the speed of convergence and the

achieved energy efficiency for both types of RUEs. Thus, we conduct three simu-

lations to evaluate the system convergence, achieved energy efficiency with variable

maximum transmission power of RRHs and energy efficiency against the SINR thresh-

old of MUEs. First, we plot energy efficiency as function of the number of time steps

in Figure 6.41. The performance of our centralized and decentralized resource alloca-
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Figure 6.41: Energy efficiency convergence in 5G H-CRANs system

tion is compared to two schemes including the standard with fixed power allocation

in which the same power is allocated for all RBs and the scheme proposed in [97],

which aims at tackling the energy efficiency problem in H-CRANs denoted by (EE-
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HCRAN). Moreover, we include typical online learning resource allocation, which is

online Q-learning without the enhancement of the brief representation proposed for

the Q-value in which they are approximated as a function of much smaller set of

variables. The inclusion of this typical online learning is to demonstrate the advan-

tage of approximation of online learning in speed of convergence. From Figure 6.41,

we notice that our scheme converges after 300 iterations faster than typical online

learning and EE-HCRAN and achieved the highest energy efficiency.

Second, we plot the achieved energy efficiency against the maximum transmission

power of RRH (Pmax) in Figure 6.42. It is observed that the average energy efficiency

is monotonically non decreasing function of Pmax. With small value of Pmax, the

energy efficiency increases until it saturates at Pmax of 23 dBm. This is due to the

fact that the compared schemes aim to balance the system energy efficiency and

the power consumption. The further increase in transmission power will result in

degradation in energy efficiency. We notice that both versions of our scheme achieved

higher energy efficiency than EE-HCRAN.
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Figure 6.42: Energy efficiency with variable Pmax in 5G H-CRANs system

The third evaluation focuses on the system with variable SINR threshold of MUEs.

Figure 6.43 presents the energy efficiency achieved versus the SINR threshold of MUEs

accessing Γ2 with Pmax = 25 dBm. We notice that the proposed scheme outperforms
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both EE-HCRAN and the standard schemes. Figure 6.43 reveals that when SINR

threshold is not large, the energy efficiency is stable with the increasing threshold

because the inter-tier interference is not severe thanks to the proposed RB allocation

strategy in conjunction with sophisticated online learning. This indicates that the

proposed solution mitigates the inter-tier interference and provide higher bit rates for

MUEs than the other schemes.
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Figure 6.43: Energy efficiency with variable SINR threshold for MUEs in 5G H-
CRANs system

Spectral Efficiency and QoS Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed scheme performance in terms of spectral

efficiency and QoS represented by the data rate achieved by both RUEs accessing

Γ1 and Γ2, and MUEs. Thus, we plot the average system spectral efficiency against

the time steps and maximum transmission power of RRH in Figures 6.44 and 6.45

respectively. Figure 6.44 emphasizes the speed of convergence achieved by our scheme

compared to others. Our scheme is the fastest with the highest spectral efficiency. In

Figure 6.45, spectral efficiency with variable maximum transmission power shows that

both approaches of our scheme record the best level of spectral efficiency compared

to other schemes.
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Figure 6.44: Spectral efficiency convergence in 5G H-CRANs system
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Figure 6.45: Spectral efficiency with variable maximum RRH power in 5G H-CRANs
system

QoS requirements stated in C2, C3 and C4 are investigated in this evaluation.

Figures 6.46, 6.47 and 6.48 present the CDF of the data rate for both RUEs accessing

sub-band Γ1 and Γ2, and the CDF of the data rate achieved by MUEs respectively.

We notice that our scheme (Centralized RA) and (Decentralized RA) is the only

scheme that managed to have more than 97 % of the users above the the specified

thresholds θ, θ∗ and δ compared to EE-HCRAN that records 78 % above threshold,

and standard with 65 %. This evaluation demonstrates the capability of the online

learning scheme to allocate RB and power efficiently while maintaining QoS of users
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at the maximum level.
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Figure 6.46: Data rate CDF for RUEs with high QoS requirements in 5G H-CRANs
system
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Figure 6.47: Data rate CDF for RUEs with low QoS requirements in 5G H-CRANs
system

Other Evaluations Aspects and Discussion

We consider the case of dynamic users who join and leave the system frequently. These

users may be viewed as distributed randomly. Their arrival is modeled as homoge-

neous Poisson point process with intensities λ = 3. Different users have independent

duration to stay in the system. We notice the impact of considering users mobility

on the achieved energy efficiency, spectral efficiency and data rate in the results of

Figures 6.41, 6.44, 6.46, 6.47, and 6.48. Figure 6.41 and Figure 6.44 reveal that there
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Figure 6.48: Data rate CDF for MUEs in 5G H-CRANs system

is a drop of 27 % in the energy efficiency and spectral efficiency as a result of user

mobility when comparing the performance of our scheme in the case of stationary

users (S) and mobile users (M). However, our scheme has only a drop of 14 % in the

data rate achieved for both types of RUEs and MUEs and all the achieved rates are

still above the threshold. The degradation in performance in the mobile users case is

due to the difficulty to acquire the state information as it changes frequently. From

the presented results, we notice that our proposed scheme with both approaches out-

performs the EE-HCRAN scheme in terms of the achieved energy efficiency with gain

of 16 % for the decentralized resource allocation and 24 % for the centralized resource

allocation. The use of machine learning in resource allocation is superior compared

to the simple convex optimization used in EE-HCRAN for resource allocation as on-

line learning does not require specific model of the network environment. This is a

significant factor as 5G H-CRANs is a dynamic environment, which cannot be tied

to specific model. Therefore, online learning, which adopts learning from experience

approach is a good fit for resource allocation problem. In addition, the compact repre-

sentation for states and approximation for Q-value contribute to the enhancement of

speed of convergence in our scheme. Another issue to note in the proposed scheme is

that the decentralized approach achieved comparable results in the evaluation which
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reflects the advantage of the conjecture feature in the exploited learning approach.

This feature eliminates the need for explicit cooperation between the macro BSs to

exchange information that improve the quality of the selected action. In addition,

this relives the BBU pool from resource allocation responsibility and reduces the sig-

nal processing overhead. Another factor for the superior performance achieved is the

sophisticated RB allocation mechanism that considers both location and QoS of the

RUEs. Moreover, appropriate power allocation has a considerable contribution to the

achieved results.

Evaluation Metric Proposed Cen-
tralized Testbed

Proposed Decen-
tralized Testbed

Proposed Cen-
tralized (S)
Simulation

Proposed Decen-
tralized (S) Sim-
ulation

Energy efficiency for
high QoS RUEs

2 bps/Hz/W 1.7 bps/Hz/W 2.15 bps/Hz/W 1.92 bps/Hz/W

Energy efficiency for
low QoS RUEs

1.45 bps/Hz/W 1.25 bps/Hz/W 1.62 bps/Hz/W 1.34 bps/Hz/W

Spectral efficiency 285 bps/Hz 260 bps/Hz 302 bps/Hz 275 bps/Hz
Average data rate for
high QoS RUEs

5.6 Mbps 5 Mbps 6 Mbps 5.55 Mbps

Average data rate for
low QoS RUEs

2 Mbps 1.6 Mbps 2.2 Mbps 1.78 Mbps

Average data rate for
MUEs

2.1 Mbps 1.73 Mbps 2.3 Mbps 1.9 Mbps

Convergence Speed
(time steps) 300 325 290 310

Table 6.6: Testbed and numerical results comparison

Finally, we compare the testbed results and numerical results in terms of energy

efficiency for high QoS RUEs, energy efficiency for low QoS RUEs, system spectral

efficiency, data rate for both types RUEs and MUEs, and convergence speed. The

results are compared on the basis of the optimal (maximum) value reached for energy

efficiency and spectral efficiency and on average for data rate. Table 6.6 presents

the comparison results. We notice that the numerical results record better values

than the testbed implementation. The reason for that little win is due to real time

interfering means such as other wireless devices in the lab. In addition, hardware

limitation on processing and synchronization with the controlling unit may degrade

the achieved results.
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Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

CR is an exciting communication paradigm, which have a potential to enable easier

management, self-organization and better performance of the future radio networks.

Nonetheless this paradigm has been studied over the past years, There are still large

number of challenges that obstacle their path. One of the contributions of this thesis

is to provide practical realization of cognitive radios. We have proposed algorithmic

solutions for facilitating adaptation and optimization in key resource sharing problems

such as channel allocation and radio parameters optimization. Additionally, we have

introduced our cognitive resource management framework (CogWnet), which encom-

passes tools and mechanisms for cross-layer optimization, cognitive operations and

advanced management of future networks. In addition, resource allocation problem in

the future 5G Hetnets and 5G H-CRANs are tackled using enhanced online learning.

The resource allocation is formalized with the goal to maximize energy efficiency un-

der the channel conditions and QoS constraints. At the beginning of this thesis, the

basic concepts of CR and SDRs are introduced. Mitola’s vision was reviewed and as a

result, CR can be classified into two types: the first one deal with DSA and improving

spectrum utilization. Moreover, the upcoming 5G technology with all its merits to

maximize network capacity, provide efficient radio resource management, and accom-

modate heterogeneous users applications is presented. The challenges encountered to

fulfill the 5G vision and in resource allocation are also highlighted.

Following Mitola’s idea on fully reconfigurable radio that can learn, analyze, de-
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cide and act upon the environmental stimuli, we have proposed CogWnet that could

enable easier realization of the cognitive cycle. This framework is one of the first

cognitive RRM architectures on a system level that suggested all the necessary com-

ponents to implement the cognition cycle. The design of CogWnet has been performed

in a way that several key design principles such as extensibility, flexibility, portabil-

ity and reasonable complexity are guaranteed. CogWnet is component based, highly

modular and easily extensible to include new functionalities. Furthermore, it has

been designed to facilitate easier interaction and exchange of information between

the layers of the protocol stack by means of generic interfaces. A central layer of the

architecture is a so called decision-making layer, which is responsible for coordina-

tion of actions, resource scheduling and decision-making. The decision-making layer

reaches optimal decisions exploiting information from different sources in the radio

environment and historical data that have been generated from off-line learning. One

of the novelties in CogWnet is the optimization techniques, which is tightly coupled

to the decision-making layer and can be used to perform local and global optimization

based on the rich information provided through the interfaces. The AI algorithms

utilized for the decision-making functionality in CogWnet are described in Chapter

4. These algorithms including decision trees, genetic algorithm, case based reasoning,

artificial neural networks, and reinforcement learning, are exploited in different ap-

proaches for radio parameters configuration. These approaches include single, hybrid

and supervised decision-making engines. The performance of these methodologies is

evaluated and compared to highlight the advantage of considering each of them and

highlight related tradeoffs.

Further in this thesis, CogWnet was integrated with LTE cellular network to im-

prove its efficiency. The overall goal for the integrated system was to optimize spec-

trum allocation, mitigate interference, maximize throughput and reduce complexity.

Radio environment awareness and optimization algorithms are used to improve net-
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work efficiency and respond to changes in network conditions. Optimization starts

with receiving periodic channel information. SINR, traffic load and BER were used

to tune modulation, power, frequency, and bandwidth.

Another important contribution of this thesis is the efficient resource allocation in

the 5G networks including Hetnets and H-CRANs trends. Power allocation problem

is tackled for the downlink transmission in a spectrum sharing multi-tier 5G environ-

ment, where small cells and D2D access the spectrum in an underlay fashion. We

proposed an enhanced online learning based scheme to allocate transmission power to

reduce the overall power consumption while maintaining QoS for both primary tier

and secondary tier. The online learning exploits an intuition based approach to ac-

count for the impact of other users transmissions on the selected transmission power

strategy. In addition, a green resource allocation scheme in H-CRANs network follow-

ing online learning based centralized and decentralized approaches is proposed. RBs

and transmission power are allocated subjected to inter-tier interference and capacity

constraints. The centralized approach places a dedicated controller integrated to the

BBU pool to perform resource allocation while the decentralized approach seizes the

macro BSs awareness about RRHs operates under their coverage and assign them the

task of resource allocation in a distributed fashion.
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